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government.
The measure would not
take effect in time for the 1992
election. Maine's Democratic
caucuses are scheduled for
Feb. 23. (See next week's
VOTER'S GUIDE issue of
CBW for more information.)

Is college or grad school in your future?
(If so, this is for you!)

National Semi
chips off 85 more

RONKIN
COMES TO PORTLAND!
FREE DIAGNOSTIC TESTING FOR
SAT, GRE, GMAT, LSAT & MCAT EXAMS!
Help relieve that pre-test anxiety by registering now now take a
FREE diagnostic college or graduate school entrance exam. After
you take the exam, you will receive a FREE detailed analysis
showing your strengths and weaknesses. This information will
enable you to improve your scores before you take the actual test.
There is no obligation of any kind!

"

Call RONKIN today at

-775-5700
or stop in at
our new location at
the CornerBrook Mall.

We'll Make Sure You Make It!

A review of the top news stories affecting
Greater Portlan~: February 5 through 11, 1992,

Two Cumberland County
Commissioners to leave
Two of Cumberland County's three commissioners have
announced they will leave their posts at the end of this year.
Richard Hewes Sr., a Cape Elizabeth lawyer, said he will
leave the commission to concentrate on his law practice and
family. Joseph Mazziotti, a Portland lawyer, will leave the
commission for similar reasons.
"It's a lack of time," said Hewes. "The work of being a
County Commissioner is expanding. It's gone from taking eight
hours a week to being a half-time job. It's hard to be a part-time
commissioner, a full-time lawyer and have a wife and five kids.
Besides, this will get some fresh ideas in there."
The two have served as commissioners for a combined 20
years. During their terms, Cumberland County became the first
Maine county to set its budget independent of state approval.
The county also snared a $25 million jail construction project
and set up an emergency response unit for accidents involving
hazardous waste during that time.
Three candidates have announced they will seek the vacant
seats. OutgOing Portland City Councilor Esther Clennott will
run for Mazziotti's District 1 seat. Two Republicans, Lyle
Cramer from Westbrook and L Daniel Boisot from Standish,
will seek Hewes' District 2 seat.
Candidates have until April 1 to qualify for the June primary.
Two commissioners will be elected in November.

More Portland poor seeking health care

FinancinQ Available
Competitive Rates

CLEAN USED
CARS AND TRUCKS

89 DODGE CARAVAN

90 FORD RANGER

ONLY 17
5

4cyl., 5 speed, stereo, step and
tow,
clean little truck

miles, FWD, 4 cyl.,
cloth, stereo

WAS $11995 NOW $10850
88 FORD F250 4X4

6 cyl., 5

stereo, step and
1/4 ton

89 FORD CLUB WAGON

XLT, 4 captains chairs, power
window,lock, cruise, tilt, air, tu-tone

WAS $8895 NOW $7777
89 FORD F-150 4X4

Black short box, XLT, power lock,
windows, cruise, aero kit, beautiful,
one of a kind, amust see

85 SR5 TOYOTA

Hard to find, automatic, stereo,
Gazelle cap

89 FORD RANGER

XLT, 5 speed, cassette, cloth,
more

••

WAS $4995 NOW $4265
85 FORD F-150 4X4

8 cyl., 5 speed, high miles but
priced to sell at this price

89 RANGER 4X4 X-CAB
Super cab, XLT, 5 speed, stereo,
tu-tone, extra nice, extra sharp

85 FORD RANGER

4cy1., 5 speed, low miles, rally
wheels, high MPG

Record numbers of low-income people and families are
checking into Portland's outpatient clinics, but the bigger case
load is driving up the cost of medical care for everyone else.
"We're taking about 30 new patient requests a month," said
Dr. John Randall, director of the Maine Medical Center (MMC)/
Mercy Hospital Family Practice Unit on Munjoy Hill. "That's
about double what we're used to. We've had to direct people
away to other facilities."
Maine Med's in-house clinic is also overtaxed. "In the
outpatient clinic, the actual number of visits isn't going up,"
said MMC spokesman Wayne Clark. "But that's because we've
put a limit on the number of patients we can take."
As a result, waiting lists that used to be one or two weeks
long now stretch six to eight weeks long, said Clark, noting
"that is a very long wait for patients with crisis conditions."
Clark said the clinic is so overworked it can't schedule any
checkups or other routine examinations.
All this cheap and free care is driving the cost of health care
up for paYing customers, said Clark. "If the volume increases,
then the cost increases. It's that simple," he said. MMC's
outpatient clinics spent $7.9 million on health care last yearabout 5 percent of Maine Med's annual budget - but only
received $3.8 million back in payments from patients, insurers,
Medicare or Medicaid.
"The difference is made up by the cost of health insurance,"
Clark said. ''The cost of free care gets shifted to people who have
insurance when they're sick. When you buy insurance, you're
paying for their care."
To cope with the heavier patient load, Clark said Maine Med
might appeal for contributions, apply for grants or lobby for
more subSidy money.
Though MMC has no current plans to expand its outpatient
care facilities, Randall said the Family Practice Unit would
resume taking new patients this month. "We're trying to
respond to the need," he said.

Maine House says no to primaries

157 Pleasant St.
Brunswick 721-1163

A bill to force New Hampshire to share the nation's earliest
presidential primaries has been rejected by the Maine legislature.
Portland Democrat Fred 1. Richardson, who sponsored the
bill, said a Maine primary would replace a '10ng, confusing
caucus process," and could lead to a regional primary.
But the Maine House voted the idea down by a lopsided 9444. Opponents objected to the cost of a primary and argued that
the caucus system reinforces the state's town meeting forms of

National Semiconductor
Corp., the computer chip
maker in South Portland, will
layoff 85 more workers this
month because of a continuing drop in orders from
computer manufacturers.
That means the company will
have fired one-sixth of its
already diminished work
force in just 18 months.
"It's because of the
economy," said Todd H .
Smith, National
Semicond uctor' s director of
human resources. Smith said
he didn't expect any of those
workers would be hired back.
The company had also laid
off 190 workers during the
past two years, partly
because of a decline in
defense contracts from the
Pentagon.
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Learn

LOVE

spongln~

Music is the food of love.
Find both on February 14
8pm $5

ragging. marblIng
and more•••
Saturday
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March 28
Beginner~
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workshopRegister
now!

NAIL ART FOR
ALL OCCASIONS . ,
Best PrIces In Town

775-.2 429

<I

SWEDENBORGIAN CHURCH
302 Stevens Avenue
Portland. ME 04 103
(207) 772-8277

Rev. Ken Turley

call for info on other classes tool

COin.,. Middle &. Market. l.owet Level
Next to rortIdnd WUle and Cheese

LDlm""'LI

Portland • CaII878-9884

Service: lOam Sunday

Magical Music
Chil&are provided

nlty

calble Network
week of 1/14/92

-COMMUNITY HEART &
SQUL:Celebrating Community Television. (1 hr)
-A LOOK AT LEADERSHIP:
Citizens: Can they Make a
Difference? A look at
Leadership jn Greater
Portland. (112 hr)
-USM CLOSEUPS:
Pluralism in the Public
School System. (1/2 hr)
-MINORITIES IN MAINE:
Is USM's Curriculum
Responsive? (1 hr)
Programs premiere Fri. 7· 10pm. and are
repeated Sat· Mon.1-4 & 7-10pm and
Tues.• Wed .• & Thurs. gam·noon,
Cable Channel 37 In Portland. So. Port·
land, Cape Elizabeth. Falmoulh. & Scar·
borough. Channel varies In Gorham.

PRESIDENTS DAY
SEALY BLOWOU17
5 DAYS ONLY! THURS THRU MON

First Maine Bank
will close
First Maine Bank, a
subsidiary of the Bank of
Ireland, will close May 1
because of the recession and
its failure to tum a profit,
officials said .
In its Feb. 4 announcement, the bank has pledged
to pay all depositors in full .
Loans owned by First Maine
Bank will be sold to First
New Hampshire Bank, also
owned by the Bank of
Ireland.
The news came as a shock
to the bank's 13 employees.
"We're all pretty depressed,"
said one employee who
didn't want to be identified.
"There are no jobs out there
anywhere. We're all very
worried about our families
and our homes."
First Maine opened its
lone office on Congress Street
five years ago. Company
officials had hoped to expand
to branches, but never did.
The closing is but the latest
of Portland' s banking
casualties. Ma ine National
Bank and Maine Savings
Bank both were absorbed by
Fleet Bank of Maine last year
in government-assisted
takeovers.

Cape E. fights
wetland developer
Cape Elizabeth will appeal
a Maine Superior Court
decision that clears the way
for development of wetlands
the Town Council once
declared off-limits to builders.
"It's worth it to do this
rather than have to start all
over again," said Town
Manager Michael McGovern,
noting the town will spend
$4,000 to file the appeal in
Maine Supreme Court. "We
feel the judge erred in his

Continued on page 4
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*TWIN SETS ••• $99.95
*FUlL SETS... $179.95
*QUEEN
PLUSH
TOP SETS ... $399.95
*KING SET PREMIUM
FIRM •••

$399.95

*

SEALY POSTIJREPEDIC

*TWIN SETS from ... $299.95
*FUlL SETS $399.00
*QUEEN SETS $449.00
*KING SETS $649.00
from .•.
from ...
from ...

~
~

MAINE'S LAR...GEST SEALY
POSTUREPEDIC SLEEP CENTER!

** You
Race in to Classic Mattress and get a free u.S. Olympic Calendar.
could win a trip to the 1992 Olympic Summer Games!
,

No purchase necessary.

't~

USA

CLASSIC

L....-~_~~Q%)-----'MATIRESS
Visa, Mastercard, Discover, Free Layaway

• 365 Forest Ave., Portland 871-8606
Across from Oakhurst Dairy

• 581 US Route 1 Scarborough 883-2886
I

Next to Dunstan School

• 120 Center St. Plaza, Auburn m-5738
Near Jade Fountain

• Mon. - FrL 10-6, Sat. 9-5, Sun. Noon-4
(Portland Noon-5)

f
I
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DEALS

~

AT

• Convenient. Close, Uncrowded,
Affordable· $22/adult· $14/junior
• 16 trails and slopes, 4 lifts, snowmaking
• Nursery and childrens programs
• Tuesdays 2 ski for the price of 1
• Night Skiing. Tues., Fri., and Sat.
• Complete Rent.lls and PSI A member ski
school

King Pine Ski Area
AT

Maine's South
Africa Investment
curbs attacked

Purity Spring Resort

Route 153
E. Madison, NH 03849

1

Renovation and Design
of Fine Art Glass Windows
Since 1976.
We carry supplies and glass
for. the stained glass artisan.

630 Forest Avenue
Portland, ME
774-4154

Groping for
words for
Valentine's Day?
Books wiU blaze a trail,
show you the way, leave
no stone unturned.
See us for help!

•

HARBO~OO](S
Lower Falls Landing, Route 88, Yarmouth 'i' 846·6306 'i' Mon. - Thurs. & SaL 9-6; Fri. 9-8; Sun. 12·5

BAGELS & COFFEE
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BAGELS & COFFEE
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BAGELS & COFFEE

15 Temple Street if) a lot bigger!
We've joined forces with Green Mt. Coffee
Roasters to give you the ·best of Vermont. Come
down and see what all the excitement is about!
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Bagels for lunch?1

Portland Bagel Works has quite a selection for a sumptious
~
and inexpensive meal. Choose from our store cooked meats like
8
rare roast beef, tender turkey breast and maple cured ham, all
~
piled high on your choice of over 15 varieties of bagels, such as
IT1
works or onion or maybe even a ragin' cajun. Add swiss,
Iti§\
chedder or provolone cheese and of course the veggies, lettuce, ~
tomato, onion & sprouts, and you have quite a sandwich. Not a
~
meat eater'? Then how about tuna salad made with albacore
~
r
(J)
tuna on a sourdough or a veggie and cheese on a .sesame with
l<""
spicy honey mustard'? All of our salads are made from scratch
8
with the freshest ingredients. Come see why bagels for lunch
IT1
can be a new experience in high quality taste and creativity.
IT1

""

ou

@"

Portland 8agel Worke;: 879-2425 Fax: 879-1895

COFFEE & BAGELS

~

COFFEE & BAGELS

@

./ \ ,

COFFEE & BAGELS

Continued from page 3

decision. He actually changed
the town's zoning, and we
think he usurped the town's
legislative authority in doing
so."
Fred Plummer of the F.S.
Plummer Co. in Gorham
bought the property near
Peabbles Cove and subdivided it into lots years'ago.
Some lots were built on and
became the Eastfield development. But in 1981, as part of
comprehensive rezoning of
the town, town oouncilors
zoned the remaining
Eastfield lots as "resourceprotection" areas.
"Some of the lots are
actually in standing water,"
said Michael Hill, an assistant
to Cape Elizabeth town
attorney Tom Lahey. "There
is wildlife there. The Town
Council didn't want to see
that wetland filled in."
Last December, after
Plummer appealed, Superior
Court Justice Robert Browne
overturned the Town
Council's decision. "This
could set back all the environmental progress that Cape
Elizabeth has made," said
Hill. He expected a final _
ruling within six months.

... but scraps new
fire truck
Cape Elizabeth's fire
department will go without a
ladder truck for at least six
months because the town
can't afford a new one. The
town's existing aerial ladder
has been deemed unsafe, and
new ladders wouldn't fit the
old truck.
"It will go through the
normal budget process in
April/' said Town Manager
Michael McGovern. Meanwhile, Cape fires requiring
ladders will be serviced by
South Portland or
Scarborough volunteer
firemen. "The response time
involved there oould create a
life-theatening situation,"
said McGovern.
Town Councilor William
H. Jordan said the town
might not need a new,
expensive truck. "I don't
think we should leave all
those other doors closed,"
said Jordan, a former deputy
chief of the town's fire
department. "What if there's
a used truck out there that
fills the need?"
But McGovern said most
used trucks are too large for
some of Cape Elizabeth's
roads and firehouse, and
present maintenance problems. "When you're buying a
used truck, you're asking for
trouble," he said.
A new ladder truck plus
renovations to the firehouse
would cost $325,000. Councilors trimmed $200,000 from
the town's budget last
December in anticipation of
deep state cuts.

A proposal to repeal state
curbs on investment in South
Africa touched off debate
between representatives of
the South African government and Portland-area antiapartheid activists.
Pretoria's oonsul general
in New York, P.H. Viljoen,
told the State and Local
Government Committee that
South Africa has turned the
comer in advancing toward
democracy and ending its
race-based caste system. He
said South Africa needs
foreign capital to fuel economic growth during a
period of political transition.
But Rep. Herbert C.
Adams of Portland, former
Rep. Harlan Baker (who
sponsored the original
sanctions bill) and other
opponents urged lawmakers
to hold off on any repeal until
South Africa actual I y empowers a multiracial government.
'The time to lift sanctions
has not yet oome," said
Adams, citing Nelson
Mandela's recent call for
further steps toward a oneperson, one-vote standard
before economic pressures
are relaxed.
Maine lawmakers directed
state money managers to
begin gradually divesting
from South Africa five years
ago.

Big sign needs big
bucks to stay aloft
The time and temperature
sign that dominates the
Portland skyline will likely be
turned off this summer
unless the Legislature allows
it to flash advertisements.
Flashing messages aren't
allowed under Maine's
billboard laws. But "Save Our
Sign," an ad hoc group of
Portland business people,
said the landmark sign will
probably be lost unless'some
sort of financial support is
forthcoming.
A bill to exempt the sign is
before the Legislature.
Save Our Sign collected
about $10,000 this winter and
kept the sign running after
the ownfi!r of the Congress
Street building that serves as
the sign's perch oould no
longer afford to.

Pineland patients
shipped out
The state has secretly
begun to phase out Maine's
only institution for the
mentally retarded.
Twelve of the 260 mentally
retarded residents of
Pineland Center, located in
Pownal, have been moved to
private houses and apartments during the last five
months.
Offi daIs at the sta te
Department of Mental Health
and Mental Retardation
confirmed that the state never
officially told families or the
public about the center's
closing.
Families of some Pineland

Fel7ru4ry 13, 1992

residents were upset. "The
state is telling us that they are
giving our children the right
to advocate for themselves in
the oommunity," said Joan
Collins of the Pineland
Parents Association. "How
can you expect someone with
the mental age of 2 to do
that?"
The shutdown is related to
Gov. John R. McKernan's
plan to save money by .
closing state facilities and
transferring services to
pri vate agencies. The state
wants to close the facility by
Dec. 31, 1994.

•

Give your valentrne

•

Complete Bicycle & AlpinelBack Country Ski Shop

Continued on page 6
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•

1041 Washington Ave., Portland, ME 04103, 878-8741

•

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Sturdy Computer
Work Station
Only $149. ~~h--

Rugged
Bunk Beds
Only $199.

"'
Plus Oak Chairs,
Tables, Bookcases,
& WaH Units at
Low, Low Prices!

Grampa's

5 Drawer Chest
Only $119.
,
1

.,

582 U.S. Route 1
Dunston Comer
Scarborough • 883·2145
Dining Table
&4 Chairs
Only $299.

;'

Mon. - Sat. 9:30 • 5:30,
Thurs. 'til8pm, Sun 12-4
Credit Cards Accepted

Looking for a Futon Sofabed?
Look no further!!
The Newport is
constructed {rom a
solid hardwood and
features easy front
conversion, lock
position, and
adjustable recline
and comes fully
assembled.
Full Size Frame with
Foam Core Futon
and Free "In Stock
Cover"

Maine Medical Center is
one of about a dozen sites
across the oountiy where new
cholesterol-lowering drugs
will be tested.
Derived from the Chinese
century plant, the drug CP-88
is designed to combat heart
disease and strokes.
If effective, CP-88 would
be the strongest cholesterol
medication available, removing large amounts of cholesterol directly from the
intestines without affecting
the body's metabolism.
Dr. Leonard Keilsen is
directing the research.

Strong sales across UNUM
Corp.'s specialty insurance
lines fueled a 10 percent
increase in fourth-quarter
profits and an overall 11
percent rise in earnings for
1991, the oompany said.
"All of our lines performed strongly in the past
year," said UNUM spokeswoman Carol A. Eleazer,
"because of our continued
focus on the basics."
Total revenue for 1991
increased to $2.4 billion from
$2.2 billion the year before.

:

: All Telemark Equipment on Sale:

Maine Med to test
new blood drug

UNUM still raking
In the bucks

~. ~';;;anl gift from

•

: -Allspeed Bicycle and Sl{i- :

Retailing from
Freeport to Tokyo
L.L. Bean is negotiating
with two Japanese oompanies
to open a retail store in Japan.
Matsushita Electric
Industrial Co. and Seiyu Lt£!.
are proposing a joint venture
to sell L.L. Bean's products,
according to Bean spokeswoman Catharine Hartnett.
Matsushita (one of the largest
corporations in the world and
the owner of MCA-Universal)
would import the goods and
Seiyu, a Japanese supermaIket chain, would operate the
retail store.
The first store is planned
for the Tokyo area.
Interest in L.L. Bean may
have come about because of
Japan's growing interest in
outdoor sports, Hartnett said.
The company's famous
outdoor catalog has been
available in Japanese for
several years.
Rumors that the Tokyo
store's trout pond would be
larger than the Freeport trout
pond prompted an angry
heave from President Bush.
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$279
While supplies last.
Call aheiUJ. 10 reserve yours.

Hardwood Frames at Pine Prices!
Now, you don't have to sacrifice quality to save money.
Get hardwood construction at a price you'd expect to pay for pine frames.
GET AN ADDED BONUS on any hardwood frame & futon - Recieve any in stock cover FREE!
While supplies last.

One of Maine's Largest
Selection of Futons & Frames

MAINE MATIRESS

295 - Brunswick

t

!

•••

'"

•
COrJJ1'8SS

·=PARKlNG

AND

•

••• ~

IMM&FI
FreeSi

•
•

'-----FUTONS----'
I<

At Our Prices, You Can Rest Easy."

Mon .•Fri. 10-7 • Sat. 10-5 • Closed Sunday

.'

534 Congress St.,
(next to Porteous)
Portland 761·3878

•

250 Bath Rd.
(Ames Plaza)
Brunswick 725-9302
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Delight Your Valentine

VILLACCI

& other

Sweepfter

offFterftet., ,
Continued from page 5

mistakes
By AI Diamon

Profits rose to $205 million, or
$6.15 per share, from $185.2
million, or $5.38 per share, in
1990.
Based in Portland, UNUM
is a specialty insurance
holding company with $10.7
billion in assets and 5,300
employees.

Portland cop nabs
Sonesta crooks
Bracelet and earrings by Thomas Mann. Heart ring by Pat Garrett.

Since 1971 we have been
Maine's favorite source for
fine American crafts and
jewelry, all lovingly crafted by
some of America's most
talented designers.

•

abacus

american crafts

44 Exchange Street, Portland, ME (207) 772-4880

Amaryllis Clothing Co.
41 Exchange Street, Portland, ME 04101

772-4439

parking stamps available

Home Theater Auello-Video Receiver
Dolby- Pro-Loglc Surround Sound System
• Center Channel Amp/Pre-Amp
• Adjustable Time Delay
• Programmable Remote
• Onscreen Display Mode
Control (universal)
(some models)
• Easy to Use
• Output to Subwoofer
• All Discrete Front and Rear
(some models)
Channels
• Hetty, ScUd Construction
• Multl Room Capability
• 3 yrs. Parts & Uibor
Come in

A canny Portland Police
detective pulled the rug out
from under a two-man
burglary team that had
heisted valuable antiques
from the Sonesta Hotel.
Timothy Cheney, 31, of
Portland and Steven Place,
32, of South Portland have
admitted to stealing a hotel
safe containing $65,000 in
cash, checks and credit card
receipts, as well as valuable
antique furniture, jewelry
and other items in two
separate hotel robberies.
Police Detective Cheryl
Holmes nabbed the crooks
after a Sonesta resident they
victimized suffered a stroke.
Holmes circulated word that
the crooks would face
murder charges if they didn't
tum themselves in. In short
order, Place did.
. The case has been forwarded to Cumberland
County District Attorney
Stephanie Anderson's office.
Portland Police also
arrested Robert G. Simmons,
31, owner of the M.A. Storck
Co. coin and antique shop on
Congress Street, and charged
him with theft by receiving.
Reported by Paul Karr,
Monte Paulsen and
The Associated Press.

today for an impressive demonstration

weird news
424 Payne Rd., Scarborough, ME 04074· (207) 883-4173
-Just one extra mile south d the Maine Mal·

Convenience
Conovenoience (k;n
convenient. 2.
comfort or ease. 4.
one's convenience,
one's wishes or

Convenience Is What
It Comes Down To.:.
• Location
• Parking
• Accessiblity
• Tanning, Fitness etJ Aerobics Sessions
to Match Your Schedule
• Professional Staff to Meet Your Needs
• Five Racquet Sports
• Child-care Facility on Premises
• Massage Therapist Available

Maine's Most Complete Health &J Fitness Center
196 U.S. Route I • Falmouth • 781·2671 • Plenty of
Free Parking • Minutes from Downtown Portland

... In the hardscrabble hill
country of north Alabama,
another Albertville put on its
own winter games last week
- uphill salami and Bobsledding.
"You put your nose to the
grindstone and push that
little Italian sausage about
100 feet up an incline,"
explained organizer Brenda
Rains.
Ms. Rains organized the
Alabama winter games after
people began calling for
tickets to the Winter Olympics in another Albertvillein France.
The two Albertvilles have
been sister cities for 15 years.
The Alabama winter
games also included a "Bobsled" race, which only people
named Bob can enter.
First prize was a trip for
two to Gatlinburg,Tenn.•
The Associated Press

Speaking with forked tongue
Republican Governor John McKernan (as quoted in the Feb.
5 Bangor Daily News) on a plan by Democratic U.S. Sen. George
Mitchell to cut defense spending by $100 billion: "If (Mitchell's
proposal) means contracting out to overhaul submarines, and
closing the Portsmouth-Kittery Naval Shipyard ... then I can
assure you that I am not in favor ... "
McKernan from his State of the State speech, Jan. 15: "We
will continue our efforts to contract out more services ..."

MOTOR SALliS
78'1-229'1
CARS

86 Celebrity, 68k
86 Skylark, 4dr
851/2 Escort, Auto
85 3OOZX, t-top
85 Mustang, 64k ,
84 Mercedes 300D
84 Nisson Stanza
83 Suboru 4dr

390 MIDDLE RD
FALMOUTH

Allergy to politicians? Let us know about the annoying post· nasal drips
that represent you. Write to this column care of Casco Bay Weekly,SS1A
Congress St., Portland, ME 04101, or call 775-6601.

Treat your sweet to rome fine dinil18
ri&ht here in the Greater Dort.1and area..
Romantic, C&!lUal or take-oul
let CBSCO Bay Weekly's Dinil18 &clion be
the gUide when you're planning that special evening.

!

THEY1L KI&0 You fOQ 1TI

~

Brunch so tasty you'll
to lick your plate.

I HAVE NO CONTROL
PRODUCTIONS

erving Sundays 9-3

'\l
I

I

-Tony'S Comedbeef Hluh oOmlettes o Eggs Benedict
-Fruil Filled Crepes -Salmon & Eggs -cJieese Blintzes
-Usa's Baked Beans -Greek Soul Food - Almond Crusted French
-Serving Bloodies & Ceasars
HONEST FOOD IJ HONEST PRICES

: The Good Table Restaurant :
•

Itt. 77

Cape Ell7.abeth

799·(j()()J)

Mun·Thurs: 2 for $9.95

every thursday rote
at 8 pm $3
at the cave 31 forest ave
sponsored bY:IUB,i:rn
Info: Call

879-0070

~

Ililm~m
- . - _II

SHRIMP '

SPECTACUlAR

PRIME
&
WINE
A Full Cut of our

Choice of ...
Tender Prime Rib
Beer Battered Shrimp Sel'Ved 'With a Glass
of House Wine or
Shrimp Scampi
Baked Stuffed Shrimp Domestic Draft Beer

Mercedes-Benz
Service

$9.95

$9.95

STRETCH

MOTORS
25 years
factory-trained.

$30/hour

A UNIVERSE OF GREAT FO
i

I

865-4897
• When You Think __
of Valentine's Day
• i$ Think of ME_ ~•

~

Pick up same fragrant Calico
Goose Soaps, warm Acorn
sUpper-socks or an embroidered
canvas rug for your speCial
valentine.
Don't bore her (or him) with
candy again this year! You're
both dieting, anyway. Give a
gift from the heart - from MI:.
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illST

MAINE MADE

490 CONGRESS ST, PORTLAND
207-775-4860

\

P.S. 25% OFF
all calendars &datebooks.

r'J

•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

tim ferrell
l
joanne chessie
\
kevin shone \

Clarity in political thought department
Former state Rep. Daniel Callahan of Me€:hanic Falls is about
to become a member of the Maine Turnpike Authority, where
he'll playa major role in formulating a new state transportation
policy.
Callahan, who voted in favor of the turnpike widening last
November, was asked no questions about his views on that
policy during his confirmation hearing before the Legislature'S
Transportation Committee.
But even if the committee had questioned him it might not
have made it clear where he stands. For example, in his resume
Callahan claims to have helped build new flood gates to rid
Sebasticook Lake of "excess allergy."

~

TRUCKS
89 Ranger, Auto
$4000
87 Mazda x-cab 4x4 $4400
86 Nisson, cap
$2600

Gubernatorial fever
Mainers won't vote for a new governor until 1994, but the
race to replace McKernan is already in high gear. Here are the
likely Democratic candidates, and the odds on their winning:
Joseph Brennan. This Washington lobbyist wants back in
the Blaine House so badly he's abandoned his customary
coyness (or is it indecision) concerning his plans. He's openly
raising money and lining up an organization. Good name
recognition, but voters may be hungry for a new face. A 10-to-l
shot.
Ken Curtis. I'd have bet he wasn't running until he held a
news conference to announce he wasn't. Now I'm convinced he
is. He has all Brennan's advantages, plus better hair. But Curtis
is a little too familiar with the losing side of the turnpike
referendum.20-to-l.
Bill Diamond. He's planned this run for years, and has built
a terrific organization. In his poSition as secretary of state he's
done lots of favors for lots of the right people. But Diamond has
the charisma of a fax machine. 30-te-l.
Pat McC;owan. If he beats Olympia Snowe for the 2nd
CongreSSional District seat in November, he's an automatic
contender for the governorship. But that's a big if. 4O-to-1.
James Howanlec. The Portland Press Herald continues to
misspell his name, but the mayor of Lewiston is waging a
decent grassroots campaign. Watch for him to become the first
candidate to officially announce. 50-to-I.
"Dale McCormick." Note the quotation mar~. The
Monmouth state senator has given no indication she intends to
run for governor in '94. But the liberal wing of the Democratic
Party would like to find one of its own to back. It also wouldn't
hurt to be the only woman candidate. In a crowded primary
McCormick, or someone like her, could pull off a Tom
Andrews-style upset. 100-to-l.
Tom Andrews. He likes Washington, and has no intentions
of returning to Augusta. His next big move will likely be in '96
when he'll try to move to the wing of the U.S. Capitol where
they store senators. 2oo-to-l.
The Rest of the Pack. Portland Mayor Thomas Allen, Ki ttery
state Sen. Stephen Estes, Old Town state Rep. John Cashman
and Augusta Mayor William Burney all have ambition, but will
need about the same luck it takes to win Megabucks. 3,200,000te-I.
Next week: The Republicans.

$2600
$2600
$1600
$4500
$1600
$6500
$1600
$1200
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BY OUR FIRE•..

!J{ave a !Rpmantic
'Dinner at !J{ome ••
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Open Every Day Mon. through Sat. 11-6:30
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BREAKfAST ALL DAY
PRESIDENTS' DAY
AEAKfAST M--F 6 AM-ll:lO AM
LUNOI M--F 11:45 AM-lPM

!

SAT &..SUN

\,

I---0Il

Enjoy A Glass ofWlne
(Chardonnay or White Zinfandel)
Cup of Soup or Chowder
Salad (Tossed or Ceasar)
Roast Prime Rib of Beef or
Scallops Au Gratin
Potato, Vegetable, Rolls & Butter
Strawberry Shortcake o r Strawberry ~uuu".s.

SPEOALllES

)

\

98 Portland Street
Oppostte Main Post Offlce
Portland 773-2096

I

Call for our speciala/

92 Exchange Sl
Portland, ME 04101
Phone 77-LOCOS
Open Every Day

RE&ThUQANT

Thuro, Fri, Sal
Dinner 5 to 9
Re..,,,,..'wlUO Recommended

ONE INDUSTRIAL WAY
PORTLAND. MAINE 04103
207-797-9990

serving breakfast.,
lunch. dinner (JJ sunoay bru!K:h

729-9673

58 Pine Street 773·8223

RTE 123, NO. HARPSWELL, ME

Delicious • . Homemade

Celebrate with
your Sweetheart
Valentine's Day

-> PORTLAND -> MAINE ->

**** Food-Maine

Sunday Telegram, Dec. 15. 1991.

sOPh/sticdted, exciting food,,~I ~~SEu/~

Delicious, made from scratch
C? dinners to take home.
Prepared by 4-star chef.

Portland

(Happy Valentine '. Day)

"" -on,e of New Eng\ana's best spots

V

\(j

Feliz Dia
de los
d os
E namora

773-9741

Bring Chef Stuart home
for any occasion and
all you need to do
is light the candles!

Located at Exit 8 , Me. Turnpike,
15; Riverside Street

cJ~'lEXICAN ,~

CIDD~QBt!}S

47 INDIA STREET

Reservations Welcome
. Call 775-6536

Eggs Benedict· Belgian Waffles
Homemade
Corned Beef Hash
Green Mt. Coffee served dailyl

...
...

OVER 20 FLAVORS IN 3 SIZES.
WINNER AT -THE CHOCOLATE
LOVERS FLING" ' 87: 89:90 & ' 91.

,

AlL DAY BREAKfAST

!

I

\'.~

1992

HAPPY .'5 DAY

\

FOR ANY OCCASION.
INCLUDING WEDDINGS

HOMECOOKED, READY TO SERVE PASTA AND ELEGANT
SAUCES. ITALIAN BREADS. HORS D'OUVRES .
58 MARKET STREET, OLD PORT 773-7146

I

...
WE DO CHEESECAKES

13asif :Jettucini witli
JIifreao Sauce for rruJO. •• $6.00

}~------------------~--------------~

i (jintlitlS

ORDER NOW FOR
VALENTINE'S DAY!

IJ)t(l,tl-ti~~

THEY1L KI8& YOU FOQ IT!

\

I

The wood stove is stoked.
The fire is warm & crack! ing.
Sit back with a glass of fine
wine, a good meal, and
enjoy yourself. ..

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Treat your sweel to rome flne dining
right here in the Greater Portland area.
Romantic, casual or lake-oul.
Let Casco Bay Weekly's Dining &clion be
,
the guide when you 're planning that special evening.

I

Celebrate
Mexican':style at

LUNc ~jnners from ~6. 95

H·MON-FRI_:. DINNER E'Jt.R'I NIGHT

1-.

AMIGOS
9 DANA ST.

MEXICAN
+ fOOD +

PLEASANT ST. POl<T1AND 774·

(

OLD PORT,

PORRAND

772-0172

SINCE 1972

,

Mon-Sat
7am to I am
Sunday
noon to lam

!@skis
t

Ruski' s·has been
"The Best Kept Secret in Portland!"

"
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Valentine's Day...

starting

"Love on
a Half SheU"

The "Best" Br'eakf:ast

Daily

FREE
OYSTERS!
i-
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Beer Speciak~ll.lIJ;

HAPPY HOURS: Well Drinks : l i .·.~.\71~

Mon~Fri 7~10am & 4~7pm

""'f"·
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Everyday
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Brew Lovers

Febnlary
During

VALENTINE'S DAY SPECIALS:

Happy
Hour
4 to 7pm

Eggs Benedict $3.95
Sweet Heart Specials ., Veggje Nachos $3.9
Enjoy the Oldies & Lover's Tunes with

Our Full Menu served

from 11am to Midnight
Best Steamers in Town

o

"Broadway Bob"
~ c:t@L'§Jc$ E83 () ~r&J,; 0 ® 'tf>c:J[)/el"

..FULL MENU SERVED ..
Mixing Good People,
Good Food and Good

Monday . Thursday: 7AM·llPM
Friday & Saturday 7AM.Midnight • Sunday: Noon·l l PM

Drinks for 13 Years.

~SATURDAYS

ARE LADIES NIGHTS~

Well Drinks 1.75 8:00PM.last call!

5 Portland Pier
772-4828

2.12. DANFORTH ST.PORTLAND, ME

KATAHDIN

FRIDAY,

How does Cupid relax when he tires of shooting people with his
arrow? He comes to Katahdin where he can see the results of his
good works. We never know when he's going to show up, but he'll
definitely be here on Valentine's Day. That's because our wann,
relaxed atmosphere naturally lends itself to romance. So bring your
honey here for an intimate dinner. And if you don't have someone
special in your life, come anyway. After all, Cupid will be here and
have lots of arrows left in his quiver.

Daily Homemade
Lunch &

For

COOKIN'

"Where Good Friends, Fine Foods, & Spirits Blend Together."

We hope you'll take advantage of our New England Soul Food
Sale - 15% off the food that has helped generations cope with
the long Maine Winters. Regular menu items on sale include our
tender Pot Roast and the Panfried Boneless Rainbow Trout - both
for $9.3 1. A Crab Cake Dinner is just $10.16. All our dinners are
served with Buttermilk busquits, Aunt Nina's pickles, a garden
salad, mashed potatoes or rice, and twO vegetables. We'll be
offering various Soul Food Specials throughout the month - our
new versions of traditional Maine recipes. We now have Taylor
Bay Scallops, served in the shell and prepared in a variety of
delicious ways. Come in and try our latest seafood sensation!
All our desserts are made from scratch here in the kitchen by
the talented Roxanne. She's been with us from the beginning, and
now that things have slowed down a bit, she has time to be more
creative than ever. Here's a few of the desserts she's made recently:
Lemon Poppyseed Pudding Cake.- Raspberry Walnut Tart.
Cappucino Cheesecake, RasRberry Peach Cobbler, Pear and Lemon
Cheesecake Tart with Pecan Brittle, and Gingerbread with
Candied Ginger Cream. Mmmm ... Gretchen continues to concoct
her frozen delights - her latest is an awesome Chocolate Chip Ice
Cream. So come give us a try, and when you do, save room for
dessert! It will make Roxanne and Gretchen very happy.

77 4-17 40 .hv.~&Y(:---'--"~:Y

SPRING AND HIGH STREET
MON-THURS 5PM - lOPM • FRI AND SAT 5PM - 11PM

Is Baseball Your First Love?

Make HOMEPLATE
_ Your Second!
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"Feed the whole family" -

week! Fri. & Sat. Nights II pm-Sam
5 DANA STREET • THE OLD PORT • 761.9567

Open 5am-2pm • 7 days a
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·
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: .Seamen'sl :

Two Gourmet Entrees,
Two Extravagant Desserts,
Just $29.95
With Your Choice .Of
Wine Or Champagne,
$39.95

BEFORE
AFTER
AND

a movie at the Nick that is (right around the cornerl or
whenever you want a good meal and a good dea .
B~y any entree from 5pm til close, any night of the week
and get an equal or lesser fare entree for FREE! "
WITH THIS COUPON.

WOLFIE'

n~UDDY-R

.RU·()DE

Ro me 1 Yarmouth, 8 46-3082 . Open 'til midnight every day.

~

'/

EXPIRES 2/29/92

Club

:

: VALENTINE'S:
: ARTSHOW : I
•
•

FEATURING:
•
"Art For The Heart" •

i\

•
:

Anlique Valenlines •
. framed as gins.
:
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•
•
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POOl

U8\'f wm '193 Middle Street
A17PM\ Old Port • 773-3501
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1 EXCAHNGE ST •

Champagne by Nappi •
Distributors & Free Hors •
D'oeuvres
•
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Living with AIDS
• By Ellen Liburt
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"There's no way to really explain what the
statement 'You have AIDS' does to you," says
Bill Toth. "Unless you've been told, 'You have
AIDS:"
Toth should know: He has AIDS.
He Is one of an estimated 1.5 million
Americans already Infected with the human
Immunodeficiency,virus (HIV). And he IS one
of more than 282 Mainers officially diagnosed with the debilitating disease caused by
that virus, Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome (AIDS).
People living with AIDS come from all
walks of life. Their stories have very little In
common, except for the virus and what It has
taught them.
On the pages that follow, six of those
people, all residents of the Portland area,
share their stories.
One can trace his Illness back to 1982,
when reports of a mysterious disease had just
begun to make headlines In New York and
San Francisco.
Another Is watching as her son dies from
the sickness that has already claimed the
lives of at least 130,687 people In the United
States.
They all know that sooner or later, they
too will die. They all need love and support
as they try to stave off the slow decay of HIV.
Meanwhile, they take great Joy In each new
day - knowing it could be their last.

1 ,

Winnie McDonald

,.

Winnie MacDonald
A straight woman gets the runaround
in the gay, gay world of AIDS medicine
In 1985, Winnie MacDonald was engaged
to be married. She sold lingerie at Neiman
Marcus In Washington, D.C. She says she was
a workaholic.
Then she started getting sick. But because
she was a heterosexual female, doctors never
even suspected she might be Infected with
HIV. She was misdiagnosed for four years
before she leamed she had AIDS.
Now she Is 40. Traces of h.er old life stili
remain In her carefully applied lipstick, In
the mascara and blue eye liner she wears
Mound her almond-shaped green eyes, which

she fixes Intently on listeners.
Loquacious and animated, Winnie bobs her
head like a bird as she speaks, setting her
bronze earrings curving and jittering around
her Jaw line. On her chest she wears a black
button with a pink triangle that says, "Act
Up Women - ProSex ProCholce."
When did you notice something was wrong?
After my fiance left, I started to get sick, falling on
my face at work. At the first sign of it, the doctor
told me I should stop eating acidic things, and
treated me for, urn, female problems. (The doctor
performed a tubal ligation. Then he decided she had
the mumps.)
He sent me to an eye, ear, nose and throat
doctor ... they gave me some antibiotics and told me
just go home and bed rest. .. .
A while later, I fell on my face again. I had
another emergency trip to the hospital. I was
dehydrated. They gave me fluids, and I went right
back home... .
Then they diagnosed it as an eating disorder.
(After several more hospitalizations and attempts
to return to work, Winnie decided to spend a year in
Maine, where her family lives.)
What happened when you got to Maine?
When I came up here, my parents started me
going to a doctor, and they got me in good shape
again. I went out and got a job.
Within six months, I was in the same position. I
was very, very sick, I had lost weight again, and
wound up in the hospital.
My doctor got angry and said he wasn't going to
put me in the hospital anymore. (He said) he was
going to choose a psychiatrist to talk to me. He said
this was all psychosomatic... ,
My glands were swollen, the thrush in my mouth
was very bad - white, almost b\Jckish on my
tongue - they said that was due to malnutrition. So
this time .. . I was referred to Westbrook Hospital.
And there they told me I was manic depressive ...
They said I was acting out.
(Winnie laughs, and explains that she was given a
drug that made her extremely lethargiC and unable
to attend nutrition classes at Westbrook.)
I couldn't even hold my head up! I fell on the
floor. They made me sit there with one biscuit in
front of me. And I couldn't keep my eyes open. So
finally a doctor came in and looked at me and asked
me to count backwards-from a hundred by sevens
and asked my highest level of education ... and he
says, "She's toxic!" They pumped my stomach.
I was being treated for something I didn't have.

career woman, workaholic. (She giggles.) I love
conc.erts, jazz, and to go wandering around through
museums, stuff like that. I just didn't fit the mold.

Why did you agree to talk to C8W?
Because I think that maybe this makes a difference for those people who have been recently
diagnosed or who are living with AIDS. There are
not too many women who will speak up, because of
their family situations - boyfriends, husbands,
children, parents. Many women .. . don't want to
expose themselves.
They don't want to say how they got It?
No. No. And they have the right to their own
privacy.
I feel the important thing right now is that I have
AIDS. It doesn't matter how I got it - but it happened to have been unprotected sex. .
And I'm sure that a lot of women don't even stop
to think about it when the relationship has progressed to looking forward to serious things, when
they're engaged to be married.

Tom Antonlck
Homosexuality doesn't spread AIDS,
homophobia does
Tom Antonlck was diagnosed with AIDS
five years ago. He says he knew he was HIV
positive for a year before that, and was
probably showing symptoms as early as
1982.
Back then, Tom taught freshman English
and literature at the School of Visual Arts In
New York City. He was a dedicated urbanite:
He visited museums, galleries and the opera;
shopped at Zabar's; and liked to buy fresh
flowers from the city's vegetable stands. He
got a kick out of brushing by celebrities on a
regular basis.
Tom's first public appearance as a Person
With AIDS (PWA) was at a speech he gave to
the Fashion Institute at the Parsons School of
Design. He.says he got through It because he
was more concerned about what to wear
than what to say.
"1 was delightfully shocked at the rapt
attention I received as a PWA," he says. "I
Immediately broke one stereotype that

When you were finally diagnosed,
what was that like?
I was sitting in the office at Maine Med ... and I
had just told (the doctor) about being so worried
because my father had lung cancer. I was on my way
to the bus station to be with my family in Bangor,
but I was still very sick.
(The doctor) came back and ... she had two flyers
that said AIDS on them. She threw them down on
the table. She said "You're positive," and, urn,
(Winnie's voice wavers) said, "Are you OK?"
So that was it.
I went down to the Greyhound station. The bus
came and I just freaked out. I really freaked out. ... It
took that long for it to sink in.
I called my parents and said, "Look, I'm not
going to be able to make it this week," and went
back home and cried. Then I just walked. I walked
and I walked and I walked. That had always helped
me in the past.
But it was just... I didn't know what to think.
With all the stuff that I'd gone through - changing
my lifestyle .. . and just redoing my whole world - it
didn't make any difference 'cause I was going to die
anyway.

Why were you misdiagnosed for so long7
Because I didn't fit the stereotypes. No history of
drug abuse, no IV needles. I was a middle-class,

"I'm sure that a lot of women don't even stop to think about (AIDS) when the relationship has
progressed to looking forward to serious things, when they're engaged to be married."
- Winnie MacDonald

PWA's look sick. And besides, I was dressed
very nicely:'
Now 35, Tom moved back to Maine four
years ago to be closer to his family. He
helped found the People With AIDS Coalition,
and now speaks about HIV at local schools,
colleges and churches.
He appreciates Maine's quiet lifestyle, but
stili misses ordering out for Szechwan from
his Upper West Side apartment.
How did you get AIDS?
I suspect through unprotected sex. '1 had just
begun to hear about it .. . But at that time we weren't
eyen sure h(}w it was spread, the virus hadn't even
been identified.
What attitudes have you encountered
about AIDS?
Varied. I've been surprised by some of the
wonderful work done in small communities, and
also disheartened with a great deal of prejudice and
bigotry.
What surprised me recently is the public response .. . around Magic johnson's announcement.
The vast majority of letters I've seen published have
been saying he deserved it, he's no hero, what's the
fuss about? Which, you know, really surprised me. I
thought we had come a lot further than we obviously have.
What do you mean 7
I think the pervasive environment of homophobia
makes it unsafe for many gay and lesbian people to
become open and active (about AIDS). I couldn't say
they're not concerned or that they don't have
compassion, but they have very real fears about
coming out....
When I talk ... I make the point that mine may be
different than other people's experiences, and that
there are similarities to people with other lifethreatening illnesses. But the big difference between
(AIDS and) other life-threatening illnesses is the
discrimination, the fear and the uncertainty.
Have you experienced discrimination?
I probably face more discrimination as a gay man
than I do as a person with AIDS. OccaSionally we
get requests for a speaker with HIV and then they
will ask, either directly or indirectly, that it not be a
gay man. I've gotten letters that said, "I could have
more compassion if Tom weren't gay."
... I think in providing and designing education
for HIV, two of the most effective aspects have to be
including a person with HIV and addressing the
issues of homophobia. Dr. Karen Kalustian once
said it's homophobia that spreads AIDS, and not
homosexuality.
If we weren't so afraid to discuss issues of
homosexuality, then perhaps our education could've
gotten out there many years ago and prevented
some of those people from becoming infected and
dying.
What do people need to know about AIDS?
I think the biggest barrier is the sense of invulnerability among young people. When they have
someone in front of them living with the ilInessand I think practically all of us say we didn't think it
would happen to us - it suddenl y becomes that
much more real for them.
How does the gay community deal
with homophobia and AIDS7
I guess I have a problem with the term "gay
community." I think there is a wonderful act of
support in the gay community. And I think that
doesn't necessarily reflect the attitudes of the gay
population.
I think there are mal!y professional gay men and
women who would not dare be public, be active. I
think there is still a core group of people who have
worked tirelessly, (but) there's still a surprising
amount of denial.
That puts a great deal of burden and responsibility on a relatively small percentage of the gay
population.

When were you finally diagnosed?
I wasn't diagnosed until two years ago.

Unda Jipson
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Tom Antonick

Linda Jipson
Love is the answer
Linda Jipson Is also Infected with the AIDS
virus. And like Tom, she has benefitted from
a supportive community.
But Linda didn't get the virus through
unprotected sex, and her community 15 very
different from Tom's.
Linda contracted the virus through blood
transfusions she received after a near-fatal
car crash In 1985. She found out she was HIV
positive In 1988. Since then, her support has
come from her church, the Windham Assembly of God.
Linda, 40, works at AAA. Her demeanor Is
straightforward, from her solid build to her
direct gaze. She wears a blouse, blazer and
paisley skirt. A crucifix hangs around her
neck and rose-tinted glasses frame her face.
As she sits In her cubicle repeating Information Into the phone about basic dues, she
maintains a pleasant, even tone. On the
bulletin board oyer her desk are pictures of
her twin 17-year-old sons and the family dog.

How did you react when you found
out you were HIV positive?
I was shocked. My first feeling was I felt like I'd
been violated or something. All of a sudden it's
there. Also a fear and a feeling of impending death
- that I was going to die very soon.
What did you do?
I talked. Talking has been the best tool for me to
get through this. Feeling like I could talk to people
was very important, and also feeling that I could be
accepted despite what was wrong. ...
I told my family that afternoon. I told my supervisor and two of my dose friends that I work with
. within the week.
How did they react7
Shock. But it was very much positive, compassionate, loving. They were trying to tell me that it's
going to be OK, that it doesn't mean that I'm dying.
How has the virus changed your dally life?
One day you could be doing really good, the next
you could be really sick. So what you can do for
today is fine. And if you can't function tomorrow,
Continued on page 12
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Glsco Bay N:ekly

"I'm too scared of him getting sick and dying ••. If he gets chicken pox, It could kill him.
I'm selfish. I know sooner or later he's gonna die, but as long as I can keep him
alive and healthy, the better It Is for me."
- Barbara Anastofopoulos

"I'm not the first person (In Jail) with AIDS; I definitely won't be the last.
People are shooting up IV drugs In here, they're having unsafe sex. If they catch you,
they'll punish you - but they never address the AIDS risk."
- Dale Cloutier

.,
LIVING WITH AIDS Dale Cloutier
Continued from page 11
well, let tomorrow take care of itself.

How has knowing that you will
die affected you7
-I-believe in God. I believe he's taking care of me,

,I

.',.'I
r

i
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and I believe as long as I trust in him, I'll let him
worry about when the time comes. To live each day
as fully and positively and productively as I can is .
all I ask for.
(But) just because I put my faith in God doesn't
mean I'm not going to worry or be afraid. I haye
twin boys who are very important to me right
now ... I often wonder if I'm going to see my sons go
to college, get married, have children.

How has your church reacted7
Nothing but compassion, giving of themselves,
honesty....
They didn't know much about it but now they
want to know more. They realize that this is something that could very easily happen to one of them.
I told the parents of the 'kids who were making
friends with my sons at school. I felt it only fair that
(they) should know, to give them the chance to talk
or at least decide about socializing with the twins or
me. I needed to know that I could talk and make
friends with other Christian women in my church.
And they were nothing but supportive.
My minister ... asked a lot of questions in the
beginning, and when I had spoken to the teachers
and elders in the church, (he) came up and put his
arm around me and said how wonderful it was that
I could feel comfortable talking about the disease.
And he asked us: How supportive would we still
be if there was someone who was in the church and
stood up and said the same thing, but was gay?

You have a very poslt1ve outlook. How do you
live so fully while also accepting death7

,,

Having peace of mind is very important. There
are people out there with this disease that have
nobody, nothing ... When someone feels afraid or
left out or dumped on, I'm sure that is so stressful
and traumatic that it eats away at them. Fear is very
destructive. Worrying is very destructive. I think the
best medicine for anyone - for any reason - is
love.
It doesn't matter what happened, where you got
it. To me, if you had an instruction book for the
world about what to do about AIDS, I could sum it
up in these words: Love one another.

A prisoner of AIDS
Dale Cloutier, 34, Is an Inmate at the
Maine Corr.ectlonal Facility In Wlndham.-He
has nine months left to serve on a 2-1 /2-year
sentence for robbery.
Dale was diagnosed with AIDS In 1989.
Like Unda, he prays every day for one more
day. But most of his days are spent sitting In
the small room he shares with' another
prisoner. He misses his lover, who also has
AIDS.
Slight and short, he shuffles Into the bleak
prison visiting room using a rubber-tipped
cane. Though his shoulder-length black hair
and mustache give his features a Hispanic
cast, Dale makes references to his French
Catholic upbringing in Augusta.
Speaking politely In a flat Maine accent,
Dale says he thinks he got AIDS either from
IV drug use or unprotected sex.

Sure. I'm not the first person here with AIDS; I
definitely won't be the last. People are shooting up
IV drugs in here, they're having unsafe sex. If they
catch you, they'll punish you - but they never
address the AIDS risk.
.
There's no privacy here. I was here two days and
everyone knew I had AIDS. People think about that.
I get letters from prisoners saying, "I don't know
what to do if I test positive." I want to tell them to
get tested, but I also have to tell them that everyone
will call them a fag if they do. So they don't get
tested.

How does It feel knowing your life
Is shortened by AIDS?
Living means something to me now. I want to do
something positive with my time. But I'm not
comfortable with it, since I know this disease will
take my life. Every morning, when I wake up, I
think about AIDS. I hit my knees and thank God for
this day, and say, "Please let me see one more."
I feel good right now, but it's a day-ta-day thing.
Nobody wants to die in a place like this.

How did you find out you had AIDS?
It was in San Francisco. I had what I thought was
a bad cold, and then I got thrush - white patches
on the inside of my mouth. So I got a blood test and
found out I was HIV positive. When I developed
ARC (AIDS-related complex) and dropped a l,o t of
weight, I knew something was wrong.
My lover found out then that he had AIDS, too.

In this state, they have nothing for pediatric
AIDS. We have to go down to Boston constantly. It
takes a lot out of Christopher to take that two-hour
ride and then come back.
If they had something here in Maine for pediatric
~,family and friends could be right there. I
think that we should have a pediatric clinic, maybe
at Maine Med.

.'
•

Are you getting the health care you need?

How do you cope?

Yeah. I make no excuses for being in jail; I accept
,the punishment for my crime. But this place does
not rehabilitate you. You rehabilitate yourself. I've
attended substance abuse meetings for two yearsI know I'm rehabilitated.
Now I need support, but there is no emotional
support here. And they won't allow me to get
outside support, even though I'm not a security risk.
I can't go to The AIDS Project or the (People With
AIDS) Coalition. The prison administration here
treats AIDS like everyone else (does): with fear,
paranoia and ignorance.

What's It like having a child with HIV?

I don't think about myself at all - at least not
until I get blood-test results back. I figure that I've
been infected since I was 15 years old, and I'm 24.
And I'm hearing two to 10 years (life expectancy),
that women have shorter life expectancies than men
and that having children makes the AIDS virus
'
come on a lot quicker. I keep on hearing that but it
hasn't happened yet. And it's like, when the (blood
test results show that her) T-cell count goes down a
little bi t, is it starting to happen now?

When I first got here, the prisoners and staff were
hysterical. They wanted me housed in a different
place, eating in a different cafeteria. I got hate mail. I
got urine thrown in my face. I couldn't believe it.
People accept me now. But the higher-ups still
won't let me work in the laundry or the kitchen,
because t}tey're ignorant that you can't pass on
AIDS that way. They probably won't let me go on
work release, either. They just want me to stay in my
dorm and vegetate.

Is that why you're petitioning for
a reduced sentence?

I want to pretend that it's not real, that it's just a
bad dream, that I'm going to wake up and it's going
to be OK. Sometimes it's hard for me to look at him
especially when he's sick, because there's some
'
times when I feel guilt.
Even though I know I did not know that I was
infected, I'm still the one who gave it to him. And to
know that you brought life into this world and that
it's being taken away slowly - you don't know
when - and to know the changes that he'll go
through, that's really hard for me.
I did this to him.

What about your own Illness?

How have people treated you here 7

It hurts deeply. It's hard enough being in jail,
hard enough having AIDS. But I constantly worry
about him, and that makes it doubly hard. We've
been together a long time and we have a great
relationship. So when he says, "Dale, I don' t feel
good today, I need you," it's awful.
We could help each other fight (it) if they'd let us.
They don't realize that letting me out - showing a
little love and compassion - could lengthen my life.

How do you cope with his Illness?

He doesn't play with any kids his own age. I
don' t really let him play outside, 'cause I'm too
.
scared of him getting sick and dying. Kids carry a lot
of germs. If he gets chicken pox, it could kill him.
I'm selfish. I know sooner or later he's gonna die,
but as .lo~g as I can keep him alive and healthy, the
better It IS for me. Whatever time he has left, I want
him to spend wi t)., me. I don't want to share him.

They send me to a doctor or the hospital when
I'm feeling bad. I take every medicine in the book. I
, was on An for over a year, but it stopped working.
So I just started taking ddI, which burns my throat
and stomach.

I keep myself iri the best physical shape I can, but
it's hard. I don't really have any close friends here:
My dad won't visit, the superintendent won't see me.
I can't even get a scarf to wear outside when it's cold.
Going home is the only thing that helps me
maintain normalcy. I need to be with my loved one
and my family.

symptoms and everything. I don't know exactly
how far along he is. He has swollen glands, his liver
anqi spleen are swelled up, he also has mental delay.
He's going to be 4 years old on the 24th (of February), but his mentality is maybe 2 or 3 years old.

What's his life like?

What medications and treatments
are you recelvlng7

How does It feel having a lover with
AIDS on "the outside"?

Dale Cloutier

Are other prisoners at risk7

Barbara and Christopher Anastofopoulos

Barbara Anastofopoulos
Watching her son die
Barbara Anastofopoulos Is 24, ,divorced,
and has a 3-year-old son. Both are HIV positive.
When she got married, Barbara asked to
be tested. Doctors refused, saying there was
no reason to test her. She married and gave
birth to Christopher. He became sick and was
tested for HIV. He tested positive - and so
did his parents.
Barbara, who used IV drugs as a teenager,
says It's likely she gave the virus to her exhusband and son. Now she's divorced and
facing the Inadequacy of Maine's pediatric
AIDS services alone.
A faint odor of cigarette smoke clings to
Barbara, who says she's given up everything
else but won't give up smoking. She speaks
with conviction about the lack of pediatric
AIDS services In Maine.
But when she mentions Christopher, her
large brown eyes fill with tears and her
curved features take on the blank, beatific
expression of a Mediterranean madonna.
How are you doing?
Physically, I'm fine. (But) Christopher... has

Th~re' s nothing for women, 'cause they're not.
studying women. Men are always the first ones to
get the drugs, every time you see tests it's al ways
me~. Wom,en don' t get the same treatment as early
on In the disease. They don' t even test women for
AIDS, unless they get pneumonia ...
If it wasn't for Christopher getting tested, I still
wouldn't know. I still wouldn't be getting any
treatment at all . ... Since we found out I've been
ta~ng AZT. And I think that's probably one of the
main reasons why I'm still doing so well.

Bill Toth

What keeps you going?

Live with it or die with it

I stay strong and healthy to take care of Christopher so no one else does. I know that when the time
comes that he's not going to be here, I will have my
family and friend s ....
But he's everything to me. Without him I have
nothi~g. If anything happened to Christopher, (after
that) If my family was not there to push me, then I
know I would die.

Doesn't the uncertainty affect you?
I just take it one day at a time. I figure I don' t
know if there's gonna be a tomorrow, I know there' s
a today. ~ I'll make today as happy as I pOSSibly
can and Just enjoy it.
.
And for Christopher .. .
(Barbara pauses, and wipes away her tears.)
". he takes a lot out of me, but he's well worth it.
It's wo~h waking up to his smile and the hugs and
everythmg. It's worth rocking him to sleep. It's
~orth being. able to say our prayers together at
mght, and him being able to repeat them.

Bill Toth was a culinary arts teacher who
specialized In French and northern Italian
cuisine. He worked for years as a food service
director around New England.
BiIIls also gay. On his 40th birthday, he
learned he had AIDS. That was in 1988.
Now he lives at the AIDS Lodging House in
Portland. (A private, community-based
facility, the hospice Is the only one of Its
type In the country.) Bill's apartment Is filled
with baskets, vases and pots of flowers.
Though Bill Is In a wheelchair, he gives an
athletic Impression. He gets up,
unprompted, to show that he's not short.
Bill stili cooks all his own food and Is workIng on a cookbook he'd like to see publlsh~d.
Since moving Into the hospice, Bill hilS
seen 13 of his 14 housemates die. But even
with duth lurking In the background, Bill
says he wants to live liS well lind as long as

he can. Instead of just reaching for the good
things In life, he's grabbing them.
How did AIDS change your life?
I was in a complete state of shock. It's the one
diagnosis you just never wanted to hear. I knew it
was all around me, and I'd had friends die of AIDS.
As a matter of fact, the first Maine nati ve to die of
AIDS, Jonathan Currier, was my roommate.
. So upon the diagnosis, I was immediately faced
With the fact that I was dying ... , My whole life
changed, mentally, sexually, SOcially, economically .. . it was very depressing,
A few months later, I began living with AIDS. ,

What do you mean by that?
By living with AIDS, I'm saying that if you let
AIDS take the upper hand, you' re gonna lose. If you
take th~ upper ~and .. . you can survive a lot longer.
. Letting th~ ?Ise~se take over, letting the disease
dictate what It s gOing to do to you, getting in a
frame of mind that "There's nothing I can do, I'll
take my pills, and I'll sit here and wait to die ... " I've
Continued on page 14
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You learn to accept that at any time your
life may take a tremendous change. And you
know when that change takes place you will
find the way to work with it, instead of against
it.
Example: My bedroom is on the second
floor. The first few months that I lost my legs,
the directors of the AIDS Lodging House said
they would move my bed downstairs. I
insisted that my living room is my living
room; my bedroom is my bedroom. And if I
have to pull my ass up those stairs the rest of
my life, that's' where I'm gonna sleep.
And tha t' s wha t I did every nigh t. I pulled
myself up the stairs one step at a time, pulled
myself across the room, and pulled myself up
into my bed. Then I reversed the process to
corne down in the morning.
I now have a chairlift to my bedroom, a
second wheelchair up there, a chairlift off my
porch, my car is cOl:IVerted. I'm free and easy.

That must be hard, watching
your friends die.

I live in a tremendous amount of pain. I
take an enormous amount of morphine daily,
plus additional painkillers, and now it's
tolerable. It's not great. But I can live with it.
And I will find ways, if it takes more
medication, to still make it tolerable, so I can
lead a productive life. ...
There are times, there are days, (when
death) is in the forefront, when you're in the
hospital and very ill .. . and in dealing with.the
finality of the body at some point in time you
learn to develop your own spirituality....
At some point in time, I became comfortable with the fact that there's a good chance of
something more than what we have (here in)
this life. I've had about six out-of-body
experiences. They were the most fantastic
experiences I've ever had in my life. Beats the
best orgasm ever .. . they were wonderful.
I'm positive that while I was out of my
body I was dead, physically. The time I was
away from my body seemed like a very, very
long time .... And that's made me much more
comfortable with the fact that at some point in
time I have to give up this body that's sort of
falling apart little by little.

....
. ,.

,

When you have AIDS, people in general
back off. Luckily, less now than they have in
the past, but it still scares so many people. ...
I've made some absolutely marvelous
friends by educating people about AIDS. So I
find there's less and less alienation from that
point of view. We'll never even get close to
doing away with a major portion of it; our
society's just too religiously puritanical- and
Maine redneck.

What happened to your legs?
Due to AIDS I'm a paraplegic. I was
walking on a Sunday and by Monday afternoon my legs were gone.

AIDS RESOURCES:

How do you deal with that?

seen that so many times. It's happened with
the people I lived with. They fight for awhile,
and then they just go, '1 can't beat it."
And normally within a three-month period
after that, they're dead. That's happened with
13 of the 14 people I've lived with.
In comparison to dying with AIDS, I'm
living with AIDS. I know that the virus is there
I am very well aware of what the virus can dO.'
(But) I have found through a very positive
attitude, positive lifestyle, and work on all
aspects of your psyche, and through medications, one is able to outlast this disease.
I'm still alive. And I've done that by
consistently looking forward . It's like, I plant
bulbs in the fall, so I know I've got to be here
in the spring to watch them come up. And
then it's time for my summer garden. So I've
got to be there to harvest the tomatoes in the
fall. It takes a lot of work. It's not something
that just comes to you right away. __ .
We all have goals in life. And one of our
major goals, one of them is not to die.

Tell me about AIDS and alienation.

I r
:

Continued from page 13

Yes. In my case especially, having lost
people whom I've lived with and some
extremely, extremely close friends .
Most people with AIDS are in a constant
state of grieving. It's not like losing a family
member or a friend and then it's ten or 15
years later before you lose someone else.
You're consistently losing people. And it's
extremely hard to develop the psychological
skills to work with that. Every time you tum
around, someone else has died.
I made a phone call Saturday to a very dear
friend of mine, "who is in his bed and will
probably die within the next week or so. And I
can~t get down there. Do you have any idea
what it's like to say goodbye to someone over
the phone, knowing that's the last time you'll
have a conversation? And not because you
don't want to call again, (not) because you've
said everything you need to say to each other.
You hang up the phone, and you cry.

. ' Our
. calendar

.,

LIVING WITH AIDS

B, which is death. And every person living
with AIDS has a different zigzag.

Covering AIDS with a
quilt of compassion
The unthinkable has
happened: Someone suspects,
or knows, he or she is
infected with the AIDS virus.
Where can this person go
next? Unfortunately, nowhere public; there aren't any
state or federal centers for
AIDS research, treatment or
education in Maine.
To fill this yawning gap in
AIDS services, a patchwork
of organizations has sprung
up around Greater Portland.
These groups offer services
ranging from testing, counseling and direct care to legal
and emotional support to
prodding lawmakers and the
medical community to pull
off their blinders and confront the terrible reality of
AIDS.

Is there a"nythlng you haven't found
a way to work around?

HIV testing
" counseling
The AIDS Project (TAP)
22 Monument Square,
5th Aoor
Portland, ME 04101
774-6877
Open 9-5, Mon-Fri
AIDS hotline: 1-800-851AIDS. Staffed 9-5, Mon-Sat
(till 7:30 Mon &: Wed)
TAP - the largest AIDS
support group in the areaoffers the widest variety of
services, including education
projects,like condom and
\ clean needle distribution; a
toll-free AIDS hotline;
confidential HIV testing and
counseling by appointment
(cost $15); and case management.

Did you have an existentialist bent
before you got AIDS?
Yeah, I probably did.
But (AIDS) is shock therapy. Wham. Live
with it or die with it. That's when you really
have to start making that decision ...
Everyone needs a little bit of time to feel
sorry for themselves, to be angry, to be
depressed, to cry - and to either begin to love
themselves, or give up. Everyone needs that
beginning time. I know I took it. I remember
spending some pretty drunk nights. It was an
escape at times, but not any more.
That was a long time ago.•

Portland STD (Sexually
Transmitted Disease)
Clinic
Portland City Hall,
Room 303
389 Congress St.
Portland, ME 04101
874-8300,ext.8784
Open Mon-Fri, 7-5.
Walk-in hours: 4-6 p.m.
Tues-Thurs, 12-1 p.m. Fri;
otMr HIV tests by appointmentonly
Tucked away in City Hall
is Portland's other HIV test
site. This test (cost: $15 cash)
is anonymous and confidentiaL You must go through a
45- minute pre-counseling
session before the test, and a
10-15 minute post-counseling
session once results are in.

How?

e. •

••

They don't know. They have not been able
to diagnose where the virus has attacked or
why this has happened. And this is with the
best professionals that I can find .
All of a sudden (I've) begun to realize the
prejudice against people with what I call
dysfunctional capabilities (instead of handicapped). Even some people with AIDS back
away from me (because) the disease has done
this.
AIDS has no set pattern - none at all.
There's no point A to point A. There's point A,
with an unbelievably varying zigzag to pOint

These interviews were prepared by CB W Arts Editor
Ellen Liburt with assistance from contributing
writer Paul Karr.
The people were photographed by Tonee Harbert,
except Tom Antonick, who was photographed
by Colin Ma/akie.
During the hour or so you spent reading these stories,
another 65 Americans became infeded with HIV.

York County STD Clinic

GERALDINE
ANTIQUEWOLF
& ESTATE JEWELRY
Lovely antiques, beautiful vintage jewelry, and a variety
of sterling silver items. Browsen welcome .
Tuesday· Friday: 11 a.m. ·5 p .m.; Saturday: 10:30 a.m .• 5 p.m.

26 Milk Street, in Portland's Old Port (207) 774·8994

"AIDS has no set pattern - none at all. There's no point A
to point A. There's point A, with an unbelievably varying zigzag
to point B, which Is death. And every person living with AIDS
has a different zigzag."
. Bill Toth

•

11 Hills Beach Road
Biddeford, ME 04005
282-1516
HIV tests Tues at 5:30 p.m.
&: Wed at 11 a.m.
Part of the University of
New England, this clinic
offers confidential HIV
testing (cost $20) by appointmentonly.

"More fun than humans should be allowed to have."

IlDprovisationai
COlDedy Workshop

Support services
Merrymeeting AIDS
Support Services (MASS)
P.O. Box 57
Brunswick, ME 04011-0057
725-4955
MASS offers a variety of
educational materials,
volunteer training and a
place to share the experiences
of AIDS and HIV.
.

with '11m Ferrell
Duri'."!g t~ past" 12 years Mr. Ferrell has taught improvisational comedy at New York
University and JuharcL f-:le fC?unded and directed the "Usual Suspects" Improv. C.
and was ArtiStiC Director of the comedy club "Who's on First."

This 8 w~ek workshop begins on Saturday, March 14th. The
w0r:!<shop Will eXRI~re the fundamentals of improvisational comedy.
ThiS relaxed participatory workshop is an excellent and enjoyable
way for pe~on:ners a~d non-performers alike to learn improvisation
while increasing their confidence and spontaneity.

For more information call: 879-0070

The People With AIDS
Coalition of Maine
(PWAC)
377 Cumberland Ave.
Portland, ME 04101.
773-8500
Drop-in hours 10-4, MonFri (till 9 Wed)
PWAC gives AIDSinfected people a supportive
place to gather, eat and
socialize. They have a drop-in
living room, a food pantry,
an AIDS resource library, free
weekday lunches and special
events like Wednesday and
holiday dinners. PW AC also
publishes a great newsletter.

• SPECIAL.
Buy one, get one for $ 5
(selected separates)

Including Christian Dior!
New Spring Fashions Arriving Dailyl

JONES NEWYORK
FACTORY STORES
ALSO FEATURING:

Residential services

Jones NY Separates. Petites. Sport. Christan Dior • Jones NY Rainwear

The AIDS Lodging House

31 Main Street. The Mikasa Building
Freeport, ME • 865-3158

This Portland apartment
building maintains four
affordable rental units for
people infected with AIDS or
HIV. No care is provided.
Some units are shared. Call
Bob Renwick at United Way "
(874-1000) for more information.

Prager House
772-6116
This Portland hospice
provides partial care for
terminal AIDS patients.

Education"
advocacy

Open Seven Days

.

.~ MERRIMAN'SINC'FLOORING
We are a full Service flooring Store.
Our flooring technicians are in-house,
highly trained, friendly and professional.

ACT UP/Maine
P.O. Box 5267
Portland, ME 04101
774-5082
ACT UP /Maine, Maine's
Original ACT UP group, seeks
better medical care and
treatment for people infected
with AIDS and HIV. The
group has conducted prominent protests in Monument
Square and at Maine Medical
Center; it is presently sending
information packets to
doctors.

Our prices reflect value.

ACT Up/portland

All our work Is work guaranteed.

P.O. Box 5377
Portland, ME 04101
774-8475
ACT UP /Portland conducts frequent protests to
educate and agitate the
public about AIDS. It also
distributes condoms in public
schools. Recently, the group
has targeted incidents of
discrimination against people
with HIV or AIDS.

We serve the thrifty minded as well as
upscale buyers with descriminating taste.

We welcome appointments •••
In your home or stop by our showroom located
on the corner of Brackett Street and Wayside
Drive In Westbrook.

Credit terms available
VISA, MasterCard. Flex

MERRIMAN'SINC.FLOORING
33 Brackett Street • Westbrook
854-3833 • t-800-439-ot09
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CHOOSE TO CRUISE

GETAWAYS
Get away from it all, and
let Casco Bay Weekly
get you there.

1/2 OFF 2nd PERSON

:z NORWEGIAN CRUISE LINE~
SHIPS' REG ISTRY BAHAMAS 101991 NQ RWEGtAN CRUISE LINE.

.For information 00 how to bllClIIII part 01 all'
GEllWAYI lecUoo please call Marilyn, Mil/rOlIn,
Cary or Lar" at 775-6801.

On top

of it all at
Sugarloaf/USA

Sugarloaf
Mountain
Hotel
Midweek liftside
lodging & lift
packages from

$79

ppdo per night,
[wo night minimum

WeekendNacation
packages from

$89
ppdoper night

Call Now

1~800~52 7~9879

Abercrombie .& Kent
Simp' ly the best way to travel.

• from S 1245
for first person
• 7 day cruise • Round-trip air
from Portland
• Round-trip
air-to-ship transfers
• Accomodations &
meals aboard ship

148 HIGH STREET
PORTLAND, ME 774-8294

HALF-PRICE SIGHT
SEEING FLIGHTS!

THE WORLD OF ABERCROMBIE & KENT:
whether independently or one of our custom programs, "Simply the
best way to travel."

The Cessna 172 "SKYHAWK": Your Observation Platform.

BARGING AND BALLOONING WITH A & K, April to Oct
Disoover the special pleasures of cruising Europe'S canals, rivers and
quiet waterways - combine it with bicycling, frne dining, ballooning
and touring, for a great experienoe. This year, the hotel barge
REMBRANDT cruises the waterways of Holland and visits the
spectacular FLORIADE Flower Show, held only onoe a decade.

SEE PORTLAND
FROM THE AIR FOR
ONLY $10 PER PERSON
with

FREEDOM AIR, INC.
-alsoSave $30 on each and every sightseeing flight
to include the Presidential Mile High Club.
You will fly more than a mile above the area of
Walkers Point in Kennebunkport, ME and
receive your personalized and authenticated
Certificate signed by your FAA certified
commercial pilot.

For a complete listing of ou,. 1992 programs as well as A & K Tou,.
Digest, calI today.

or write

Sugarloaf
Mountain Hotel,
Carra bassett Valley,
Maine 04947

781-3395
LADD TOURS and CRUISES, INC.
"For lhe besl quality vacations worldwide."

FOUR FUNDY ROAD, FALMOUTH ME 04105
,-----------------------------~

,iAW FREEDOM FLYING FUNDS ~A\m \

$~@

$~@

IN GOD WE TRUST
All OTHERS PAY
CASH
THIS IS NOT LEGAL

TENDER fOR ANY
OEIITS PUBLIC &

PRIVATE

"

sugarloaf/Usa
The Snowplace of The East

Includes deluxe on-mountain lodging, lift ticket,
mid-week adult lesson, and health club pass.
Per person,based on double occupancy.
For off mountain lodging, call 1-800-THE-AREA

AUTHORIZED BY

fid~
PRESIDENT

SlAVE 1rIHlJDl\W IDXQ)~

-----------------------------~

878-5540
1-800-439-3594
P.O. BOX 8423, PORTLAND, MAINE 04104

CALL FOR DETAILS TODAY!
Freedom Air reserves the right to
withdraw this offer without notice.

Ten years after the onset of AIDS, most people in this
country know how to get it: through unprotected sex,
shared IV drug needles, blood transfusions or bodily
fluids shared by mother and baby.
Yet every 54 seconds, another American catches HIV,
the virus that can lead to AIDS. The Centers for Disease
Control estimate that one in 100 men, and one in 600
women in this country are already infected. And youth
are lining up in their careless footsteps: Of 1,899 inner-city
junior high school students recently surveyed, 403 were
sexually active but only 144 were using condoms.
We know better. But we have unsafe sex and 'use IV
drugs with abandon. We feel invincible because we're
convinced that life and death are unrelated. We think
there's a line between them - we think we're on one side
of that line, and we believe people with AIDS are on the
other.
As recently as a couple of generations ago, people here
in New England - farmers, fishermen, hunters, loggers
and gardeners - could see across that line. Their basic
lifestyles included both life and death. Not only did they
feel more connected to their environment and other spe-

Defending
Townsend ...

(3 people, cash price)
KENYA REVISITED, Sept. 19 to Oct. 3
Explore a new and different Kenya on our 14th Anniversary safari:
best game reserves, off the beaten track private ranches, newest of
the tented camps and lodges. Meet the Kenyans: naturalists, writers,
Kenya families. For a great safari experienoe and the trip of a
lifetime, call us. Spaoe limited to 16.

5 VS.

"

Having known Michael
Townsend for just a short
year, I was not about to
declare his work as "art." The
fact that "noted art critic"
(stifled guffaw) Mr. Edgar
Allen Beem saw fit to write
about him, however, is proof
enough for me that Michael's
column really does border on
artistic design. Bill
VanderWolk's equally
personal attack upon the
character of Mr. Townsend
reveals a Devonsquare
insider furious a t the egolimiting yet right-on-themoney critique of "Portland's
shittiest band." If, as alluded
by VanderWolk, Townsend is
a "child" compared to his
generation of Woodstock
freaks of the selfish '60s, then
Mr. VanderWolk is one old
dude.
It is most telling that none
of these attackers of Michael
Townsend cared to really
defend Devonsquare. I can
assume that the dispute isn't
with the substance of
Townsend's column but his
delivery. I, for one, couldn't
agree more with both aspects

and I commend CBW for this
much-needed voice of
Portland's pathetic music
scene.

cDX~
Dick Bundy
Yarmouth

Defending the
othe,. Townsend
In last week's Casco Bay
Weekly, a letter written by Bill
VanderWolk (Letters, 1.30.92)
appears in which the writer
takes exception to a review of
Devonsquare's new album.
VanderWolk characterizes
the author of that review,
Michael Townsend, as a "23year old English major who
wants to practice his c1everness." I called the CB W office
and was told that your
Michael Townsend was
"oonsiderably older than 23."
The person on the phone was
unsure of your Mr.
Townsend's major.
I believe VanderWolk has
targeted the wrong man. As a
23-year-old English major
named Michael Townsend
who did not write that
review, I find it distressing

cies, they also felt connected to other people. They had a
sens~ of community, and related themselves to that larger
whole or greater good.
As this week's cover story shows, AIDS forces people
who have it to bend the lines. People living with AIDS
know how tenuous the boundary
between life and death is because
they must accept death while they
live. They live at once on both sides of the line. Life and
death overlap.
Most of us don't share their sense of connection between life and death. It's as easy for us to ignore safe sex
as it is to ignore people living with HIV.
But if we could see life as people with AIDS see it without contracting the virus - we would join t~em in
celebrating each new day. We would feel as if our wellbeing depended on finding a cure for AIDS - and on
treating those who have it with care and respect.
And, having accepted our own mortality, we would
curb our reckless behavior. Because we'd know that AIDS
cuts across all lines. And we'd know it's not us vs. them.
We all live with AIDS.
(EL)

that I am linked with the
disappointing review. Your
Michael Townsend may not
appreciate the success of the
local band, but this Michael
Townsend is a fan of
Devonsquare and wishes
them nothing but the best in
their future.
As a former writer for a
local paper and a current
member of Bowdoin
College's Office of College
Relations, it is by no means
farfetched to think I might be
the reviewer in question. But
it is dear that I will be the
Michael Townsend in
attendance at the next
Devonsquare concert, and
your Michael Townsend will
be the one seeking Guns 'N
Roses albums in his quest for
"cool music."

~~
Michael T. Townsend
South Harpswell

Stop seiling
out women
EditOrially, it seems that
CB W is a progressive news
weekly supportive of
women's and other op-

pressed people's rights. It
seems inconsistent that CB W
participates in the sale of
women by printing a weekly
Dating Services ad offering
men "Beautiful, faithful,
marriage-minded ladies from
Asia, Russia, Europe, North
&: South America." Until late
December '91 the ad read
"U.s.!Asian Connection" racist, too.
I assume you don't know
that many, if not most of, the
women procured through the
ad you carry are unwilling
participants in their sale. ..
They are frequently abused
by both the men who sell
them and the men who buy
them. They usually have no
money and are brought a
continent away from friends,
culture and community. Most
of these women have little if
any knowledge of English or
the u.s. legal system. They
are isolated and afraid of
dealing with government
agencies because they fear
arrest, deportation or retaliation from the husbands who
bought them.
This transaction does not
take place on an auction
block or involve deeds. It
does give the men buying the

women essential rights of
ownership to them: The men
buying the brides can do
whatever they want to the
women they buy.
Other men are getting rich
off mail-order brides, including the brokers in the United
States who pay CB W advertising fees to sell women for
them.
I assume you weren't
aware of what they were
doing by running that ad.
Now you do. Please stop
partici pating ·in the sale of
women.

Ana R. Kissed
Portland

letters
Casco Bay Weekly
welcomes your letters_
Please keep your
thoughts as brief as you
can (300 words, max.),
Include a daytime phone
number, and address to:
Letters, Casco Bay
Weekly, 551A Congress
St_, Portland, ME 04101.
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• "Feminist Perspectives on
Psychological Healing":
Rev. Dr. Carter Heyward, a
feminist theologian and
professor at Harvard
Divinity School, will speak
tonight at 7:30 in Portland
Public Library's Rines
Room. It's free but get there
early enough to snag a seat.
Call The Matlovich Society
at 773-4444 for more perspective.
• Get some "Art in Your
Heart" tonight from 5-7 at
the annual Valentine's art
show at the Seamen's Club,
1 Exchange St. Free antique
Valentines & hors
d'oeuvres. Call 772-7311.

Fish Fry," Portland's
monthly jitterbug/swing
dance. It features live music
along with classic recordings. The band this month is
"Songhom," who will
perfonn lively songs of the
'305 and' 40s. The beginners' lesson is from 8-9 p.m.,
dancing's from 9-12.
Admission is $6 for the
whole evening. The event is
smoke- and alcohol-free,
and will take place at Casco
Bay Movers Dance Studio in
the Goulet Supply Co.
building at 151 St. John's St.,
-Portland. Call 774-2718 or
725-8216 for details.
• Roses are red, wild irises
are blue: Wild Iris Proouctions will hold a chern-free
Women's Valentine's Day
Dance tonight from 8midnight at State Street
Church, 159 State St.,
Portland. Tix are $5 in
advance, $6 at the door. Call
9.29-3866 or 247-3461 for
further details.

is free from 10-12. Call 7732787 for spirited details.
• Congressman Tom
Andrews has ears! and will
listen to your concerns
about child care today from
10-noon, at the Children's
Co-op, 302 Stevens Ave., '
Portland. Call 774-9029 to

• Love and obsession: The
"Scholars on Stage" Humanities Discussion will
follow the matinee performance today of "Fool for
Love," Portland Stage Co.'s
current production of Sam
Shepard's play. PSC

Dramaturg Melissa Cooper
will lead the discussion.
She'll be joined by Martha
Andrucki, professor of
theatre at Bates College.
You don't have to see the
show to attend the discussion. For more info, tall the
box office at 774-0465.

individualism as its latest
and blandest victim. Or,
YOu could just stumble into
a dark room at the Nickelodeon (772-9751) and shoot
up with David Cronenberg's adaptation of William S. Burrough's classic
novel "Naked Lunch."

• If you "borrow" about
$2,000 from your boss (tell
him later), you can afford a
one-way flight to Tangiers
and just enough smack to
keep you on a transatlantic
nod until the sweet smell of
burning kif lures you into
an African shadow where
the medieval majoun has
been waiting for you,
waiting like a coiled snake
waits for her rat, waiting for
centuries to gnaw at your
insides, waiting since
creation to claim your
pathetic postmodern

• "The Portland Waterfront. Where Now?" is the
topic of a four-part noon
lecture series presented by
Greater Portland Landmarks. The featured speaker
today will be Ann E. Breen,
president and co-director of
the Waterfront Center, a
non-profit research, publishing and consulting
corporation in Washington,
D.C. Hear her at the First
Parish Unitarian Church,
425 Congress St. Call 7745561 for more info.

• Casco Bay Weekly gets
personal: Join the friendly
folks from your favorite
alternative weekly tonight
at T-Birds, when CBWs
Personals will be throwing a
Valentine's Day bash
beginning at 5. One free
personal ad is the only
cover charge. Call the paper
at 775-6601 or T-Birds at
773-8040 for a heart-toheart.
• If you don't find a
Valentine at T-Birds, there's
more than one way to fry a
fish. Try the "Friday Night

• Angels, demons, Christ
figures & voodoo legends:
rfo, not Portland's bar scene
on a Friday night, but
"Spirits: Selections from the
Collection of Geoffrey
Bolder and Carmen
delavallade," a celebration
of contemporary folk art
from Africa, the Caribbean
and North America. Check
out the exhibit today when
it opens at the Portland
Museum of Art. Admission

Entertainment

• Another Japanese import:
Tune in tonight at 9 to
WCBB Channel 10, when
"Frontline" examines the
rise of the Matsushita
Electric Co. in "Giant from
Japan." Matsushita is one of
the world's largest corporations, whose controversial
presence in the United
States reaches back 3.0 years.
• News from Lake
Wobegon: For the first time
ever, Garrison Keillor's
American Radio Co. will
broadcast live from Portland. Tickets, priced from
$15-$30, go on sale today for
the show at Portland City
Hall May 16. Call 874-6500
for more news.

• "Love, Elizabethan
Style": Vintage Repertory
Co. presents scenes and
sonnets from Shakespeare
interspersed wi th Renaissance music and songs
ranging from romantic to
pure bawdy - tonight at 8
at cafe no, 20 Danforth SI.
Admission is $5. Call 7728114 for more love notes.

• The explosive Dave
Ballou Quintet - featuring
Dave Ballou on trumpet, his
brother Marty on bass &
Fred Haas on tenor sax will send forth swinging
streams of syncopation
tonight at 9 & 11 at cafe no,
20 Danforth St. Admission
is $5. Dial 772-8114 for the
tight, straightahead postbop details.

The Casco
Bay Weekly
Calendar:
10 days and

more ways
to be
Informed,
Submissions for Entertainment Weekly
sections must be received In writing on the
Thunday prior to publication. Send your
Calendar and Listings Information to Ellen
Llburt, Casco Bay Weekly, 551 A Congress St.,
Portland, ME 04101.

get Involved

Come play In
the clay
at we/Inch,

. . ...iID throw!

1r""';'' 1".'. 2for1 ~!~~
perrorman ceso r
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: inperpetuity :

\throughout \

MICHAEL
CURRAN &

:the universe :

The Tremors,Local R& B, BPM

~~~~~r!~ill! 14

I

aiM SCALA aiM
Bring Your Valentine! 9PM

\{.

15

YOUNG PEOPLE'S
CLASSES

16

·
Ages 6 and up
• Sat. lOam· noon· $12/c1ass

BCltNIEHIEAID5 9PM

JOHNNY CLYDE
COPELAND
Red Hot R& B, with S~ial
guest Arlo West Bond, BPM

Japanese garage sale: Tuesday, Feb. 18.

Lawn ornaments make a comeback
Saturday, Feb. 15.

I

\ 'Would you be a ghost I
I writer for David Duke?" I

\
I
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H~Hcwz.t
p!ay;"II feb . 6 - Mar. 1
210r 1 ThurJdays feb. 6 & feb. 13
7Q7-333& for ,."rvllioM
gS5 Forest Avenue. Portland

I
I
I
I
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pfwta/Bill Ray/Life Magazi~

7fclBgm~
126 North Boyd St.,
Portland, ME 04101
- UPCOMING EVENTS • FRI FEB 14

CASCO BAY WEEKLY HEART
TO HEART HAPPY HOUR
WITH THE LOOK
'SLNFEB16

.

CHANCI LANGTON
HEADUNER COMEDY

• UPCOMING

FEB 20 JENNY"

. for

_t....,

A Do'..
History
EJliteil by S...." .. W"Un- of P.s.A.
Feb. 20 at 7:30pm

RAFFLES
C·A·F·E
BCX)KSTORE

THE WOODMEN
FEB 21 THE SENSE
FEB 22 THE BICYCLE
THIEVES
EVERY FRI HAPPY HOUR
$250 CASH GMAWAYI
Don't forget our FRIDAY
HAPPY HOURS and
NATIONAL HEADLINER
COMEDY EVERY SUNDAY

BACK FROM
INTERNATIONAL TOUR!

PUBLICATION PAlUY

Women Artists i.n
the Modern Era

OPEN UNTIL 8 PM WED &. THUIlS
MON-FRI 6-5 · SAT 9:30-5 . SUN 12-5

555 CONGRESS STREIT
PORTLAND • 761 -3930

Rabbi
Shlomo Carlebach
Presenting

~77 : ~;:: music .
ULL· greal beer & wine
• February 13-MAINE BONESthe Scott Reeves Trombone
Ensemble
• February 14-15 from Boston
THE MARGIE POS QUARTET
featuring Legendary Boston
Drummer Alan Dawson & from
the Mandala Octet pianist
John Medeski
• February 19·YINTAGE REPERTORY CO 'Lovo, Elizabethan Stylo'
open jail jam sunday 4:30-8pm
reeervaliORa welcome

c100ed
20 danforth

• The People make themselves felt in Augusta:
Maine citizens and 15 labor,
community and advocacy
groups will gather today at
University of Maine at
Augusta to develop economic action plans and
influence the caucuSes, and
to hear presidential candidates. A People's Summit
and presidential forum will
take place at 8:30 a.m.;
presidential candidates
economic workshops and a
straw vote will begin at 9.
For more info, call Tom
Kane at 775'()105.

• Maine Debate '92 will
take place tonight from
7:30-9 at the Holiday Inn by
the Bay in Portland. Don't

and stay
amused.

bother checking it out in
person; the affair's closed to
the public. But you can tune
into WCSH, WLBZ, MPBN
or C-SPAN to hear the
Democratic candidates for
the presidency - unless
Democratic National
Committee honcho Ron
Brown and the other powerbrokering Democrats
manage to call if off. Check
with your local station for
confirmation.
. • All dancing fools should
head on over to State Street
Church (159 State St.)
tonight at 8:30 for a celebr~
tion of 15 years of contra
dancing in Portland .
Contras are based on
English country dances in
which partners stand
opposite each other in long
lines. The dance figures
resemble those found in
modem square dancing.
Pay yer five.bucks, move
yer feet & lose yer head. '''~p-''A
more info call 774-3392.
• Viva, Lars Vegas! Bostonbased art band Lars Vegas,
which originated in Portland, will play its absurdist
lyrics over a jazz groove
tonight at 9 at Zootz, 31
Forest Ave. Burly Chintz
and Toast will open.
Admission is $4. Call 7738187 for details.

mOlnday.

Modem Hasidic Master
and
Composer. Performer
of Jewish Song

Sunday,
Feb. I3 &
Feb. 23, 7pm
at the ICC
For licket info:
772-1959

A dream come true: 6-foot-long condoms. See 'em
to beneve 'em, Friday, Feb. 14.

%e 'lI{t;w Way
'Meet in tIie _90s
. ' , ',

by JoeOItOO
directed by AI Miller

"

Jan 23 • Feb 16

How do single adults meet,
rr.ally? The best WdY to
meet ~ Compatibles. At
Compatibles, we know
singles just like you. CaU us.

100t·Sat 8pm
SWlMal2pm
2/$15 1OOr. &SWl.
$101$8 Fri. & Sal
A black COllltdy Iry

We l1Uly know someone
special
waiting to
know you.

wilh guest JOHN WATKINS
Fri., F.... 21, .PM
Pickard Theatre on
the Bowdoin Campus
Tickets: $10.00
T;x available 01 Record ExchooQe. Porliond
• Ploy It Aqa;n. Yarmouth. 'BOwdoin
C'oIleoe. Bru-n
for more info &10 chorge lix by phone
coil 725-320 1. 8:30am 10 5pm. mon - k

CAlLFOfI
RESERVATIONS:
729-8584

14 SCHOOL ST. BRUNSWICK

-

Febru4ry 13,1992

. UNITED COLORS
OF BENETTON.

*** •• **.**.************
FEBRUARY 1 5, 1 6, 1 7
CLASSIC WOOL SWEATERS

$12 -$15
COTTON, WOOL &
CORDUROY PANTS

$12
ADULT JEANS

$15

.***.****.** •• **** •••••

56 Main St. Freeport, ME 865-6369

Cross over the boundry from an ordinary
facial to an extraordinary skin care
treatment, in a tranquil private atmosphere,
using the Dr. Hauschka herbal preparations.
Experience the difference.
THERESA BERMAN
Licensed Aesthelician
Call for an appointment
& a brochure

207-799-2792
South Portland

Gift Certificates
Available.

., Charms in

sterling silver
., Shaped gloss

poperweigts
1 -

., 'EI

Cerazon'
T-shirts &
~\l."

pins

lEIT ~EIS T

576 CONGRESS ST. PORTIAND, ME 773-1964

OVERWEIGHT? COMPULSIVE EATING?
Feeling Desperate? Out of Control?
Since traditional diets don't work, what does?
Guided Imagery Hypnotherapy combined with
the newest personal change techniques __
that's what!

Entertainment

~~I"'CM£NDM
WHAT'S WHERE

The Adda_ Family
Uncle Fester reappears after 25 years as
part 01 a plot to loot the Addams' lamily
lortwle. Is he an impostor? As aa the
Du& to scheduling changes after
characters play as close to the TV origtCBW goes to press, moviegoers am
nals as possible, the in~iate wil savor this
advised to confimr times with
long sitcom episode.
AnarMrpho.
th&aters.
Is a method ot visual distortion. lonnetly
used in lheartol pIUlting.thatrevealsthe
General Cinemas
relationships between the eye and what it
Maine Mall
- . The Brothers Quay recapture Ihe
technique here.
Maine Mall Road, S. Portland
. .auty and the ....t
774-1022
Disney's new animated extravaganza
Dales .effectiv& Feb 14-20
based on the tairy tale.
Hlllld That Rocks tM Cradt. (R)
Black Robe
1 :30, 4:15, 6:50, 9:15
Jasu~ missionaries in 1634 Quebec attempt
Final Analysis (R)
to bring Christianity to the region's Indian Naked Lunch
inhabitants. Mesmerizing and intelligent.
1 :05, 3:45, 7, 9:35
W~liam BU'fOughs' novel comes to file.
CapeF_r
H~ . a~ite tor gay sex and drugs is
O,..nd CWlyon (R)
rTlllIrTlzed.lhough lalking-Iypawriterbugs
M ex-con tenorizes the family 01 a lawyer
1:10,4,7,9:55
and drug-secreting Mugwu"1'S are sure
w~ taWed to keep him out 01 jail years
Fried Oreen Tomato. . (R)
to thri". David Cronenberg directed.
earlier. Stars Robert De Niro. Jessica
1:20,4:10,7:15,10
Lange. Nick Noke and Robert Mitch..". Prlne. of nd..
Shining Through (R)
The Comb
A New York psychiatrist (Barbara
Streisand) and a South Carolina teacher
A short film in which surreal images 01 a
1 :35, 4:25, 7:20, 10:05
(Nick Nolte) are brought together by the
sleeping woman are interspersed with
Th. OrMt Mouse Detective (0)
alt~ed suicide ot his sister, who hapthoseol a dol moving through what S8«TlS
1:15,3:15,5:15,7:30,9:15
pens to be her patient. Directed by
like a puppet IhMter. Directed by the
WIIYfHt'. Wortd (PO-13)
Brothers Quay.
Streisand, based on Pat Corvoy'sllCMll.
1,3:10,5:30, 7:35,9:45
Redlo Flyer
Father of the BrIde
Two brothers being raised by an abusive
Two parents oversee Ihe frantic wedding
stepfather blild a flying machine out 01
ollheir daughter. Diane Keaton and Steve
Hoyts Clark's Pond
Martin star.
their wagon and spare parts and let their
333 Clark's Rd., S. Portland
lrmgination run loose.
F1.velQ_W...
879-1511
FieYeI, an irmigrant mouse, lea lIeS Ihe Th.R_pture
A telephone operator whose main plea_
Dales &ffectiv& Feb 14-20
Big Apple to IWld new friends and advenSure in Iile is mate-swapping with her
ture in the Wild West. Mimated.
No 6:40 showing of
boyfriend, suddenly becomes obsessed
Flml! ""alysla
Prince of T!d&s Feb 15
by Ihe idea 01 finding God. Alter settling
A
forensic
psychiatrist
who
routinely
testiMyOlrt (PO)
down to domestic and spiritual bliss with
fies at criminal trials gets involved with a
1:30,4:20
one 01 her lovers, emerging fears and
schizophrenic female patient, whose sisdoubts test her devotion to taith.
a..uty Met tM a..at (0)
ter seduces Ihe unsuspecting shrink. The
relationship triangle uncovers an other- Th. R.lncamatlon
1 :40, 4:30, 6:45
wise perfect rrlnder.
A documentary taking place in India in
Hook (PO)
which Tibetan monk Choenzey Oakpa
FI.herKInt
12:30, 3:20, 6:30, 9:20
Samdub searches lor Ihe reincarnation 01
Jell Bridges plays a cynical deejay atPrtnce of TIdee (R)
his deed master, Khensur Rinpoche _
ten.,ting to redeMl himsell with Ihe help
12:40,3:30,6:40,9:25
and finds him fiving as a little boy.
of Perry (Robin Wilams). a charismatic,
visionary street person and former profesFrMjacktRI
sor 01 medieval history.
9
F...jack
Medlcln. Man (PQ..13)
In a Muristic world, a race car driver is
1:20,4:10, 7:20,9:45
killed in an accident. Some years later,
Black Robe (R)
when people have taken to hijacking dead
7:30,9:50
bodies, his Is stolen and brought back to
me. Errilio Estevez and Mick Jagger star.
Nllked Lunch (R)
fried Green To_t_
1,3:50, 7,9:35
M overweight and neglected housewile
Fllther oftM BrId. (PO)
befriends a lonely older woman iving at a
1:10,4,7:10,9:40
rest home. They develop a close relationJFK (R)
ship based on the elder's memories - a
tale 01 two women friends in Ihe '30s 12:50,4:40,8:30
which helps to restore the housewile's joie
Radio Flyer (PO-13)
de vivre. Flawed but interesting parallel
Sat 7
tale starring Kathy Bates, Jessica Tandy.
Mary Louise Parker and Mary Stuart
Shining Through
Masterson.
The Movies
Romantic spy thriller in which a secretiIIY
Orand
Canyon
10 Exchange St., Portland
working in the OSS during WW II perA
black
tow-truck
driver
rescues
a
white
772-9600
suades
her boss to send heron a one-time
lawyer. whose flashy vehicle breaks down
mission to the Nazi heartland, where she Is
Matinees sat & Sun
in a poor neighborhOOd, before a local
to infiltrale the house 01 a hig/}.ranking
Th. Raptur.
gang can do anything about ~. Their ives
ollicerby posing asa housekeeper. Melanie
and
the
predicaments
01
sevintemingle
Wed-Sat 7, 9
Griffith and Michael Douglas co-star.
eral other characters at different ends 01
Sat 1; Sun 1,9
A Song for Tibet
American
society
are
revealed.
Lyrical NIt,..t., Th. Comb,
Two young Tibetans living in .exile in
The Ontat Mo... Detect/ve
Anamorphosis
Canada joumey to India where they meat
Yet another Disney classic in which rewith lei low refugees and prepare lor Dalai
Feb 15-18
nowned mouse detective Basi matches
Lama's visit to Montreal. The universal
Sat 3; Sun 3,7:15
wits with his evil nemesis ProtassorRatigan.
issues 01 displacement and culllKal disHand That Roc... the Cradle
Mon-Tues 7:15, 9
placement are explored. as well as r,.
A~ogistlsaccusedolharassinghis
. Th. Reincarnation of
betan culture.
patient and opts lor suicide. His wife sul- Star T,.kVl
Khensur Rlnpoch.,
lers a miscarriage. goes mad and blames
The valiant crew oltheEnteiprise tries yel
A Song for Tibet
everything on the patient and her larrily.
again to make peace with theKlingonsFeb 19-23
She becomes the nanny of the patient's
w~h intergalactic overtones 01 the Middaughter and executes her vicious plans.
Wed-Sat 7, 9:15
east peace negotiations.
Hook
Sat-Sun 1
A modern version ol·Peter Pan" in which Wa"".'. Wortd
A late-night cable show broadcast !rom a
Peter's grown up and wants to return to
basemeot. featuring Metal Heads Wayne
Nickelodeon
Nevemever Land. Directed by Steven
and Garth (01 "SatUrday Night Live") makSpielberg, starring Robin Williams as PeTemple and Middle streets, Portland
ing pronouncements on teen me and sharter. Julia Roberts as Tinkerbell and Dustin
772-9751
ing fantasies about the lovely babes !rom
HollrrBn as Captain Hook.
Babylonia.
Dales effective F&b 14-20
JFK
First two showings Sat
through Thurs
Th. Flsh.r King (R)

6:45,9:25

My Own Privet. Idaho (R)

"I can say NO to fattening foods and mean it"
"The weight is gOing and 1 don't even feel like
I'J!l dieting/uPT

Dr. Katherine J. Moody
Certified Clinical Hypnotherapist

(207) 828-4849

1:20,4:20, 7:20,9:35

cape Fear (R)
1, 4, 6:50. 9:25
Th. Addams Family (PO-13)
1 :10,4:10, 7:10, 9:20

star Trek VI (PO)
1:15,4:15,7,9:15
Flawl 00_ Weet (0)
1:30,4:30
Kuffs (PQ-131

MAKE 192 THE YEAR FOR YOU!

SCREEN

MyQlrl
A young girl whose mother has died, and
whose lather is a funeral director. Is of).
sessed w~h death until she and her bast
friend leam about me and she can accept
her lather's new woman friend.
My Own Prlvate Idaho
A burlesque patchwork deaing with the
lives 01 two young street hustlers in PortIa~, Ore.. and their search for symbiosis
w~hout the abuses 01 intimacy. A confu&.
ing melange of homosexuaHty, class dMslons and Shakespeare's "Henry IV.'

1 :40, 4:40, 7:30, 9:40

Director mver Stone rehashes the story
that ...ceasingly captivates the American
imagination. Kevin Costner plays Jim Garrison. the DA who believes he has uncovered the truth about the conspiracy SU'rounding the president's assassination.
Kutla
A gOOd-for-nolhing high school dropout
wants to avenge his policeman brother's
death by challenging the brains behind the
city's organized crime.
Lyrical Nitrate
"Bailee In Anne·
A restoration of a number 01 movies shot
Lyric Theater's first production is an upwith nitrate film, which was much more
beat musical comedy about youngsters
kJrrinescenllhan modem film buttoo flamtrying to make it in sunvnerstock. Written
mable. Segments pieced together by
by Rogers & Hart and directed by Mary
Dutch filrrmakAtr Peter Delpeut.
Lancey. Feb 14 through Man:h 1 - Fri &
Medicine Man
Sat, 8 pm; Sun, 2:30 pm - at Cedric
Scientist Sean Connery searches in Ihe
Thomas Playhouse. 176 Sawyer St, S.
Brazilan jungle lor Ihe medicinal cure for
Portland. TIx: $12 eveperfonnances $10
cancer. WIth Louise Bracco.
matinees. Cal 799-1421 or 6509. '

STAGE

"In Perpetuity Throughout the Unlat Mad Ho....
Ataleolracismandpropagandasetinthe
glittering world 01 New York City publishing. Feb S-March 1 - Thurs-Sat, 8 pm;
Sun. 7 pm - at Mad Horse Theater. 955
Forest Ave. Portland. For reservations
caB 797-3338.
"Lov., Ellzabetha n Styte·
Vintage Repertory Co. presents scenes
and sonnets ·'rom Shakespeare interspersed with Rennaisance music and
songs ranging from romantic to pure
bawdy! Curtain's at8 pm, Feb 19 at cale
no, 20 Danlorth St, Portland. Admission is
$5.772-8114.
"M.lody Hour Murd.... •
at The Mystery Cale Dinner Theatre,
Baker's Table Banquet Room. 434 Fore
St, Portland. Shows every Saturday at 8.
For info and reservations call 693-3063or
1-800-834-3063.
"Mouaetrap"
City Theater stages a play based on one
01 Agatha Christie's whodunnits. Feb 21
through March 8 - Fri & Sat, 8 pm; Sun,
2 pm - at City Theater. 205 Main St,
Biddeford. Tix: $12. $10 lor seniors &
students. Ring 282-0849 lor reservations.
"Odd Coupl."
Studio Theater stages Neil Simon's
broadway comedy. Directed by Priscila
Montgomery. Feb 21 through March 1 Fri & Sat, 8 pm; Sun, 3 pm - at The
Chocolate Church, 804 Washington St.
Bath. Tix: $10 & $8. For reservations call
442-8455.
"Out of the Frying Pan"
Brian Crabtree of Ram Island Dance Company will perfonn a number of solo dances
spanning 13 years 01 choreographic activity. Feb 14 & 15 at 7:30 pm. at Ram
Island Dance Center, 25A Forest Ave.
Portland. Tix: $7. For reservations call
773-2562 or 761-3930.
"Story Theater"
Schoolhouse Arts Center presents a series of humorous vignettes inspired by
fables and lairy-tales. Through March 1
- Fri& Sat, 8 pm; Sun. 2 pm-on Route
114, Sebago Lake. Tix: $8 adults, $5
youth. students and seniors, plus special
family discounts: call 642-3743.
"What the Butler Saw"
The Theater Project opens its season with
a biting comedy that mocks several aspects of contemporary British and western society. II's written by British playwright Joa Orton ("Loot")and directed by
AI Miller. Runs through Feb 16 - ThursSat at 8 pm, Sun at 2 - at The Theater
Project, 14 School St. Brunswick. TIx:
$t5 for two. Thurs & Sun: $8-$10 Fri &
Sat. For reservations call 729-8584.
NWoman In a Suite...• • Nlmpromptu·
ForumA present" double bin: Julie Goal
plays an old world immigrant who lives in
her suitcase. The second half 01 the
evening leatures Goell together with the
Tom Hoffman Trio. Feb 15 at 8 pm at
University of Maine, Jewett Hall Aud~o
rium, Augusta. TIx: $10. To res8IVe. cal
621-3209.

""<w."

Lyle Vial (Walt Dunlap) reads yet another chain I.ttar to
Chrlstln. P.nderec:ld (Cynthia Barn.tt).
Photc/Stepht71 Fazio

Mad Horse makes muck work
Let it be said first and foremost that racism is a terrible thing,
and that the resurgence of Ku Klux Klannery in America is a
lamentable and disturbiJ;lg development. Those of you who
entertain thoughts of racial superiority can do me the greatest favor
by crawling into your anuses and asphyxiating - providing that it
is possible to die in the environment in which you were bred.
Having said that, it is my duty to infonn the rest of you that this
play is nothing more than shallowness masquerading as sagacity, a
ponderous string of artificially connected soliloquies, a paratheatrical exercise that scarcely avoids the label of allegory, a new
age morality play replete with vice characters and tragedy masks.
Nothing so precious and vacant has been loosed on the theatregoing public since the film 'The Four Seasons" was released.
And having said that, let me further add that Michael Rafkin
deserves your respect for selecting this play - and for actually
making it work, despite its
flaws. (There can be no accounting for taste, and I may be at
fault here. However: I doubt it
like hell.)
"In Perpetuity Throughout
The story concerns a writer
the Unlvene," by Eric
named
Christine Penderecki
Ovennyer, directed by
(played
by Cynthia Barnett) who
Michael Rafkln
is
I:lired
by
the Montage publishPlaying through March 1 at
ing
group
to
ghost-write a novel
Mad Hone Theatre Co.,
called "Yellow Emperor: The
955 Forest Ave., Portland
New Fu Manchu." The book is
essentially racist propaganda, and for this reason Penderecki is
often left wondering, Pollyanna-like, "Am I doing the right thing?" .
To further "complicate" matters (in a TV-land sitcom sense),
Penderecki is having an affair with an Asian named Dennis Wu
(played by Tony Owen), who also works for the Montage Group.
The "climax" of this play - such as it is - arrives when Wu finally
sees the manuscript of "Yellow Emperor," and the lovers experience a brief moment of doubt and mild discomfort.
Oh yes. Various other characters go on and off stage, wearing
funny clothes and saying witty things. This device, (borrowed from
circuses, pornographic novels and martial arts films), theoretically
absolves the playwright's inability to unify his or her work.
I am certain that the majority of the audience enjoyed the play; I
am equally certain that those same peo;>le are telling their friends
today that "In Perpetuity" is an intellectual Disneyland, a verdant
forest of new and vital ideas. In fact, the subtleties of ''In Perpetuity" are served up with a sledgehammer. Most of the dialogue is
built upon verbal associations, and most of those associations though occasionally funny - are shamefully obvious. (At one
~int, Tai-Tung Trahn, another Asian character played by Tony
Owen, says 'There are no ghost writers in my country - only
ghosts.")
On the other hand, "In Perpetuity Throughout the Universe"
does have two strengths: a message that you might heartily agree
with (racism is evil, on the increase and invites remedy), and an
engaging cast.
In fact, Mad Horse Theatre Co. has nothing to be ashamed of
here. Kymberly Dakin positively shines as a "joculatrix" and allaround henchwoman. Walt Dunlap kills as an editorial ·hack with a
million conspiracy theories and a passion for chain letters. And, as
mentioned above, Michael Rafkin has done well by actually pulling
this horror off. Despite the lack of any real story elements and
character "movement" (revelation or development), the audience's
attention was engaged throughout the play.
And that took some doing, in my view.

sta e

w.o. Cutlip
Comedian. nm Ferretl, Joanne Ch ..... NFool for Love"
and Kevin Shone love:
Portland Stage Company presents Sam
bad TV, political coups, poetry, extreme
Shepard's raw story 01 love and obsesemotional displays, big hair, religious epsion in a seedy motel on the edge 01 the
ics, tabloid journalism, contorted bodies,
Mojave Desert. Through March 1-TuesThurs, 7:30 pm; Fri. 8 pm; Sat, 5 &9 pm;
phony loreign tongue, obscure historical
relerences, grotesque celebrities, and
Sun, 2 pm - at Portland Performing Arts
small children w~h puppies. They transCenter, 25A Forest Ave, Portland. Tix:
lorm these passions and any passions
$12-$26.50. Forreservations, 774-0465.
you might suggest into a two-hour com- NHaroun and the Sea of Storlee"
edy bonanza. Just like snowflakes, no
Mad Horse Children's Theater presents
two shows are alike. This comedy miracle
an adaptation of Salman Rushdie's book,
unfolds at 8 pm every Thun;day at the
in which a child must battle the warlord
Cave (29 Forest Ave, right nextto Zootz).
Prince of Silence, thereby learning the
Just bring $3 and Tim, Joanne and Kevin
value 01 free speech and the usetulness 01
will take you frornthere. Formoreinlo call
story-telling. Through Feb 23 - Sat, 10
879-0070.
am &2 pm: Sun. 2 pm-at25 Forest Ave,
Portland. TIx: $4. For info call 797-3338.

AUDITIONS
Audition_ for "A Choru. Un."
will be held by The Portland Players Feb
14 & 15 at 7 pm and Feb 16 at 2 pm.
Singers, dancers and actors are welcotne.
Singers should bring own music unless
performing some tune from the show.
Report to 420 Cottage Road, S. Portland.
CaH 799-7337Inlo.
Portland Stage Company Audition.
lor localeUgible perf<>rmenl- merrbers
01 Actors' Equity Association or membership candidates - will be held Feb 18
lrom 1-5 pm & 6-10 pm. in the Portland
Perfonning Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave.
Call 77 4-1043 to schedule an appt.

CLUBS

The Maine Cottage Furniture Store

Box 935, Lower Falls Landing.
Yarmouth, Maine 04096
Tel:(207)846-1430
Catalog Available

..... IN. COTTAa.
FURNITURE

Have a
Classic,
He art-

warm1n8
Valentine's Day
From your friends at...

260 Main St., Saco • 283-1400
WINTER HOURS:
MON·SAT9·5
THURS & FRI 'TIL 6

aorraditional Outfiturs for men and women....

25 %

TO

75 %

OFF

S·A·L·E
Fri. Feb. 21, Sat. Feb. 22
& Sun. Feb. 23.

<t\ftTtRI ft l
O~JtCTS

484 Congress Stroot D"Portland, ME
774-1241 0 Mon. - Sat. 10:30-6:00
Sunday 12 - 4:30

THURSDAY 2.13
Main. Bona. (jazz) cafe no. 20 Danforth St,
Portland. 772-8114.
Uvlngaton (rock) The College Room Pub,
USM Campus Center, Bedford St. Portland. 874-6598.
D. J. Landry (acoustic) Genc's, 13 Brown
St, Portland. 772-7891.
The Bob Jr. Prolect (rock) Old Port Tavem,
11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444 .
Mlchllel Curran • the Tremo,. (R&B)
Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest
Ave. Portland. 773-6886.
Th. Boneh.ads (rock) Spring Point Gafe,
175 Pickell St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
D••jay Qr.g Pow.,. (laser karaoke)
TIpperary Pub, Sheraton Tara Hotel. S.
Portland. 775-6161.
J ....my Leeter (acoustic) WoJlie's, 193
Middle St. Portland. 773-3501.
Open Mic Night with Bil Gameron (acoustic)
TheWrong Brothers' PubatPort BiHiards,
39 Forest Ave, Ptld . 775-1944.

ContinuM on page 22
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Tables. beds, chairs. and accessories with the
honest elegance of Maine's cottages.

Trading Co., Inc.
ESTABLISHED 1913

"Quality merchandise
and experience you can trust"

We Buy Anything Worth Buying
• • • WE PAY CASH. • •
Use our convenient Lay-Away plan

14k Gold $13.95 per gram

BLnf·SELL·TlUUDE
4 Stores to Serve You
498 Congress St., Ponland

772-3932

330 Lisbon St' Lc:wislon
155 Front St., Bath
1

177 Water St.,
Augusta
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o.soo Bay ~kly

FAMILY
GATHERINGS?

Ccntinued from p"ge 21 .

CLUBS

Need a Private
Dining Room with
Great Food G Ambiance?
Call for menu information.

casual dress, comfortable price, quality dining
169 Congress Street, Intown Portland 113-9813
Est. 1924 (in the historic Rines Mansion)
M-F 11:30 am-9 pm . Saturday 5-9:30 pm
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ELLIS MARSALIS &
MARCUS ROBERTS
- - - - JAZZ PIANISTS - - - _
Friday, February 14, 8:00 pm
A Valenline concert . . . . - - - - - - ,

10~\j~l:~
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Tickets: $10, $14, $18, $22
Student and group rates available

BALLET CHICAGO
Thursday February 27, 7:30 pm
A spectacular company making its Portland
debut! Featured will bi Gordon Peirce Schmidt's
"By Django." a smooth, lively trip back to the
Jazz Age by way of a salute to '20s composer
Django Reinhardt.

,I

1

I

/

SUNDAY 2.18
Open Jam a...lon Oazz) cafe no, 20
Danforth St, POrtland. 772-8114.
Pinnochlo (original rock) Geno'~, 13 Brown
St. Portland. 772·7891 .
Rav.n (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton
St, Portland. 7744144.
Johnny "Clyd." Copeland and the Arlo
W. .t Bend (blues) Raoul's Roadside Atllaction, 865 Forest Ave. PHd.773·6886.
Paul Chal_n Bellroom D.nce Bend
(dance) The Roost, Chicopee Road,
Buxton. 642·2148.
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Make

Our

ICE CREAM Yogurt Too!
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Ho,
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C

4 Wheel

Car.. . ...

Own"

'I...:I"
..... ~. .....

Hom~~~~~~, ~f~n~?ch~L

'

$3995

2 Wheel

Car ..... .

$3595

Free computerized Brake & Alignment Test in 30 seconds on our
Hunter B400. With this coupon; most makes and models.

sa::". P A"Iij;e jE RWH££L1ij

&,h!

W/coupon , Exp. 2/~1/92.
Morning Special: Green Mountatn Coffee & Mufftn.

I

with coupon

SPRI

&p: 3.31.112

a soloist with orchestras including the Chicago, the National and the St.
Louis symphonies. After a 1989 performance at the Kennedy Center, a
Washington Post critic wrote, Apparently word has gotten around that
Thompson is one of the best string piRyers in America today." You can hear
the quintet in the Pendred Noyce Auditorium of the Dana Health Education
Center at Maine Med, 22 Bramhall St. Til: are $13, $7 for seniors &
students. Ca/l761-1S22 for more info.
H

MONDAY 2.17

Port Blliards. 39 Forest Ave, Portland.
775-1944.

DANCING

Raven (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11 Moufton
St. Portland. 774-{)444.
Open Mlc Night (b.y.o. jam) Raoul's Road- Gatta Do....., Inc~ Thompson's Point,
side Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland.
Second floor Bldg 1A. Portland. Smoke773-6886.
and chern-free dances Wilh swing, Latin &
Open Mic Night with Ken GrIma/.y (b. y.o.
ballroom music Fridays from ~ 12 pm &
jam) Wharfs End, 52 Whatf St. Portland.
Sundays from 3-6 pm. $5. 773-3558.
773-0093.
The Moon, 425 Fore St Portland. Open
nightly, 8 pm on ... Fri-Sat until 3 am.
Cover: $2. Thursday's are college alternative night. No cover with co"ege 10, $1
w~hout . 87)-0663.
Sal...... 20 Milk St, Portland. Open nightly
The W.I..... (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11
untH 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
Moulton SI. Portland. 774-{)444.
T·Blrd'., 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. Sun:
TroulHodor TuMCI8Y (acoustic) Raoul's
foolbal afternoon, comedy night: Mon,
RoadsideAttraction, 865 Forest Ave, PortChern-free; Wed. local bands; Thurs, co~
land. 773·6886.
lege night; Fri& Sat, bands andlordeejay.
Open M1c Hight with Pet.r Q/e_n
all contemporary dance rrusic. 773-8040.
(b.y.o. jam) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickell Whe..hou•• Danc. Club. 29 Forest Ave ,
St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
PorHand. Progressive rrusic. Fri. Groove
Brok.n K.n (acoustic) Wharfs End. 52
Academy With deejay duo Spence & ~ ;
Wharf SI. Portland. 773-0093.
Sat, women's night from ~1 wilh deejay
Deb. 874-9770.
Zootz,31 ForestAve. Portland. Wed: chemfree; Thu: visual vibe; Fri: deejay/live rrnr
sic; Sat: cutting edge dance; Sun: request
night. 773-8187.
Vln"ge R.pertory Company'8 "LoY.,
Ellza ...than Style' (medley) cafe no, 20
Danforth St. Portland. 772-8114.
Bach.lo ...• Night (topless) MooseADey, 46
Market St, Portland. 774·5246.
The W.I..... (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
BI... Root. (blues) Raoul 's Roadside Attraction. 865 Forest Ave, PtId. 773-6886.

personals
IIM443t'J

ATELIER FRAMING

The Partbmd String Quartet will give a performance at 3 today including
Haydn's String Quartet in G Major, Mozart's Viola Quintet in D Major
and Dvorak's Viola Quintet in E Flat Major. Master violinist Marcus
Thompson will join the quartet in two numbers. Thompson has performed as

G

OMPANY (800)244-0742

Itf%1(,I:£\II.

Classic &: Contemporary Framing
• AntiqueFrameRestorolion

Take out a FREE 45 word
Personal Ad with
I C II
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GET THE JUMP ON SPRING!
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off any purchase
with this coupon.

S tore prices are already
30-40%
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~e1~r of this couJX>n is entitled~:
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Open Sun 12·4

for: $4 each vIsit.

It appOintment
$25 for ten visits.
$60 for thirty visits. made by Sat
$100 for a full year membership

We'w been told we haw the preniest wreaths and
driedfloral arrangements around. And our
se/eution has never been better!
P~enttlUscoupontorecclve

below retail

·coupon good thru
February 29, 1992

already
25 011'0OFF. our
low prices.

Choose from a wide selection of fine quality
handbags and luggage in cottons, tapestries
and nylons. All made in the U.S.A.

C
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BRING IN THIS COUPON FOR

Offer ends Feb. 29.
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· Great Dinner Specials •

co::W:~ru£CTa~ts~~::::

Scarborough, ME 207 885.5134
.. FACTORY.",.,. .
2 Wharf Street .In the Old Port. 772.7490 Open dai~ 10-5, Sun. 12.5
' . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
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"while you watt" $7.95 per set
Buy one set, get another set free
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Mon:.2for1Pi~ .5to10PM HAVE
Tues. 2 for 1 MeXican Dmners •
W, LUNCH
Wed: AII-you·can·eat Pasta SpeCial ($3.95) OL l'H AN
Thurs: NY Sirtoin Steak, salad, potato Daily tN/PIAN
&. vegetable

Fn to Sun: 2 for 1 Appetizers

Sun Brunch: Noon to 3 PM

.
C ('Ie Olyrn .
vIa Sat ,o.veraoe PIC
e ~/te On 31'lt;

With thiscoupon.

.

S.
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! Monday-Friday.
: . HAPPY
HOUR·
4-7PM - Monday 4-Midnightl

116 Main St., Biddeford
283-9309

!:

t BAXTER'S ARMYINAVY

:t t
I

*1
*1
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(coupon good thru 2129192)
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1987 MERCEDES BENZ 260

$1.25 Domestic Bottles· $1.50 Imported Bottles
$1.75 Well Drinks· FREE HORS d'OUVRES
336 Fore SI. - Under the Red Canopy -In the Old Port
772·8619 - SelVing Daily 11:30·10

-----------------------------~-----------------------------~-------~--------------------/
!II
One Owner
Low Miles

PERFORMANCE MOTORS
MERCEDES·BENZ

Conti"ued O1Il"'g' 24

, '"

NEXT TO OSCAR BENOITS (DOWNSTAIRS)
365 Fore Street , Portland· 761-5811

:.

USM Faculty M.m......
(potpoum) 8 pm, USM'sCorthell Concert
Hall, Gorham. Admission: $5. 780-5265.

""'~1'&"

Xanli 5 :Hair Center

t~

436-2400.

•

head,neck&shOUldermassoge$15

With this COUpal. Exp. 2.-29·92

CON

Margie Pos - band/eRder, jtU.z bassist, composer & educator - twists
African-American music into brave new forms with her jazz improv. She'll
be ~ring in qUll1'tet with the brilliant AliRn DIIwson on drums, John
Medeski on piano & Mike Sim on tenor sax on FridJry and Saturday, Feb.
14 & 15, {rum 9-12:30 p.m., at cafe no, 20 Danforth St. Tix are $8. Oill the
cafe at 772-8114 for more info.

......o.~
yO~Lm,qJJ:e,.J1f·Wf¥lcer'·roLL SERVICE NAIL SALON

between library and City Hall

:.

Mldorl & Robert McDon.ld
(classical) 8 pm, The Music Hall, 28 ChestnutSt, Portsmouth, NH. Sonata No. 4 in 0
Major by Handel; Beethoven's Sonata
No. 7 in C Minor, Op. 30; Sonata in A
Major. Op. 13byFaure;andReved'Enfant
by Eugene Ysaye. Tix: $20, $25.50. (606)

10 · ,~~i'r!OATS

Deli and Diner

431 Congress Street

~~~~~ ~ _~.~ _ ! ~~t..~t!~:~~~ c_a~ _~~2_-~~~~ _ ~.~ _L _ ~t~ ~U~2,~!~~:1~~'S!~T_S~. 9~!~R! _

Men's & Women's
Tennis W:arm ..ups

WEDNESDAY 2.1 9

THURSDAY 2.13

" 'N5TROoD':l!D~'·e;:="»»'-~OP

Lots of
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'
other t ff ,,,-"'
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-. I FREE GREEN MOUNTAIN COFFEE
great s u :!~!~o[
WITH ANY SANDWICH AND THIS COUPON
on sole!
i~~~~::..
expires March 1, 1992 .
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e ecte
pDaren5,;e5,
~,
Tops, Skirt5

: :~~~~ 422 FOIE snnr • OLD POIf 174-0111
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ISOHEYLA

$35 PERM

[~~t~-m-~:~~~:yilmr--~~~;i--.:-TOMMy'S

TUESDAY 2.18

Performances in
PORlLAND CITY HALL AUDITORIUM

(IOO1II ..............

& coffee
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_
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:;;:!BANK Students and group rates avaUable.

Portland Concert Association

COffEE IS ON US! or

...

~()-,r Tickets: $10, $16, $21, $25

262 Cumberland Avenue, Portland, ME 04101
(207) 772·8630 800-639·2707
'
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CERTS
Sponsored by

and
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TBA T-Blrda, 126 N. Boyd St.PtId.773-8040. W8ycool (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175
The Loo.. C.nnon. (acoustic) Wharf's
Pickell St. S. POrtland. 767-4627.
Port City AllaUn (jazz) The Active Wave,
End, 52 Whatf St, Portland. 773-0093.
Lou Moo.. & Je.."", Lee"r (acoustic)
58 Ocean Park Road, Saco. 282-7670.
Larry Brown (acoustic) The Wrong BrothWharfs End, 52 Whatf St, PHd. 773-0093.
Ken QrI......y(acoustic) Bnlmhal PIb, 789
ers' PIb at Port Biliards, 39 Forest Ave, Open Mlc Hight with The Cool WIll.,.
Congress St, Portland. 773-9873.
PorHand. 775-1944.
(b.y.o. jam) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at
The Margie Poe Ouartet (jazz) cafe no, 20

Danforth St, Portland. m-8114.
Double H.ught apl. . & Uvingaton (garage rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St Portland.
m-7891 .
Th. Regul.r Elnat..... (rock) Moose ~_
ley, 46 Market St, Portland. 774-5246.
The Bob Jr. ProJect(rock)OId PortTavwn,
1 1 MouHon St, Portland. 7744144.
The Boneh. .d. (rock) Raoul's Roadside
Attraction ,865 Forest Ave, Pad.773-6886.
M.glc (classic rock) The Roost, Chicopee
Road. Buxton. 642-2148.
Midnight RIder (rock) Spring Point Cafe.
175 Pickell St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
TBA T -Bird., 126 N. Boyd St, PlId.7738040.
atr.lght Up (Top 40) TIpperary Pub,
Sheraton Tara Hotel. S. Ptld. 775-6161.
Kennebec R1verConvnunltyJ.zz Bend
(jazz) Verrillo's ConY9l1tion center, Tumpi<e Exit 8, Riverside St. PtId. 846-9741 .
Curf_ (rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub al
Port B~liards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland.
775-1944.

rnl

.h

Buy Any Breakfast SandwlC

~ Muffin, bagel or danish

1 SATURDAY 2.15

Call for your sandwich
and cheese platt ~
1~'IDe ~ :1?'~4asa home 0.' office.. ers o~
I ~'i'J...
~Qy~~; .., SandWIch specials daily.
I Delicious Homemade Soups Daily
Winter Hours:
Tel: 772-4647 - Fax 772-5294
Mon.Sat: 9:30.5:30
I 168 Middle St. in Portland's Old Port Friday: Open 'til 6

of
Marsalis and Roberls
present a program of
solo and duo piano
improvisations from
stride piano freefloating bebop.

:!
\.I
==

Port CIty AlaUn (jazz) The Aclive Wave,
58 Ocean Park Road, Saco. 282.7670.
Ken GrI ......y(acoustic) Bramhal Pub. 769
Congress SI, Portland. 773-9673.
The Margie PM Qu.1et (jazz) cafe no, 20
Danforth St. Portland. 772-8114.
Pluck ThMter(pop)and The Vlndlceto...
(garage rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St, Port·
land. 772·7891.
The Regul... EInstein. (rock) Moose ~
ley, 46 Markel St. Portland. 774-5246.
The Bob Jr. Project (rock) Old Port Tavern,
11 Moufton St, Portland. 7744144.
81m Skala 81m (ska) Raoul's Roadside
Attraction. 865 Forest Ave, PHd.773-6886.
Rumbl. a..t (dance)The Roost, Chicopee
Road, Buxton. 642·2148.
The Boneh.ada (rock) Spring Paint Cafe.
175 Pickell St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
TBA T-Blrda, 126 N. Boyd St, Ptld.773-8040.
Hight Owl. (acoustic) Tipperary Pub,
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Ptld. 775-6161.
Curf_ (rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at
Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland.
775-1944.

I
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FRIDAY 2.14

THE ROMA
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Entertainment

BUSINESS
LUNCHEONS
OR DINNERS?

:I

~~~.

Febrwuy 13, 1992

183 U .S. ROUTE I, FALMOUTH, MAINE 04105
TEL (207) 781·3207
./

STEPHEN H. MACKENZIE, ESQ.
Attorney at Law

•

General Practice of Law including:
• drug/criminal defense· personal injury . .
• personal and small business bankruptcy and reorgamzauon

No Charge/or
V1SA&MC
Evening & weekend
initial consultation
ACCEP'TED
appointments available
50 EXCHANGE STREET PORTLAND MAINE 775-0028

24 ('"sco Bay Wukly

Entertainment
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Appearing in February

MARTY O'CONNOR
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Wed8-11pm
ThUls 830- mldnlght
Frl and Sat 8'30pm--t2:30cm
Free f'Orklng
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FRIDAY 2.14

OF THE EAST

Sonesta Hotel Portland
775-5411

Elli. M ......II. & M.reu. Roberta

a= pianists) 8 pm. at Portland City Hall
AudHorium, 30 Myrtle St. Portland. Tix:
$10-$22. 772-8630.

SATURDAY.2.15
Marl. Dufr•• n. & Mark McN.1I &
C. .tI .....y

Try a loaf of our

featured bread &
get a second loaf
of your choice
for only 99¢.

!I

1

Port
Bake

263 St. John St_
773-S466
20S Commercial St_

House

773-2217

,

, !

1

,
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.. . . . . . . . . . ..
.. THE MOVIES.-

FEB 15-18

SAT MAT 3

MON.~~ ~:~,l~
Lyrical Nilrale, directed by
The Comb
Peter Delpeut
From the Mweum of Sleep &
ANAMORPllOSIS, directed by

MAINE PREMIERE

the Brothers
WED-SAT 7, 9:15
MAINE PREMIERE SAT SUN MAT 1

TIbeten Double Feature:

,

,I

OPENING '

The Reincarnation
of Khenshur Rinpoche

34'Danforth St, Portland. Opening reception Feb 14 from 5-8 pm for " Love Show:
Irmges olthe Heart." a photography show
of2O Northeastern artists curaled by Betsy
Evans. Stuart Nudelman Steve Bliss and
Steven Halpert. Gallery hours: Thurs-Sat.
11-5. 846-4721.

A Song for Tibet

AROUND TOWN

10

Art Gall.ry at the Phoenix

, fM

G
WHY SETRE FOR A
SOUND BITE
WHEN YOU CAN HAVE

THE B\lTlRE MEAL?

•

Local speeches, recorded
and aired uncut, of the
1992 candidates for
the Presidency.
WMPG is there.
Mondays and Wednesdays
11 a.m.

630 Forest Ave, Portland. Ashow of mixed
mediumwoll<s fea1trlng Tom Behon, Dana
Johnson. Lee Ring. Lou Mastro, Ashley
Lenartson, Jeff Perron, Garrey Therrien
and Edward Pall<er. Thru March 7. Hours:
Thurs-Sat. 10 am-5 pm. 774-4154.

Th. Baxt.r G.II.ry

Wolfl.'. R.etaul'llnt Bar
193 MiddleSt, Portland. "Recents Paintings in Oil & Mixed Media" features a
number of Brian Currier's works innuenced by the ilJ1)ressionists. Through
Feb. Gallery hou",: 1 1-1 1 daily. 773-3501.

OUT OF TOWN

G....nhut Gall.ri...
146 MiddleSt, Portland. MwOIl< by Esther
Eder. Ed Douglas. Leo Brooks. Peyton
Higgison and estate atchings of Linwood
Easton through the first week in March.
Gallery hours: Mon-Fri 10-5:30. Sat 115:30. 772-2693.

Bat... Colleg. Mueeum of Art
Olin Arts Center, Lewiston. "The Graphic
Woll< of John Heagan Eames," watercolors, etchings and drawings of architecture and landscapes by the 'Wiscasset
printmaker. Showing through March 8.
Gallery hou",: Tue-Sat 10 am-5pm. Sun
1-5 pm. Free admission. 786-6158.

J.well Gallery
345 FOte St, Portland. Paul Black's oils.
through March 1. Gallery hou",: Mon-Sat
10:15 am-6 pm, or by appt: 77~3334 .

Nancy Margoll. Gall.ry
367 Fore St. Portland. A special selection
of glass and jewelry by Maine artists Holly
Churchill. Ronna Lugo",h. Peggy Johnson. Joann Lulz and Wamer Whitfleld.
Showing through Feb 29. Gallery hours:
Mon-Fri, 10-5:30; Sat, 10-6.775-3622.

Tha Photo Gall.ry
Portland School of Art. 619 Congress St.
Portland. Photographs by Steve Scopic
through Feb21.Galleryhours: Mon-Thurs.
9-9; Fri. 9-5; Sun. 11-4.775-5152.

Portland Public Ubl'llry
5MonumentSquare. Portland "Discoveries": the paintings; prints, handmade papers and fabric designs of 20 community
artists. On view through March 30. Gallery hou",: Mon. Wed & Fri. 9 -6; Tues &
Thurs, noon-9; Sat 9 -5. 871-1710.

SUNDAY 2.18

D.nforth Gan.ry

FEB 19-23

411 Congress St. Portland. A group exh~
bition featuring the works of all gallery
artists, including oils, watercolor, pastels,
and sculpture in a wide range of styles
and subjects by Dalav lpear. DeWIIt Hardy.
Eric Green, Laurenze Sisson, Alfred
Chadbourne. Martha Groome. Sharon
Yates. Cabot Lyford and John Laurent.
Gallery hours: Mon-Fri. 12-6 pm. or by
appointment. 77~2555 .

(Celtic & British-American ballads) 8 pm,
Univet'Sity of Southem Maine, Lulher
Bonney Auditorium, Bedford Street. Port- 3 VI._ Gall.ry
land. Tix: $6 advance, $8 at the door.
112 High St, Portland. "Figurative Woll<s"
children half price. 773-9549.
by artists including Anne Alexander. Grant
Drumheller. Charles Oakes and others.
Bobby McFerrin & the Volc...tl'll
On view through Feb23. Galleryhours: Fri
(don't worry, be happy) 8 pm. Lewiston
& Sat 9 am-5 pm, Sun 12-5 pm. and by
Junior High School. Lewiston. Tix: $16appointment. 781-4291.
$20. 782-7228.
Th. Pin. Tree Shop & B.yvI.w Gallery
75 Market St. Portland. Gallery group
exhib~ featuring new wo('k by Neal Parent. carol Sebold. Robert Stebleton. Helen
St. Clair, Matthew Sm~h. David Clough,
Portland String Quartet, featuring vloTina Ingraham. Sean Morrissey. Bear
Blake & Mary Brosnan. Through Februnat Mareue Thompson
ary. Gallery hou",: Mon-Sat. 10-6; Sun(chamber) 3 pm. Dana Health Education
days, 12-5. through Christmas. 773-'JIXJ7.
Center, Pendred Noyce Auditorium. 22
Bramhall St, Portland. Haydn's String Portland Mu. .um of Art
Seven Congress Square, Portland. Hou",:
Quartet in G Major. Opus 54. No. 1;
Tues, Wed. Fri & Sat, 10 am-5 pm; Thurs
Mozart's Viola Quintet in 0 Major. K. 593;
10 am-g pm; Sun 12-5 pm. Admission:
Dvorak's Viola Ouintet in E Flat Major,
adults $3.50. seniorc~izensandstudents
Opus 97. Tile $13, $7 seniors & students.
with 10$2.50. children under 18$1. group
761-1522.
rate $3. Museumadmission is free lOamPortland String Qu.rt.t
noon Saturday. 77~2787 .
(chamber) 3 pm. Noyce Aud~orium, Maine
MedicalCenter's Dana Wing. 22 Bramhall
St. Portland. Program features Mozart's
V.,la Quintet in 0 Major. K. 593; Haydn's
String Quartet In G Major, Op. 54, No.1;
Dvorak's V.,la Quintet in E FlatMajor. Op.
97 . Tix: $13 general admission. $7 children and seniors. 761-1522.

ART
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Froat Gully G.llery

'Cont.mpol'llry VI.lon.
Nine artists from the museum's American
collection interpret landscape with styles
, ranging from realism to abstraction. Featured artists from Maine and around the
nation include Reuben Tam. Lisa Allen.
William Keinbusch and Alison Hildreth.
Showing through May 24.

'Th. Scott M. Black Coll.ction
An array 01 national masterpieces, including woll<s by Chagall. Rodin, Moore and
Toulous&-Lautrec, arrong others. Through
March 1.

"SpIrit.: Selection. from the Collection of Geoffr.y Holder and C.rmen
d.l.avallad.
Angels and demons, Christ figures and
voodoo legends exist side by side in a
celebration of conternporary lolk art from
Africa, the caribbean and North America.
Morethan 150sculptures. paintings. carvings and masks illuminate the potent validity of non-Western arts and rituals.

'Leon.rd Ba.kln'. Angela to the Jews
A haunting group of spectacularly coJ.
ored. larger-than-life angels are featured
in both sculptureand in prints. The angels
incorporate a full range of themes common to Baskin's work: religion , mythological symbolism. and tha grace and
mystery of the human spirit.

Raffl... C.f. Bookatore

Portland School of Art, 619 Congress St.
555 Congress St. Portland . Drawings,
Portland. "Imperiled Shores," an exhibioils & acrylics by linda Medvedthru March
tion focusing on environmental issues - 1. Hou",: Mon-Fri. 6-5. Wed & Thurs till 7.
through the works of Helen Mayer
Sat 9:3Q.5. Sun 12-5. 761 -3930.
Harrison , Christy Rupp , Christopher
Th. st.ln Gallery
Horton. GordonCar1yte. Rob Reeps. New20 Milk St, Portland. Contemporary glass
ton Harrison and Mierle Ladennan Ukeles .
sculpture by gallery artists. featuring a
On view through March 8. Gallery talk by
variety of techniques. textures and styles
Director Susan Waller Feb 13 at 6 pm.
- blown, cast , sand blasted. constructed
Gallery hour,,: Tues, Wed , Fri-Sun. 11-4;
glass. Showing through Feb 15. Feb 16Thurs. 11-9. 775-5152 .
March 31 : Crystal constructions by Jon
Cong .... &qu... Gallery
Wolfe. Gallery Hours: Mon-Fri, 11 am-6
42 Exchange St, Portland. Selection of
pm; Sat 12-5 pm. Sun 11-4. 772-9072 .
works by galery artists - including Philip
Bun Gall.ry
Barter, Jill Hoy, Meg Payson-Brown.
496 Congress St, Portland. "TriangulaMarsha Donahue, Gina Werlel & Rob
tion," an exhibH featuring Chariene M.
Pollien -on view through FebruarY. GalBarton's bronze sculptures. Rilda Love
lery hours: Mon-Sat, 10:30-5; Thurs-Sat
Rebmann's woven woll<s and works on
eves till 9; Sun n00n-5. 774-3369.
paper by LauriTwitchefl. On view through
Dean V.lentg •• Gall.ry
March 14. Gallery hours: Wed-Sat 11-6,
60 HalJ1)shire St, Portland. Drawings by
or by appointment: 773-8816.
Frederick Lynch. showing through Feb
16. Gallery hours: Thurs 12-8 pm. Fri &
Sa112-5, Sun 12-4, by appt: 772-2042.

Michael Benoit Gall.ri...

Is It soup yet? Two old friends In Jim Daniels' "Surprise" discuss

what's for supp.r_

Old Mr. Verschole with the
ear trumpet finds love
Love photos echo James Joyce's voice
"Love loves to love love," said James Joyce. "Jumbo the elephant
loves Alice the elephant, and Old Mr. Verschole with the ear trumpet
loves old Mrs. Verschole with the turnedin eye," he expounds. Just so
you get the idea.The.Danforth Gallery is picking up on Joyce's happy
theme, and is honoring Valentine's Day with an exhibit of photographs about the many faces of love.
The show is curated by Stephen Halpert, Stephen Bliss, Stuart
Nudelman and Betsy Evans. Each curator has invited five photographers. And these photographers depict love in as many and varied
ways as Joyce described them.
Charles Melcher looks at a variety of types of relationships:
lesbian lovers, a father's love for his daughter, and a lonely woman
whose two dogs are her source of
reassurance and companionship.
But the most appealing of
Melcher's relationships is that of
a tough-guy, 1940s Spanky's
"love Show: Images of
Gang kind of kid who's perched
the Heart" at the
on top of a stump, and his )langDanforth Gallery,
down white dog, who's perched
34 Danforth St_, Portland
on the stump with him. Using a
Showing through March 14
large format camera to capture a
scene that ordinarily only a rapidly snapping 35 millimeter can catch,
Melcher creates a compositionally strong portrait of loyalty and
unconditional love.
Renee Psiakis' eloquent photographs take one into the hearts of
children. These studies are strong; they're taken by somebody who
clearly has a deep empathy for children, and who has the skill to
make the viewer share that empathy. Two little girls stand beside a
house. Each has an arm around the other. They're wearing identical
dresses, but one is darker than the other, just as one of the girls is
darker than the other, but in reverse. A nice balance is attained.
These girls are tangible: There's a defenselessness and sweetness in
the way their arms dangle at their sides, their curls hang down, and
their dresses are rumpled and their socks lumpy. They're just sort of
planted in the grass, a stolen moment in time.
A boy and a girl are busy at play on a jungle gym, surprised by a
wandering photographer. They're entirely comfortable with each
other, mildly curious about and diffident towards her. She is a
curiosity, only momentarily interrupting the concentration they're
putting into their shared childhood.
But most poignant is a bewildered, frightened little girl who
conquers her aloneness by clutching - as only a child can clutch - a
rather large, tolerant cat. As the cat's solid presence comforts her, the
light coming thro~gh the window reaches for her, wanting to lead
her away from the edge of the ominous darkness that is behind her.
Rose Marasco's diptych captures two images from a Nigerian
wedding in London. One image is of the bride and groom. The
groom's ann encircles his wife's waist. The other is of an elaborately
dressed woman - presumably a member of the wedding party. She
holds one child in her anns while another child is reaching an ann
towards her_The leitmotif of the composition is that of encircling
arms.
Jim Daniels brings to vivid purple and green life the comfortable,
matter-of-fact intimacy that can exist between a husband and wife. A
South American Indian family emerges from some sulfa baths, ready
for the outside world - almost. The woman stands stoically, one
hand on their child's shoulder, while her husband, with concentration, combs her long black hair. Compositionally this photograph has
the balance and fonnality of a studio portrait. Emotionally it exudes
the strength and serenity of the Holy Family.
And speaking of deities, Daniels has managed to photograph one
of those, 100. In a powerful depiction of a deep and abiding dialogue
between two creatures, Daniels shows what intially appears to be a
man having a conversation about supper with what initially appears
to be a goat. But the more one gazes at this scene the fuzzier one's
understanding of species, distinctions becomes. Finally one's beliefs
about the proper hierarchy of God's creatures begin 10 wobble. Until
one wonders if there is really any distinction between God and his
creatures at all.
Daniels followed this old man home one day, thinking that he
looked interesting. The old man said, "You can follow me if you like,
but you'll be disappointed. I don't do anything interesting. I just live
at home with my goat." Daniels said, "When I saw them look at each
other, I saw two old friends." Could it be that man and his God are
friends after all?

,art

50 Maine Mall Road, S . Portland. Group
exhibition of paintings by John Swan, Ed
Langford. John Muench. Robert Eric
Moore. Michael Palmer, Wendy Tumer.
WadeZahares, VemerReed. EdHh Tucker.
Through February. Gallery hours: TuesSat 100B, Sun & Mon by appt: 761-9011 .

Bowdoin College Museum of Art
Walker Art Building, Bowdoin College,
Bruriwick. The museum is open to the
public freeofcharge. Hours: Tues-Sat, 10
am-5 pm; Sun. 2-5 pm. For further information. call 725-3275.

'Ann. Minich
First solo exhib~ion showing mixed media constructions which explora feelings
of longing within an ecclesiastical framewoll<. Showing through April 5.

PORTlAND LYRIC THEATER

~

prrstllJJ

"BABES IN ARMS"
A musical by Rogers & Hart

Feb. 14-16, 21-23, 28, 29 & March 1.
Box Office: For members only: Feb. 5 & 6
Open to the public: Fri, Feb. 7, Mon,-Sat. 10-2, Sun. 12:30-2;30
For reservations call 799-1421 or 799-6509, 176 Sawyer St., So.Portland

PORTLAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
TUSIIIY U KI SH1MADA.

~1U S I C

DIRE C:T UR & CON DUCTOR

~S

OLD WEST
Bring your cowboys and cowgirls
to the Family Concert!

STEVENTOTH
CARTOONIST
Saturday. Feb. 8 2 PM
Portland City Hall Aud.
Family or 4: $28

'From Studio to studlolo: Florentln.
Draft.m.n.hlp Und.r the First
Medici Ql'llnd Dukes

Il1u ', . hilt! IlIId.·r IH&>trl u lll

Aduit.,$12

Late 16th-century Florentine drawings
innuenced by the taste of the Medici court.
Through March 15.

'Th. Photogl'llphy of Todd W.bb
Irmges drawn from the museum's permanent collection. span the career of one
of the rrost distinguished American contemporary photographers. Thru March 1.

~oo

Child/student: $5

.Joan Whit III'Y lUi d ( 'harh's Hhi,lman Payso n
( 'ilarit.<thl j· F fli I IIlial lUll

...

DANCE
CLUB
COME EARLY AND TAKE ADVATAGE OF US!
REET 7

Cent.. for the Arta
at The Chocolate Church, 804 Washington St, Bath. An axhibition by Deborah
Klotz and Stephanie Mahan Stigliano.
whose works focus on the process and
medium of woodcut prints, computer
Imaging and assemblage. Onviewthrough
Feb29. Gallery hours: Tu..... Fri. 10-4; Sat
noon-4.371-2697.

F ....port Hletorical Socl.ty
45 Main St, Freeport. "The Tea Set" features a recenHy donated pink Iuslnll650
tea set. The exhibit also celebrates the
habits and etiquelte surrounding tea drinking during the 19th century. Through Feb
2B. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat. 10-6. Sun.
n00n-6. 865-3170.

Pet........ G.11ery
Maine Maritime Museum, 243 Washington St, Bath. An exhibition of Sidney M.
Chase's early 2oth-century photographs
of Maine coast fisherman and fishing
crafts. On view through May 3. Gallery
hou",: 9:3Q.5 daily. 443-1318.

OTHER

WE'RE LOOKING
FOR A FEW' GOOD
BRE·WEftS
INSTRUCTORS AND STUDENTS FOR lUI UPCOIIING CLASSES.
OPENING IN MID-FEBRUARY.
·EVERYTHING FOR THE AMATEUR BREWMASTER & ENOLOGIST
• FINEST GRAINS, HOPS, YEAST, AND ACCESSORIES
• DRAUGHT SYSTEMS
• HARD-TO-FIND ITEMS

879-MAlT

"Th. ""-lean Collection"
PMA Curator Martha Severens wil talk
aboul the collection as she takes you
through the newly revamped galleries incorporating the State of Maine gallery
into the larger American holdings. Feb 13
at 5:30 pm and Feb 14 at 12:30 pm, at
Portland Museum of Art, 7 Congress
Square. Portland. For additional details
call 775-6148.

C.II for Entri. . for "Afflnltl_/Attl'llctlonaIRelationahlpa"

HARBOR HOME BREW & WINE SUPPLY
47B INDIA STREET • PORTLAND

•An indoor rodeo .. .feiSty,
muscular, sexually charged"
The New York Times

. "There is nothing quite like
Fool For Love. RUSH TO
THE BOX OFFICE!"
New York Post

Feb 11-March 1
Call 774-0465 for tickets,
PORTlAND

'**SOOE**
COMPANY

25A Forest Avenue

Live or Learn

which will be showing Feb 26-March 6. at
3 Views Arts. 112 High St. Portland. The
gallery wiD accept entries through Feb 16.
Hou",: Fri 9-5. Sat S-B:3O & Sun 12-5. or
mail slides or photos (wHh SASE) to the
galery.A1lmediumsaccepted . 772- 1961,
839-3340 or 781-4291 .

C.II for Entrin for Works of Art Influ.nced by the Book
including experimental structures using a
wide range of materials. Ideas that are
new or transfonnational and use some
part 01 book history or structure as a
vehicle of departure. Theaxhibit is.cheduled to begin May 7 at Danforth Gallery.
34 Danforth St. Portland. Call Jeffrey Haste
at 874-0028 for details.

LlbeI'IIl Arte Lectu.. Seri_
Portland School of Art presents a number
of guest lecturers dealing with topics related to arts and commerce . Joe Medley's
"1t'sOnIyGood IfIlSells: Mall<et Economy
and the Illusion of Success" happens Feb
13 at 7:30 pm, in Baxter Aud~orium, 619
Congress St, Portland. For details call
775-5152.
Percent for Art Call for Artlate
Bangor School Dept announces a competition for artists to design. execute and
install artwork for one or more interiorand
exterior locations to include sculptural
work in 8 courtyard. For a prospectus,
send SASE by Feb 28 to Percent for Art
Competition, Alt. Richard C. Unruth Jr,
Director of Business Services, Bangor
School Department, 73 HarlowSt, Bangor,
ME 04401 . For rrora info call 945-4400.

MI1rgol Me Willioms
Continued on page 26

Education and Homeless Teenagers
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 15 AT 9:00 PM
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Gzsco Bay Ykekly

"Dos and Don'ts" Parenting Guide
(

A sensible. direct and
. easy-to-read parenting guide.
Designed to provide direction for
parents. to furnish them with
understanding of their child's
behavior and to instill confidence.
Issues and behaviors are
common in childhood and
adolescence. Tjllls parents what
to do and what not to do. Indexed
and alphabetized. '!Vritten by Carl
Metzger. M.D.• who has a private
psychotherapy practice in
Portland. and hosts "Healthline,"
a weekly radio talk show. Send
$10.95 check or money order to:

Entertainment
Conlinued from pagt 25

SENSE
<..,\\1":
M~.,,,f

:~:,~:i

Good Parenting Guide
P.O. Box 15237. Portland. Maine 04101

"Th. ""-lean Short Story"
Film & discussion series combining two
very American art forms, short story and
film. The stories represent a century of
f~erary heritage addresSing a variety of
themes: a belief in the worth of the individual, a skepticism about the confining
influences 01 society, and a richly feK
sense of place, local color and dialect. A
discussionof"BemiceBobs Her Hair," by
F. Scott Fitzgerald, will beJed by DrCharlotte Renner, English Ph.D & MPBN contributor. Feb 13 al 7 pm, Thomas Memorial library, 6 Scott Dyer Road, Cape
EWzabeth. Call 799-1
for more info.
"Archeology of Cuehnoc: A 17th-Century T ..dlng poet"
lecture by lee Cramnerof Maine Hjstoric
Preservation Commission, sponsored by
TheMaineCenlerfor Archaeological Studies & Spring Point Museum. Feb 13 at 7
pm, at Southern Maine Technical College, Jewett Hall Auditorium, S. Portland.
Call 799-6337 for details.
"00 Bird. Need H.alth IneJuranc.r
Third lecture of the series "Do Fish Pay
Taxes," scheduled for Feb 13, from 7-9
pm, at TheWelis Reserve,laudholm Farm,
Route 1 north of Wells. Professor
Raymond O'Connor and Dr Mark
McCollough will speak. Donation: $2. For
more info, catl646-1555.
Exploring the Teo
Ongoing group considers how to Hve in
alignment ~h The Way as described by
lao Tzu and other Taoists. Meetings are
held Wednesdays at 7:30 pm at Maybe
Someday ... Bookstore, 195CongressSt,
Portland. It's free, and all are welcome .
Call Jim at 774-9217 or Bonnie at 7733275 for more info.
Main. Owl. & Th.lr Habit.
" Owls of Maine" is a Chewonki
Foundation's program featuring a ~ve
barred owl, a slide show lhat details a
variety of Maine owls and their habits, as
well as hands-on materials . Feb 20 at 7
pm, at lhe Warren Memorial library, 479
Main St. Westbrook. Free of charge.
Geared for pre-K through adun. Call 8545891 for add~ional details.
Meln. Writ... & Publleh... Allianc.
_ will hold a series of workshops this winler
including ''Turning Memories into Memoirs" w~h Denis ledoux, two-day workshop Feb 22, 9:30 am-I pm at the Maine
Wmers Center, $45 members, $55 others; and "Getting Started ~h Fiction"
with ElizabethCooke, day-long workshop
Feb 29, from 10 am-3 pm, althe Waynnete
School, Portland, $30 members, $35 others. Preregistration compulsory for all
workshops . limited enrollment. Maine
Writers Center is located at 12 Pleasant
St, Brunswick. For info can 729-6333.
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A fun filled bike tour offering cyclists the choice of 10. 25.
50, or 100 mile routes. The tour begins and ends at the
Shawmut Inn in beautiful Kennebunkport. For more
information call 1-800-870-8000
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~. American Diabetes Assocition.
AGE

NAME

SEX

ADDRESS
STATE

CITY
PHONE

HOME

ZIP
WORK

EMPLOYER / SCHOOL/ ORGANIZATION
REGISTER BY MAIL

Send us a check or money order,along with
this form. and we will sign you up!
- early registration (prior 5/3) 515
- registration fee (between 5/ 4-5 / 14) $20
- late registration (after 5/14) $25

~ ~£

i
~7.
.

CHALLENGE TEAM CYCLING

,

Team Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Team Captain _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Please indicate if you need additional registration
forms for oth er Team members (each team member must
complete a separate form.) I need _ _ additional
enlry forms.

HELMETS ARE REQUIRED
Waiver. I hereby waive all claims against the American
Di abetes Association, sponsors, o r any personnel for
any iniury I m ight suffer in this event. I attest th at
I am physically fit and prepared for th is event.
I grant full permission for organizers to use photographs
o f me an d quotations from me in legitimate accounts and
promotions of this event. I understand that helmets are
requ ired to be worn at all times.

SIGNATURE
please mail this form 10 the American Diabetes Association
P.O. Box 220B, Augusta, Me. 0433B-220B. If you have any
queslions our number is 1-BOO-870-BOOO.

HELP
Th. AIDS Project (TAPI
sponsors a support group for HIV-negalive partners of HIV-pos~ive persons. The
group is facilitated by TAP case managers with the purpose of making a space
for seronegative partners to share their
feelings and concerns in a confidential
setting . The group meets regularly on
Mondays from 6-7:30 pm at 22 Monument Square on the fifth floor. For further
Info call John Bean or Chris Monahan at
774-M77.
Anorexle-Bullmla Anonymoue
is a fellowship of individuals who share
their experience, strength and hope ~h
each other, that they may solve their
common problems and help themselves
and others to recover from eating disorders. Anonymity is the foundation of this
support group. ABA is facil~led by recovered people. Meets every Friday from
6-7: 30 pm at WestbrookCorrrnun~ Hospital, 40 Park Road, Westbrook. CaR 8548464 for further info.
A.R,T." Anonymou.
is a group of local artisls recovering
through the 12 steps, who have come
. logether to form a support group that
meets every Monday at 7 pm at St.luke's
Cathedral, State Street, Portland.

A ..... In Tumor Support Group
Need to T81k7 DI.I Kid. Hotline
meets at New England Rehabil~ation
is for teens who have a problern or need
Hospital of Portland (NERH-Portlandl, 13
totalk. The hoUne is open from 2:30-5 pm
Char1es st. This group has beendesigned
Mon-Fri. Teens calling in talk to other
by NERH-Portland and the American
teens who are well trained to listen and
Cancer Society to meet the special needs
help. Calls are kept confidential, except
of adults with brain tumors and theirfamiwhen the caller is in danger. Topics dislies. The group meets the second and
cussed on the holline range from family
fourth Thursdaysofthe month. Interested
and school to sexuality and relationships,
parties should contact Rev. WISh prior to
peer relations, birth control, loneliness,
their first meeting for a brief preliminary
substance abuse & suicide. If you need to
interview: 775-4000, ext. 542.
talk, call 774-TALK.
Canc.r Support Group
O.C.D. Support Group
The Visiting Nurse Service of Southern
meets weekly on Fridays at 6-7:30 pm,
Mercy Hosp~al , Upper Auditorium. PortMaine holds this monthly support and
education group enabling those affected
land. Free. For more info.• call 773-0976.
by cancer to help others, providing infor- Outright
mation about resources and helping to
The Portland Alliance of Gay and lesbian,
decrease the anxieties felt by those diag- • Bisa.ual and Questioning Youth, offers
nosed and their families. Meetings are
support and information foryoung people
held at lhe VNS Saco Office at 15 Indus22 and under, in a safe environment.
trial Park Rd, at no cost. Call 284-4566 or
every Friday from 7;30-9:30 pm at the
l-BOQ.660-4VNS for more info.
Preble Street Chapel, comer of Preble
Chronic F.tlgu. Syndrome Support
and Cumberland avenues. For informaGroup
tion, writeorcall: Outright, P.O. Box 5028.
meets the first and third Sunday of every
Station A. Portland04101, tel . 774-HElP.
month from 4-5:30 pm at Men:y Hosp~al Parents Support Group
in the small auditorium on B-2. For more
sponsored by Parents Anonymous meets
inlo call 775-2219.
Tues eves at 6 in the Un~ed Methodist
CuddleC.re
Church . Brunswick; Tues eves at 6 :15 in
is a horne private-duty program offered
SI. Elizabeth Center, B7 High St, Portland;
by the Visiting Nurse Service of southern
Fri moms at lOin Family Resource CenMaine. This service is available after
ter, Portland. For info ., call 871-7445.
school, weekends, etc. Preregistration Parents Without Partn...
recommended .Forfurtherinfonmation can
will hold its support group meeting the
284-4566
second. third and fourth Mon ofthe month,
Cyatltle Support Group
from 7-9:15 pm, at Holy Trinity Greek
is forming inthe Brunswick area for those
Orthodox Church Parish House. 133
who are interested in seK-heip health care
Pleasant St, Portland. For more info call
wiling to share the successes and fa~
774-4357 .
ures of past treatment. Call72t -0517 for Peer Support & Educational Group
further info.
for lesbians who find themselves iving in
Divorced P...pectlv_
abusive intimate relationships with their
is a weekly meeting held Wednesdays at
partners offers free & confidential counseling. Can 874-1973 for further info.
7 pm, at Woodfords Congregational
Church, 202 Woodford St. Portland. For Portl.nd P .... nt Support Group
furtherinfonmation. call 774-HElP. sponsored by Mainely Families meets
DMD IDeprened-Manlc D.p....edl
weekly at the Portland W.I.C. office, 222
Portland
St. John st (rear) every Wed eve from 7Confidential support group meets Mon9 pm. Parents meet to get support and
guidance from other parents who share
day nights in room 12 at the Dana Health
Center, Maine Medical Center, Portland.
similar experiences in rais!ng pre-teens
For more information, call 774-4357.
and adolescents, while they learn new
skills to help prevent problems before
Epllepey Support Group
they occur. Open to all parents at no
will rMelFeb t7, at7 pm, at Maine Med~
charge. For info. call PROP at 874-1140.
cal Center, Dana Center, 22 Bramhal St.
Portland. The guest speaker will be a Th. R.pe Crisl. C.nter
pharmacist . For more info call 772-7847 .
offers crisis intervention, advocacy and
support groups for survivors of sexual
Fath ... Helping Fath ...
assaun and abuse, including fam~y and
is a national support network of falhers
friends of the victims . All services are free
faced with interstate custody, visitation
and confidential. Comprehensive training
and support problems. Contact the netis given to volunteers, who are welcomed.
workat2103N . Decatur Road, Suite 149,
If you have been saxually assaulted, call
Decatur, GA 30033-5307 , or call (404)
the24-hourhoUineat774-3613. For more
633-5183.
info on volunteering, call 879-1821 .
Help for F.a .., Anxl.ty & D.pr••slon
Rap. Crisis Center
R.covery. Inc
is offering a salf-defense workshop led by
offers a method for people whose sympa blackbelt karate instructor. Breakaway
toms are nervous in origin. Meetings are
techniques will be dernonstrated and pracheld every week in Portland at 10 am
ticed . Preregistration is necessary one
Saturdays at the Father Hayes Center,
week in advance; course starts Feb 16,
699 Stevens Ave. Windham meetings are
from 1-5 pm, at the center. Some scholheld at 7 pm Mondays at N. Windham
arships available. Call for registering at
Union Church Parish House, Route 302 .
879-1821
No charge. Conlact Diane at 892-9529
for more information.
Recovery Support Group
for those in recovery who wanl to e.plore
Homel_n. . .
spirituality and for those on the spiritual
To help. contact the shener closest to
path who want to explore recovery from
you. Or if you need assistance in finding a
addictive substances orbehaviors. Medihome, call Hosp~ality House Inc at 453tation and 12-step-stylediscussion spon2986, or write P.O. Bo. Hinckley, ME .
sored by the Portland Sufi Order. Every
04944.
Wednesday from 7-8:15 pm on the third
H.O.P.E. Self-Support Groupe
floor of Wood fords Congregational
w~h facilitator meet weekly to help heal
Church, 202 Woodford St. Portland. For
theemotional pain associated ~h chronic
more info call Jan at 87B-2263 or Eli at
or serious diseases, injury. life, death and
774-1203.
childhood issues. Group meets al Mercy
Hospital on Tuesdays from 5:30-7 :30 pm, Southern Main. Area Ag.ncyon Aging
offers a trained advocate in Portland, al
and althe Unity Church, 16 Columbia Rd,
237 Oxford st every Friday lrom 10 am-I
Portland, on Thursdays from 10-12 noon.
pm. to assist older residents and their
There's also a support group for the famconcerned family members and friends
ily and friends of the ill that meets every
with questions about Medicare, Medicother Thursday from 7-9 pm; and a Next
aid, insurance, ~ousing , social services,
Step Group for 12-Steppers who want to
consumer issues and others. To schedgo deeper into feelings, that meets every
ule an appointment, call the agency at
Monday at Unity from 7-9 pm. For more
775-6503 or BOQ.427- 7411 .
information, calil-BOQ.33~HOPE .
Special Int.reat AA M . .tln9 for Peopl.
In9raham Voluntee..
Living With AIDS
Help available by phone 24 hours a day .
meets weekly on Tuesdays at 8 pm at the
Call 77 4-HElP.
PWA Coalition, 377 Cumbelfand Ave,
Injured Work... Meeting
Portland. Meeting designed to provide a
for workers having difficulty ~h workers'
safe space in which to discuss HIV iscomp systern, 7:30 pm every Wed at
sues, while living positively sober. This
Goodall Ha II next 10 Sanford Unilarian
meeting is open only to lhose who have
Church, comer of lebanon and Maine
tested HIV positive or have been diagstreets, Sanford.
It'. P.O.S.S.I.B.LE.(Pertne.. of Survi - nosed with AIDS. For more information
call 871-9211 .
vo.. Stop Inc. .t by L..mlng and
WINGS
Educatlngl
Anon-prom organization that serves single
offers phone support, workshops and selfparents. New support groups for 1991-92
help support groups. Portland group
will meet Thursdays from 7-9 pm. For
meets bimonthly. For more information
more info, call 767-2OtO.
caU 1-547-3532 .
YMCA Young Fath .... • Program
L..bl.n DIac:u. .lon!8upport Group
Advocacy and support for fathers ages
Out for Good meets each Thurs from 7-9
14-24 with individual case management,
pm in Saco. Topics relevant to lesbians
counseling and an ongOing support g roup
are discussed weekly . Meetings are nonMonday from 6:30-8 pm at the Portland
smoking . They're free, but a $t donation
YMCA, 70 Forest Ave. For more info, call
is requested . For directions or more info,
Steve Ives at B74-1111 .
caU 247-3461 or write to PO Box 153 E.
Waterboro 04030.
M.rrymeetlng AIDS Support Servic. .
offers ongoing support and info on HIV
and AIDS. It currently sponsors an HIV+
support group meeting the first & third
Wed of every month, from 7-8:30 pm; as
well as a familylfriends support group
which meets the first & third Mon of every
month. from7-B:30pm. For more info caD
725-4955.

Children'. Plenetarlum Workahop.
are retuming once again for kids ages 614, who wiN be shown how to build a star
projector that can be taken home and
used. On Feb 22, from 9:30-noon, kids
can learn how to build a star projector
they can take home and use. In USM
Portland's Science Bldg. Southworth
Planetarium's Exhibit Hall, 96 Falmouth
St, Portland. Cost: $15. Reservations
compulsory. Call780-4249forfurtherinfo.
"AChlfd'e Setf-Eateem Growth Through
the Arts"
is a workshop for those wishing to learn
the role arts play in the development of
children's self-esteem. Puppetry,
storytelling, games, singing, etc. will be
analyzed from this new perspective. Parents & teachers of children K-6 welcome
on Feb 8, from 10 am-3:30 pm, at the B8
SIring Guitar, Bath. Call 443-9603 for
lurther details.

Open Doon

Olympic medals are
determined by chromosomes
Every four years you can count on a leap year, a presidential
election and the OlympicS. The Winter version (which just started)
somehow seems to steer clear of the political garbage, boycotts,
terrorism, steroids and cry babies nonnally offered by the summer
counterpart. Hurrah!
If you plan on watching all 397 hours of live CBS coverage from
Albertville, France, you are one crazed zombie of a patriot who
drinks a great deal of coffee. For the majority of you who will
watch a little skating here, and a little skiing there, the key to this
Olympic thing is understanding the differences between the men
and women athletes, as well as men and women spectators.
Before the last gold medal is presented for expeditious mail
delivery by huskie-pulled toboggan through aminus-40 degree
wind chill factor, the following factors will come into play regarding the genders of the competitors and the fans.
Males have 15 to 30 percent more aerobic power than do females
due to a greater lung capacity, a higher hemoglobin count and a
higher metabolic rate ... 90 percent of agoraphobic patients (fear of
open or crowded places) are female ... The male arm forms one
even line from the shoulder to the wrist, whereas the female ann
angles out from her body ... Male athletes have as little as 4 to 6
percent "under the skin" fat; women athletes average 8 to 10
percent ... Men are inferior to women in auditory memory .. . Males
spend an average of 52 minutes
a day on coffee breaks, females
35 minutes... Men can multiply
their body weight by 15 to
determine daily caloric intake;
women 10 times their body weight. ....The female has a lower center
of gravity than the male, due to differences in shoulder and hip
widths; women have narrower shoulders and wider hips .. , More
women than men are churchgoers ... Women are more irritated by
small things than men are, but are more likely to remain calm
during a crisis ... Women make decisions faster than men ...
Women cross the English Channel faster than men (an extremely
event in the Winter Olympics) ... Females are superior at making
and maintaining eye contact beginning in the cradle ... Men tire
faster than women:.. Women are more flexible physically than
men due to the high levels of estrogen in their bodies", Men have
faster reaction times than women .. . Meil have better daylight
vision than women; women have better night vision than men ...
Females excel in fine motor coordination and score higher than
men 0n tests involving speed and accuracy ... At 85 decibels and
above, any sound seems twice as loud to women as it does to
men ... The male heart weighs about ten ounces and is larger than
the female's, which averages eight ounces ... Boys experience their
most significant growth spurts at 13 or 14, and their growth is
basically complete by 17; girls' growth spurt peaks at age 12 and
ends by 14 or 15.
So there you have it, all the indispensable facts to give you, the
sports viewer, the inside track t~ this year's Winter OlympiCS.
You'd have to travel around the world to be this well-briefed on
the fine points of the XVI Olympic Winter Games. The wisdom of
these pearls may not come to you all at once. Be patient. Get some
sleep. Root for the red, white and blue.

is an educational organization corrvnitled
to the integration of environmental awareness, cooperative learning and personal
development. It offers a five-day, handson nature program involving in- and outdoor activities for children grades twofour, starting Feb 17-21, from 9am-3 pm,
at Merriconeag Grange in North Harpswell.
Cost: $95; partial scholarships available.
For more info call 725-2703.
The Portland Public Ubrary'sChildren's
Room Schedule
for the week of Feb 13: Feb 19, 9:30 am,
Finger Fun for Babies; Feb 19, 10:30 am,
Preschool Story Time; Feb 21 , 10:30 am.
Family Story TIme; Feb 22 , t 0:30 am.
Movies for all ages . Five Monument
Square, Portland. For more information,
call 871-1700.
Riv.rton Public Ubrary
Activ~ies for kids include: Toddler Time
for 1- to 2-year-olds includes games,
stories and songs, Wed at 10:3Oam& Fri
at 9:3(j am; Preschool Story hour for ages
3- to 5-year-olds will take place Fri at
10:30 am. The library's located at 1600
Forest Ave, Portland . For add~ional info
call 797-2915.
Totally Ueel_ SkIll.
are whal Rick Davis wants to teach children and their parents: spoon playing,
hambones, yodeling, the longest word,
odd finger snapping, elc. Feb 22 at2 pm.
at The Children's Museum. 746 Stevens
Ave, Portland. Admission : $3. For further
details call 797-5483.
YMCA'. Child Care Program
A Valentine's Day Celebration will offer
lhe chance to experience the program,
where children 2 to 4 years old are provided for. Feb 14, from 6:30-8:30 pm, at
the YMCA, 70 Forest Ave, Portland. Call
874-1 t 11 for additional details.

WELL
NESS

Affordabl. D.ntal Hygl.n.
Comprehensive care & examinations by
students under faculty supervision. Ongoing service at Westbrook College Dental HygieneClinic. stevens Ave, Portland.
For an appointment, call 797-8999.
Buddhlet-OrI.nted M.ditatlon Group
meets every Sunday, from 10-11 am. at
1040 Broadway, S . Portland. Small donation. For more information,callB39-4897 .
Community H.alth Servic.s
will sponsor an adult health screenings
for diabetes, anernia, coloreclal cancer,
high blood pressure and cholesterol level.
Two or more tests per person available,
lime permitting . Feb 18, 12:30-2 pm, at
Gray Congregational Church Hall; Feb
19,9:30-11 :30 am, WindhamCommunity
Mike Quinn
Bldg; Feb 24, 1-3 pm, Scarborough Town
Hall. Other screenings will be conducted
at various Greater Portland locations
Childbirth Cfas.es Childbirth
throughout February. Call 775-7231 for
Discovery Education offers six -week premore info.Dance with "Back to the Body"
pared childbirth classes including
Rhythm and energy in movement w~h
anatomy & physiology of labor, relaxation
non-profrt group gathering Mondays at 6
& breathing techniques. pain managepmatElmStreetUn~edMethodistChurch
ment options during labor, role of coach
in S. Portland. Childcare is provided. D'oor support person, physical & emotional
nation: $3. For more info, call 799- t902 .
changes after birth, and much more.
Afternoon PI.n.tarium Showa
Classes are held Mon or Tues eves from Dynamic. of Joy
are scheduled as follows: Feb 17, 19&21 ,
This workshop aims at discovering and
7-9 for six weeks. Cost: $60. including
a laser 6ght concert entilled "Alligator in
transcending the blocks and fears that
handbook, gift packs and articles. To
the Elevator"; Feb lB, an astronomy show
keep some people from feeling joy and
register call 797-4096.
for preschoolers entiHad "Stars, Dragons
love. Feb 15, from 9-5. Fee is $25. CaD
and Me"; Feb 20. "A Tour of the Solar Th. Children'. Mu.... m of Main.
646-0800 for more info.
invites all kiddos to its Entertainment and
System." astronomy for grades one and
Workshop Series. Preschool workshop F .... S ....n Management Wori<ahop
up. All shows start at 1 pm, at USM's
covers stress tests, coping and relaxation
"Hearts," 11 am on Feb 13; the computer
Southworth Planetarium. 96 Falmouth St,
room at to am and pap8lTTl8king at 11
skills. stress management, etc. T ues eves
Portland. Call 780-4249 for more info.
at7 pm,2063CongressSt, Portland . Call
am, Feb 18; preschool early show movie
Rick Chere«. & hi. Bubbl. Gum Bend
87~5433 for details .
at 11 am, Feb 19; and "Balloon Science,"
will perform a fund- raising concert for the
Feb 20 at t 1 am. Museum is located at Friend. of the W ....m Buddhlat Order
benefit of The Children's Museum.
746 Stevens Ave, Portland. Freewith reguin~e all interested parties to a period of
Charette has been singing children's
lar admission of $2.50. Ring 797 -5483 for
med~ation and chanting each Mon from
songs in schools and concert halls
more details.
7:15-9:15pm, at 222 Saint John st, Portthroughout the nation for the past 15
land. For more details call 842-2128.
years. Feb 15, at 2 pm, USM Portland
Gym, 96 Falmouth st. TIx : $7. Call 797Con linutd on pagt 28
5483 for add~ional info .

FOR KIDS

125. L.:1.lt:t

~memher
!ffowers

for Your o/afen tine

::Fine ::f{owers

Ylnytime/
468 :Fore Street, Port{aru{, Maine
1-207-772-3881

'Deuvery Jitvaifa6fe

Give a gift certificate
to the one you love.
" accupressure facials
" aromatherapy
scalp massage
" eyelash tln~
(with vegetable dyes!)
"videoimaging sessions

Call now and we'll send your loved
one a gift certificate just in time
for Valentine's Day
visa, me accepted

We're an AVEDA· concept salon.
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The only hair design studio
in thl! area specializing In
Ethnic Cuts, Stylln and
Professional Hair l:a'l!_

1
1

I

1

1

!
•I

I,

•I
1

And we're not limited to
African-American or
Asi'an Design •••
Everyone is welcome
to experience our
unique new hair facility!

Saturday, Feb. '15 only
$'10 OFF any
chemical service

THE
RIGHT

SpeciaUzing in Africa~-American hair

539 Congress St.
Portland, ME
772~2800

Hours:
M,T,W 8-6
Th,Fr 8-8

Sat 8-4

F PRACTICE
AMILY

GWENDOLYN 1. O'GUIN, D.O.
Adult/ Pediatric Medicine. Office Gynecology
Manipulation. Preventative Medicine
W.lk-In and by Appointment
222 St. John St., Suite #322, Portland, Maine. 871-1300

A VALElVDNE'S DAY PARTY
from
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Entertainment

WELL
NESS

SPORT

GRAND OPENING SPECIALS
Friday, Feb_ '14 only
$20 OFF any
chemical service

M.ln. Outdoor Adventu ... Club (MOAC)
brings together people who enjoy the
outdoors. MOAC offers trips and <wents
to people of all skll levels. beginner to
expert. Upcoming: Feb 15-17. x-country
skiing. snowshoeing at Lake Moxie. call
772-2311; Feb 15-16. snowshoe bushwhacking in Bethel area. call 774-0074.
Ongoing: every Tues (6 pm) & Thur (6:30
pm). afterwori< leg stretch around Baxter
Blvd.leavea16:30 pm from Payson Pari<.
Continued from P"gt 27
For updated trip info. call the Outdoor
Ho1line at 774-1118. For club & memberShip info, call Carey at 772-9831 .
M.rch M.dn_ Voll-vt>.11 Toum.y
Sponsored by USM Lifeline and consisting of intermediate and advanced levels.
the toumey wiN be played March 7 at USM
Portland Gym. 96 Falmouth St, Portland.
Registration deedline is Feb 28! For details cal 780-4170.
Unity Coil.". Climbing Club
will sponsor a lecture by Rick Wilcox, 01
Mount Everest fame. Feb 19 at 8 pm.
Sides 01 the successlul199t expedition
will belolowed by a question and answer
H_. Vog. for P...pI. WIth AIDS
period. Ouaker Hill Road, Unity. Call 948willcontinuethrough March 25 from 12:403131 for lurther info.
2 pm fN9ty Wednesday at 22 Monument
Square(lake the elevatorto the fifth floor).
Cost is$1 for those who can afford~. CaN
1he studio at 797-5684 lor more info.
Medltlrtlon-In-Motlon
Free med~tion <wery Tuesday from 12- 1
pm; come as you are. Kripalu yoga noontime class fN9ty Thursday from 12-1 pm
- $1 O. Ongoing schedule of Kripalu yoga
classes and Phoenix Rising yoga therapy
sessions. All upstairs at 10 Exchange St.
S1udio 202. Call Kim Chandler at 8742341 for more info.
C.aco " y Blk. Club hoat. Wallyb.1I
"M.n .nd Spfrltu.11ty"
<wery Thurs at 6:30 pm. at the Tennis
is the last program in this monthly series
Racket. 2445 Congress St. Portland. The
offering men the chance to exchange
fee is $4 memberl$5 other.!. The club's
ideas and experiences in an informal atannual Bake Bean Supper & Year-in Remosphere. Feb 19. lrom 7-9 :30 pm. at
view Show Is scheduled lor Feb 22 at 6
Mercy Hosp~al. 144 State St. Portland.
pm. atthe First Parish Church. Brunswick.
For more details call 879-3486.
Cost: $6 member. $7 others. For additional inlo. call 879-0208.
PoP Ego'. ""oon
Enjoy your true self through Sahaja yoga C ...... Country SkI School
medHation Mondays. from 7-8: 15 pm, in
holds classes on ski skating. 1e1emari< &
the FacultyLounge. SiudentCenter. USM
cross country skiing and offers waxing
Portland. Call 767-4819 lor more inlo.
clinics and much more. Courses start
Bplnal H_1th EDm
throughout February. Fees: $10-$35. Call
is free with your donation 01 a 1eddy bear
L.L. Bean lor reservations and more inlo
during February. A BetlerWayChiroprncat 865-4761 .
torwill pass them onto the county sheriff's MIll... Cricket Club
department lor their work with children.
is seeking experienced players and curiCall 879-5433 for more details.
ous beginners for tts 1992 season. Games
Bt...whlng the Spirit
already scheduled. Call 781-9678 lor inlo.
A yoga class 01 gentle breathing and MIll ... T.bl. T.nn" Club
,.
stretching ending in deep retaxation . AI
meets Mon eves 5-9 pin. Thurs eves 7are welcome to this creative approach to
11. Cost: $5. Balls provided. Open play.
body, mind and spiritual well-being . Bring
plenty of room and tables. Players of all
a mat. Wednesdays from 5:30-6:30 pm.
abil~ies & ages are welcome, beginners
Saturdays from . 9- 1 0 am at the
and "basement" players encouraged.
SwedenDorgian Church. 3012 Str:wensAve.
Tennis of Maine, Route 1 • Falmouth. Call
Portland. Donation: $3. For more inlo. cal
823-8231 or 772-5496.
772-6277.
March Madn_ Coed Volley... 11
Sufi Medlt.tlon
is a toumament for intermediate & adJoin the PorUand Sufi Order for med~
vanced players are welcome. Prizes will
tion sessions based on thewori<sofHazrat
be awarded. Registration deadline is Feb
Inayat Khan and Pit Vilayat lnayat Khan .
28 lor the event which takes place March
Experienced teachers will offer sessions
7 at USM PorUand's Gym, Falmouth
working with creative visualization. breath.
Street. Call 780-4574 or 4170 for inlo.
sound. light and divine qualities. Open to M.n'• • nd W ...... n'. Open Gym
all; no experience necessary . Bring a
South Portland Recreation offers gym
meditation pillow or bench if desired. No
basketball lor adults 18 and older at Mefee. butdonations aregratefully accepted.
morial Middle School. Women's night is
Sessions held at 232 St John St (Union
Mon and men's is Tues, both from 7- 9
Station). Room 132. For more info, caN
pm. Cost: $1/night. Bolh programs run
Hayat Ricki Schechter at 657-2605 or
through April. Call 767-7650 for info.
Rosanne at 846-6039. Fornewsletterwith
Portland R..,'. Adult Volley... 11
activities list. call Efi at 774-1203.
offers pick- up games every Tues & Thurs
Th. T_nlYoung Adult Clinic
from 7:30-9:30 pm. Reiche Community
is a place to go H you have a heanh
Center. 166 Brackett St, Portland. Cost:
concem or medical problem, need a
$2 for residents, $3 lor non-residents.
sports/school physical done. orhave birth
Call !l74-8793 for more info.
control issues to deal with . Open to anyPortl.nd R..,'. Adult 80ecer
one 13-21 . <wery Monday from 4-8 pm. at
Pick-up games r:wery Friday ranging in
Maine Medical Center, 22 Bramhall St,
ski. levellrom intenmediate to advanced
Portland. Can 871 -2763 for an appointfINery Friday from &-8 pm at Reiche Comment. Walk-ins seen Hthey arrive by 7 pm.
mun~Center. 166 Brackett St. Portland.
Cost: $2 for residents. $3 lor non- residents. Call 874-8873 for more info.
Portland Ree'. Adult M.n'. ".katball
offers pick-up games every Mon & Wed.
from 5:15-7 pm; and Sat from 2-4. Fee is
$2 for residents. $3 lor non-residents.
Reiche Commun~ Center, 166 Brackett
St. Portland.
Portl.nd Ree'. Co..... T .... B-b.1I
through March26. King gym Tues &Thurs
&-8 pm. Jack gym T ues & Thurs 6-8 pm.
Cost: 50 cents each night. Call 87 4-8793
lor more info.
Portl.nd R.c'. Wlnt.r Swimming
Schttdul.
Reiche Pool (168 Brackett St. 874-8874):
7:30-8:30 amMon, Wed & Fri; 12:15-1 :15
Tues &Thurs; 4:30-6:30 pm Mon, Wed &
Fri; 4:30-5:30 Tues & Thurs . Open swim:
6 :30-8 pm Thurs. Riverton Pool (1800
C.rlng for .n Orchard
Forest Ave, 874-8456): adunswirns 12:15Maine Audubon Society invites you to
1:15 pm Mon-Fri. 12- 1 pm Sat. 6:15-7:30
come and leam about pruning fru~ trees
pm Mon. Wed & Fri; open swims 6 :15-8
and caring for an orchard. If you have
Tues. 7:30-9 Mon & Wed .
clip1181'S . pole pruners or sharp saws. do
bring them along. Also feel free to bring Senior Fltn_ for M.n & Women 115+
USM Lifeline offers classes Mondays.
cross-country skis as there will be time to
Wednesdays & Fridays from 10:30-11 :15
enjoy the grounds. The society is located
am at the USM Portland campus gym on
a1 Gilsland Fann. 118 US Route 1.
Falmouth Street. Program consists 01 proFalmouth. For details call 781-2330.
gressive exercises. Registration is ongoM.ln. Audubon 8oc1etr Wlnt..- &01ing. Call 780-4170 lor more info.
og)I Walk.
will take place through March 27. be- SkI Free for DI.bet. .
$35 in paid donations will allow you to ski
tween 8:30 am-3 :30 pm, at 60-acre
free of charge; $60 will automatically enGilsland Farm Sanctuary in Falmouth. The
ter you in a raffle & win prizes for you.
11t2-hourwalk isopentoanygroup. Fee:
FundraiserwiAtake place Feb 29. noon-6
$3 per pe=n or minirrum o f $15 per
pm. Lost VaUey Ski Area . Aubum . Call
group. Reservations must be made in
623-2232 or 1-800-870-8000 for info.
advance. Call Carol at 781 -2330.

.1 FREE PERSONAL AD'ls the only cover charge!
• FREE Bullet .. Drink Specials
• Complimentary copies ol"Sex, Love and other Problems" by David Sipress
• $250 CASH Giveaway
• DOOR PRIZES Irom Skiers Choice
• The Famous ''Men ara Pigs" Contest
• Velcro Jumping
• Attendeellnvhed to stay and enjoy a lull evening 01 entertainment by "THE LOOK"
Call Casco Bay Weekly at 775-6601 or T-Birds at 773-8040 for more info.

OUT
SIDE

N.tlonal M.rch for Unlve..al H ••lth
Unlveralty of Southern M.ln. Llf.lln. Th. Enrlch.d Golden Ag. Cent.r
C .....nd .n End to AIDS
invites men and women 60 and over to
offers membe",hip 10 the general public
Make heanh care a real~ for every perWednesday luncheons. There is a donain its gym activities program. Squash,
son living in the Un~ed States. Join ACT
tion of $2 and programs are as lollows:
weight training lacil~ies. racquetball and
UP in demanding that the presidential
Feb 19. Professor Draper Hunt will show
basketball courts , etc. are available. Sevcandidates produce a national plan to
slides on Lincoln; Feb 26, February Birtheral membership options. USM Campus
deal with the hea~h-care crisis this coundays with rrusic by Beau & David. The
Gym. 96 Falmouth St. Portland. For more
try is experiencing. Saturday, Feb 15at 1
center is located on 1he ground level 01
info call 780-4170.
pm in Manchester, NH. Buses will be
the Salvation Army building, 297
leaving Portland at 10 am. For more inlo
•• ,: . l " ' ' ' ' ' '.
Cumbel1and Ave, Portland. Reservations
'~"
'. "\:---,:'\"
call ACT UPiPortland at 772-6810.
are necessary; call 774-6974.
'' .' ,
A N_ Graduate DI.....tory of Portl.nd
~
Th. Expo Fl•• Market
High School
happens every Sun at9 am in the Portland
is in the making. You can help by supplyExposition Bldg , 239 Pari< Ave. Portland.
:;
ing names and addresl>8s of former classAdmission is free. Call 874-8203 formore
' .
mates. Sand info to The Graduate Condetails.
nection . Box 5037. White Plains. NY
Flah Chowder Lunch ...n
10602. For more info cal 874-8250.
served buffet style retums on Feb 14.
?\
Ninth Annu.1 Advertl.lng & G ..phlc
from
11
:30
am-l
pm.
to
South
Freeport
-('
Art. Trad. Show
Church. S . Freeport. Cost: $4.50. Call
showcases the wide range 01 advertising
865-3659 for details.
and graphic art products and services
"Fr.mlng the Cott.go G.rd.n with
available locally. April 7 at the Expos~ion
FI_...•
Building, 239 Pari< Ave, Portland . ExhibiS~de lecture given by Dayid Emery on the
tion fees : $90/ smaller booth. $190lIarger
art of pruning and on possibil~ies lor
booth. Thedeadline forregistration is Feb
structural support. Feb 20 at 7 :30 pm. at
20. For application and more info. call
Ocean Farms Rest . 23 Main St, Freeport .
761 -0632.
For more info call 865-3170.
Pin. Needl. B ••k.t Cia••
Gatcher Free Condoms
Leam tradttional coil 1echniques and a
during NationalCondomWeek. They 'll be
variety of basic stitches. Topics include
handed out at noon. Feb 14. at MonuAcquaint Vou ..... 1f With the T.rot
dying materials. needle varieties . making
ment Square. For info call 774-6877.
lids and more. Feb 15. from 10 am-3 pm.
at a free workshop dealing with tts lunda- Ice Cap. de. Gold.n Annlve... ry
mentals and symbolic messages. Feb 16
in Bridgton. Cost: $40. including all matepresents a colorful show wtth someofthe
rials . Contact Corinne at 647-2724 for
from 1-3 pm, at Basics Natural Mari<et
finest skaters in the wortd. The Flintstones,
Place, 537 Shore Road. Cape Elizabeth .
more info.
Scooby-Doo and Yogi Bear win appear
For more inlo call 767 -2803.
this year. Feb 19-23 at the Civic Center. Portland Folk Club Mu.lc IIwIIp.
continue on the lirst & 1hird T ues of every
ACT UPlMaln. (AIDS Coalition To UnOne Civic Center Square. Portland. Admonth , at 7:30 pm. in an inlormal setting
lea.h Power)
mission : $9-$14.50. Discounts available.
is a diverse group of volunteers united in
where a song, tuneorstory maybeshared.
Fdr additional info. call 775-3456.
anger and committed 10 nonviolent, di- J.zz & Bag.l.
Swedenborgian Church. 302 StevensAve,
Portland. For more details. call 773-9549.
rect action to end the AIDS crisis . ACT UP
Abraham's House of Coffee offers bebop
meets <wery Monday Irom 7 -9 pm at 72
jazz wijh Martin Marguis Feb 16 from 1- Th. Royal Rlv.r Choru. of Swnt
Pine St, Portland (Andrews Square BuildAdelln . . Int.m.tlon.1
4. Admission is $6.50 and includes the
ing). New members are always welcome.
invites women to weekly rehea",als on
bagels.
Wheek:hair accessible. For more inforThursdays. at 7 :30 pm. at the American
Kenn.bunkport'. River Tree Art.
mation. write to ACT UPlMaine, P.O. Box
Legion Log Cabin. Main St, Yarmouth.
regularly offers rrusic classes and spon5267. Portland 04101. tel. 774-5082 or
Call 84&-4726 lor details.
sors CoHee House and Literary Lunch
871-0959.
Break programs as well as events lor the Southworth Plan.t.rlum
ACT UPlPortl.nd
offers Astronomy shows Fri & Sa1 at 7 pm,
little ones. Formoredetails call 985-4343.
is a diverse. grassroots. direct action or- Th. league of Women Vot ...
laser light concerts Fri & Sat at 8:30. and
ganization dedicated to creating posttive
special children's shows Sat a13. Admiswill tackle priority setting on national ischanges around AIDS in federal and local
sion: $3 adu~s, $2.50 kids & seniors ,
sues and realfirm-i1s political comm~
governments. the media. and the medispecials discounts for USM folks. The
ments at ~s dinner rM8Iing on Feb 26. at
cal. pharmaceutical and insurance indusplanetarium is located in USM Portland's
5:30 pm. attheHoliday Inn by the Bay, 88
tries through nonviolent public protests.
Science Building. Call 780-4249 for info.
Spring St , Portland. Make your reservaMeetings: Sundays at 7 pm at the YWCA.
tions byFeb21. Cost: $11 .50 LWVmem- Bufl Dane. . 01 Unlverul P ••c.
87 Spring St. Portland. The rM8Iing space
celebrate the unity 01 religious ideals,
bers (meeting only is gratis). Call 774is wheelchair accessible. For info cal
based on the wortd's spiritual traditions.
3289 for info.
772- 6810 or 774-8475. "We will ACT UP
First & second Sat of fNery month. 7-9
as long as peoplecontinueto dieof AIDS. "
pm. at the Swedenborgian Church. 302
Th. Ad Club of Ore.t..- Portland
Stevens Ave. Portland. Formore Info. cal
will host Robert Nylen. author, teecher
84&-6039.
and consultant. as guest speaker for tts
Bummer R.... rch Fell_shl.,.
luncheon meeting. Feb 20 at 11:30 am.
for sc ience and rroedical students io1endPortland Regency Hotel, 20 Milk St, Porting to pursue careers in cardiovascular
land. Cost: S12/members. $17/guests.
research, offered by American Heart As-·
Make your reservations by Feb 17. For
sociation. Awards are between $1.800more inlo can 799-2599.
$2.000. The postmark deadine is April 1.
American Red Cro. . Cou ....
For application packet and more details.
in Standard First Aid and Lifeguard TraincaH 1-800-244-4202.
ing will be offered throughout March and
T .....y ... Get V..- Rllfund Checkal
April at the Portland Boys & Giris Club ,
direcUy lrom the Intemal Reyenue Ser277Cumber1and Ave, PorUand. Forregisvice. If you moved orchanged names and
tration aild add~ional info. call 87 4-1070 .
were expecting a refund. your check might
Amn. .ty tnternMlon.1
have just been retumed as undeliverable.
is a worldwide movement working for the
One can hope, anyway. All indigent optirelease of prisoners of conscience, lair
mists should call 1-800-829-1040 to get
and prompt trials and an end to torture
your money back.
and exacutions. AlUSA Group 174 meets
United M.ln. Craft.men
on the second Thurs of every month. Next
will hold its annual meeting Feb 23 at 1
meeting , which will start wtth the tradipm, atAifred's - from 1-95takethe Civic
tionalletter writing . is scheduled for Feb
Center ed and.go left - in Augusta . Call
13 at 6 :30 pm. Woodford's Congrega- love Songs on V.lentln.'. D.y
353-9469 for more info.
sung for you on Feb 14. at 8 pm. al the
tional Church. 202 Woodford St, PortV.teran. for P_c.
Swedenborgian Church, 302 Stevens Av.
land. Call 775-9117 for add~ional inlo.
will hold its next meeting Feb 19. 1rom 7Portland. Cost: $5. Call 772-8277 for info .
Annu.1 Don & 0.. Nicholl FeUo_hlp.
9 pm. on the fifth floor of 111 Commerical
Lunch
with
To.hl
Shlrnad.
In Screenwrltlng
St. Portland . Members are urged to atPoo 's Music DirectorToshi Shimada will
are open to global compeittion for any
tend. For further info call 772-1442 .
chat about the next series of classical
person whose script is originally written in
Veterans' Support Servlc••
concerts presented by PSO. Feb 14 at
English. To qualify, eo1rants must submit
provide vets with the o'pportun~ to s0noon, at OceanView. 52 Falmouth Road.
an original , lul~length feature script along
cialize & gather in relaxed setting. Dinner
Falmouth. Seating is limited. The cost is
with application form and $25 fee. Post a
served Thursday nights. open to 1he pub$12. including lunch. Call 781 -4460 for
SASE to : The Nicholl Fellowships. Acadlic . Located at 151 Newbury St. Portland.
more info.
emy 01 Motion Pic1ure Arts and Sciences,
For more info call 871-0911.
8949WilshireBlvd .• Dept. H , Beverly HOIs, Tha M.in. AlII.nc. of Mu.lcl.na
Vlsu.1 Aid "Spring for Uf.·
is now accep1ing entries forijs 1992 cataCA 90211.
The sixth annual Visual AID Art AuctiQn
log , which lists professional musical artBingo Trip Benellt. Ea.ter Seal.
will be held March 14 at 8 pm. All prois1s in Maine. Send a brief descrip1ion 01
A Maine Busline Tour bus will take you to
ceedswill benefijTheAlDS Project. which
your
act.
a
black
&
white
photo
as
well
as
New Dover Bingo Center in New Hampprovides preveptive education and supshire, where a """II as well as a bing o ' a letter of recommendation from a legitiport services to people with AIDS & HIV in
mate source. Fee: $40. Call 647-8757 lor
- package will be avl..iting . Friendly 's ResCumbertand , York , Androsco ggin and
lurther info.
taurant sponsors this event scheduled for
Oxford counties. The auction will take
the evening of Feb 13. Cost of $20 is al~ M.lne Bellroom Danc.
place at One City Center. Portland . For
oHers loxtrots . wanzes. jitterbugs. ruminclusive. For more info call 774-7442.
further details, call 774-6877 . •
bas and cha-cha classes. All run in sixBollt and Equipment Show
week sessions . The studio also offers
oHering discounts on boa ts and parts Feb
Saturday night dance parties. which are
15-17, from 9-5, at Sheepscot Bay Boat
open to the public . Fees: $5 parties, $30
Company, Five Islands. Georgetown. For
classes . Call 773 -0002 for additional info.
more info ca M371 -2442.
Na ...... Project/AIDS Memorl.1 Quilt
Th. Building Material. "nk
holds a panel-making workshop the fi",t
is a non-profit recycling organization v.tIich
& third Sun of each month. The next
seeks leftovers or used building materials
gathering is on Feb 16, from 2-5 pm, at
to help low-income homeowners reIlaThe Sewing Shop, 461 Stevens Ave. Portbilttate their homes to meet sale and
land . Call 774-2196 for info.
sanitary standards. Donations are sought
from contractors. stores and individuals. N.tlonal Aa.oc. 01 Working Women
If you would like to contribute or just seek
will answer queries concemiJ>g healthcare coverage. maternity leave and salary
info. call 892- 1069.
levels upon your re1um , favors and haC .... Elizabeth D.m. P.rty C.ucu.
rassment. etc. Dial lhe 9-t0-5 Job Sur- ,
will take place Feb 23. from 4-6 pm. at
vival Hotline at 1-800-522-0925.
Cape Elizabeth High School Caleteria .
For addttional details, can 767-2420 or Th. N.tlonal Council for Geocoamlc
Reeearch
799-2580.
is dedicated to the idea 01 scientific adD.nc. to Benellt Jordan Hou. . Inc
vancement and gets Hs inspiration .Irom
a private non-profit shelter for homeless
traditional as well as unorthodox permales . will take place Feb 14. beginning
spectives taken lrom astrology. biology.
as soon as the play "Babes in Arms" is
psychology and others. First meeting is
over at the Lyric Theater's Cedric Thomas
scheduled for Feb 20 at 7 pm, at Bath
Playhouse. 176 Sawyer St. S. Portland.
Library. Bath. Call 725-8226 for details.
Admission: $5 . Call 779-1421 lor details.
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Don't forget
the flowrers
Whatever the occasion,
we have a beautiful
bouquet to
match. And,
remember,
flowers show
you care_
Just call or
visit us today.

One dozen
long-stem Roses
from $27.99
L
(~
JtJlIf
/41JjI/!:W)
~e

_.,
130 St. John St.
Portland, ME

'761-1580

MAINE STATE HIGH SCHOOL
CHEERLEADING CHAMIONSHIPS

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 15 AT 9:30 PM
underwritten by: GRANT'S DAIRY, HUSSON COLLEGE,
IRVING OIL CORP., SHOP 'N SAVE, McDONALD'S OF MAINE

Channel 26 I Cable Ch. 11 - Portland
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CALL 775-6601 TO PLACE A CBW CLASSIFIED AD
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DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen Austen,
MA, L.M.T., Licensed Massage Therapist.
Alleviate chronic backaches, headaches, neck
and shoulder stiffness, sciatica, stress, improve flexibility, muscle tone, circulation,
athletic performance. By appointment, 8650672.
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TAl CHI CHUAN is an ancient Chinese Martial ArI, based on mental and physical balance. One learns to blend with an opponents
force to control it. TAl CHI is a fluid system
based on meditation in movem.ent. Excellent
for spiritual growth, radiant physical health
and unequaled in reducing the effects of
stress and tension in ones life . Beginners
through advanced classes, including PushHands. Visitors welcome. For information
call Gene Golden, 772-9039.
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MIDWIFE- HEALTHY MOTHERS, HEALTHY
BABIES. Complete pre-natal care, informed
chilbirth education. Explore your choices
and options. Initial consultation FREE. Call
Schyla St. Laurent at Casco Bay Midwifery,
761 -2058.
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BODYWORK: CREATE NEW FREEDOM of
breath, thought and movement through
therapeutic massage, breath work, and bodymind repaHerning. Andrea E. Price, L.M.T .,
871-0121. Sliding scale, barter possible.

WAY OFWOMEN- In aspace surrounded by
nature come enjoy atime to relax ina sacred
quiet and the shared wisdom of women .
Starting February 20th and held on the third
Thursday of every month. Time: 7:30-9:00.
ON-GOING THERAPY RECOVERY GROUP. Fee: $10. Location: Center for Essential BeSome openings for women and men chang- ing. Call Kathleen l.IJke, MAlor more inforing behaviors around: relationships, bound- mation.
aries, self-esteem, shame, and empower- A PAST LIFE THERAPY GROUP, based on
ment. Opportunities for experiential pro- the work of Jungian Analyst RogerWoolger,
cessing . Call Barbara Hare Noonan, M.S. Ph.D., will be starting February 27th. lim-772-1896.
ited enrollment. Call Kathleen Luke, MA for
more
information, 799-4927.
EXPLORE CHANNELING IN A GROUP- 772-

1.
I'

"1

DRAWING AND WRITING FOR SELFAWARENESS: Recognizeand experience the
Inner-Sen through drawing and writing exercises. The focus is on intuitive expression
and spontaneity rather than artistic technique. Offered in Portland at The Expressive
Therapy Center. Starts Feb. 26, 8 wks. $80.
7:30-9p.m. Call Kamala Raab, 583-6607.

VORCE SUPPORT group that meets Wednesday mornings. Diane Paige, psychotherapist
speCializing in divorce and women's issues,
leads the group. Call 828-0526 for more
information.

, I

,,

YOGAFOR RECOVERING ALCOHOLICS AND
DRUG ADDICTS: Yoga program used at a
resident drug treatment center to help heal
the effects of substance abuse. Now offered
in Portland at The Expressive Therapy Cen:
ter. Starts Feb. 26, 8Iwks. $80. 5:30-7p.m.
Call Kamala Raab, 583-6607.

SHAMANIC JOURNEYING FOR HEALTH &
HEAUNG- Sat. Feb. 22,9:30-4:30. An experiential tool for those on the path of sendiscovery, this workshop integrates modern
recovery work with ancient shamanic methods. $55. Led by Sheldon Ganberg, D.Ac.
Sponsored by Acupuncture Healthcare.7755020.
SOCIAL NUDISM ... healthful, wholesome
vacations for body and soul! Families,
couples, singles. List of resorts ... many yearround! $3.00, P.O. Box 1461, Troy, NY,
12181 . Confidential.
RELEASES ANY PAIN 50% OR MORE: Free
recorded message gives details. 772-1209,
Box 200.
MOVING THROUGH LOSS-12 Week group
led by2experiencedcounselors focusing on
the tender and healing process of opening to
grief. Beginning March, call Lynda Despres,
MSW 883-5597.
READING GROUP FORMING- Join us for
monthly casual fun discussions of modern
fiction/short stories. We welcome bOlh men
&women, age 25-40 preferred. Please call
353-2183 evenings.

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE FOR WOMENLIVE PSYCHICS ONE ON ONE- An in-depth Also offering herbal facials- a great introforecast of whars in store for you in 1992. duction to massage, or a whole treatment in
All cards . 1-800-824-3456, ext. 772 or 1- itself. Sliding scale starting from $25 . Mel900-903-9911, $2.99/min.
issa Oliphant, Licensed Massage Therapist.
OPENINGS IN ON-GOING WOMEN'S 01- 879-1572.

,.
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TREATING ACUTE AND CHRONIC PAIN,
stress-related disorders, stop smoking, immunedisfunction, more. Call Scott Whitney,
Licensed Acupuncturist, 729-2849,
Brunswick. Discounts to seniors, students,
unemployed.

--

GIVE YOUR LOVED ONE THE GIFT THAT
RELAXES- THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE: Relax
tired aching, stiff muscles while improving
circ~lation and soothing tension . Sliding
scale. Call Pam Richards, A.B.M.P. Certified.
775-6636.
The art of being yourseH. Mark Nakell- Psychotherapist, 773-4413.

TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION -TM, the
most scientifically researched, effective tech·
nique to remove stress and to unfold full
potential. Classes can be offered in your
home. Call 865-3467 for more information.
ON BECOMING THEOLOGICAL- 8-week
seminar beginning Thursday, February 20th .
Forfurther information call: Michael Dwinell
at 799-1024.

JUICE
JUICE We have every
MONEY, HEALTH, LOVE, CAREER? Astro- JUICE
make and model available with lowest prices.
logical or Tarot readings. Phone, mail, or in
person. Visa and MasterCard accepted. Jan 967-5322.
Moody, Certified Astrologer and Psychic.
207-725-8226.

EXTIaNDED

4-PART WORKSHOP ON
WOMEN, EATING AND BODY IMAGE
These workshops are educational and experienti2l. Some topics include:
Listening to our bodies, WAys to nurture ourselves, Eating as a metaphor.
LED BY. Lisa Bussey, MA., Certified Eating Disorders Therapist
WHEN. Saturday morrtings, 9am - Noon
Feb. 29, Mar. 7 & 21, Apr. 4
COST: $30 per workshop or $100 in advance for all 4
Advance r;gistration required. Send check by 2.24.92 to Lisa Bussey,
23251. John St., Portland, ME 04102. For more informatin, call 77S-7927. .

~
~
~

Demonstration / Discussion Workshop
presenting this profound method of psychotherapy.
March 8 at T he Yoga Center, 2-4 pm
Building lA, Thompson's Point
limited enrollment, $5 fee, Call now for reservations.
871-8163 in Portland
CAROL V.JENKINS, M.A., c.R.S.
363-8939 in York
142 High St,
Suite 318
Portland
Maine 04101

Individual,
Couple,
Group,
Family
Psychotherapy
AMTA member
Portland

RESPOND TO INf
PERSONAl MJ BY CALUNG

ex) LIFE

T H E R A P y

Kathleen Luke, M.A.
willteresent a
lecture/ emonstration
on Past Life Therapy
as developed by
Roger Woolger,
Ph.D., Jungian Analyst
Sunday, Feb. 23, 2-4 p.m
Fee $10.
Call 799-4927 to register.

BY POPULAR DEMAND -

900-370-2041
Love your
job?
It's hard to believe, but many
people don't. Find your dream
job. Discover the link between
dreams and a career. For more
information, call now.

1'- ~~I

SELL ANYTHING

a~d

IYENGAR YOGA

Yoga & Respiratory Heatlh
Saturday Workshop. February 29
E ~ jne &. FrMlCis M cCilliruddy

797. 5684. bl6 Congress S1
;.oN.,Y.Y " MI\

._1"

~

..

VALERIE BLAIS, RN, BSN
Certified NeuroMusculor Therapist

772-6411

.:.

A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO RELIEF
OF ACUTE & CHRONIC PAIN

$92

FOR $92 FREE!

yo~rself:

Check your attic, basement, your closets or garage ,.. take stock of what you see
ask
"Woul? I rather keep this, or
have $92 in my pocket?"1f you've chosen the cash, send a brief, 15 word description of the Item In question to Casco Bay Weekly,
(use the coupon below), ask $92 for it, and CBW will run your ad for 4 weeks ABSOLUTELY FREE!
(15WORO LI MIT, NO CHANGES. NOPHONECAltS)
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CATEGORIES

RATES

f
up to 30 words

31 to 45 words

add'i

1 week

weeks

$9

$6

$12

$8

each additional word .25¢
Wheels - 4 weeks - $16, no changes,
no refunds 20 word limit

,

{

DEADLINES

I
'1

Line ads: Monday at 6PM
Display ads: Friday at 5PM
Call 775-6601 for display rates.

o dating servic..
o stuff for sate
o garage/yard sales
o wanted
o computers
o musiclinstrumenta
o wheels
o theater arts
oleaming
o publication.
ochild~
o animals
o help wanted
o toat & found (free)
o jobe wanted
0 legal notice.
o busines. services
o bu8ln... opportunities 0 bulletin board

obody&.oul
oroommat..
oaptafrent
ohou_/rent
o offic../rent
o atudios/rent
o ..aonallrent
o real eatate
o auction.

rt.m.

•

I

"

il

I,

i'

,.

Total words:-'·_ _ _ _ _ __
1st week:_ _ _ _ _ __

Address'

_ _ add'i weeks al: _ _ _ _ _ __
Th~poone' ~·

Total:. _ _ _ _ _ __

_____________________

PHONE IT IN: 207-775-6601 Visa or Mastercard 0 cash 0 check 0 money order

FINE PRINT
ClBaeified ado muot be paid lor in advance wrth cash,
peI8OIl8I check money Older, Vtea or Maete"",rd. Loet
& Found
Iioted flee. Ciaeoified ado are
non.refundable. Cf5W .hall not be liable for 9fr<J
typogmphicaJ anora, omioeion. , or changee in the

Your classified ad: _ __ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ __

Name:

ad

affect the value or content, or
. ubotantially change the meaning of the ad. Credrt wi

FAX IT IN: 207-775-1615 Vissor Mastercard

be i88U8d wt-en a viable error has been detemuned
wrthin one week of plblication. Tear sheets availeble

MAiLlWALK IT IN: CBW, 551A Congress St..
Portland, ME 0410j

which do not

for$2Jcopy.

n Viss

• Doctor Recommended

1-800-395-4619 .

PORTlAND YOGA STUDIO
CERTIFIED

• No Drugs
• 100% Natural

Call

Call costs
1.49 a ninut.,

.:.

207n 99-3344

BECOME A
WINNER

"We will help you look &
feel Great!"

Call on Valentine's Day & All Proceeds will Benefit
M.uscular Dystrophy Assoclatlon of M.alne

AI'In r'Oster T abbutt. AOBT A

PAST

ST

0 Mastercard
Credit Card #: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Exp.date·;...
· _ _ _ _ _ __

SINGLE MOM IS LOOKING FOR A ROOMMATE to share her large sunny apt. on Salem
St. WID, yard, heated. $312.50/mo.; NIS
preferred. Give a call please! 761-4069.
PROFESSIONAL MIF WANTED to share apt.
in So. Portland house. Off-street parking,
laundry. facilities, no lease. $751week. 7995988.
GREAT 2 BR APT. ON EASTERN PROM- has
WID, DIW, & deck overlooking bay. $350
plus utilities (gas ·heat). I'm 24, F, profesSional, looking for someone responsible,
easy-going & likes pets. Call 767-5611.

KEEP IT OFF!

Massage Therapy [pic from the Heart

799-9258 766-5120

772-2790

lose up to 29 Ibs. in
the next 30 days ...
and

772·2442

Eight wu k cours<
b' gim MARC H 1 7

oSexuai Harassment/Abuse
oDivorce, Custody, &lpport
oWills, Probate
oEnvironmentai Law

LOSING

Ucensed Clinical Social 'Abrker

158 Danrorth

ATTORNEY AT LAW

BY

Paulette M. Bonneau LCSW

oRecovery Issues
.v.k>men's Issues
oSexuai Abuse
Treatment

se If -sh iats u

KIM MATTHEWS

DISCOVER RUBENFELD SYNERGY

207-775-1849

GMIF to share home- near USM. NIS, 1
bedroom a~ilable. WID, large yard, deck,
park!!JO;1larage, storage. $2551mo. plus 113
utilities. 871-1867, leave message.
GM SEEKS MIF ROOMMATE TO SHARE
very laroe Baxter Blvd. area apt. 8 rooms
fully fumished! applianced. Includes WID,
plenty of closet! storage. A must to see.
$270/mo. plus 112 util. 772-6655.

'

·:.

T

I

F.~13,1992

,...

roommates

ROOM FURNISHED OR NOT- in comfortable, charming VICtorian home, with WID,
woodstove & private yard, on quiet street in
Portland's West End. Available for quiet,
responsible, independent NIS with positive
atitude. Mature professional woman preferred. Available immediately. $320/mo. includes utilities. References and sec. dep.
please. 772-1831.
YOU GET BOTH: CLEAN LIVING & lowered
rent! $250+ for large West End 2 BR with all
the fixin's. Ready when you are (FEB or
MAR). nJ-1782.
OOB NEAR SCARBOROUGH LlNE- NIS professional to share 2 BR townhouse, cathedral ceilings, fireplace, WID, deck, quiet
wooded area, 10 min. walk to beach. $300/
mo. plus 112 utils. Avail. 411. 934-3811.
BEAUTIFUL FULLY FURNISHED large 3 BR,
Eastern Prom apt. seeks neat, NIS person
(27-45 yrs.) to share with one other. $2751
mo. plus util. Available by day, week, or
month. 871-0509.

WELCOME HOME! BR & OFFICE w/cathedral ceilings, skyliohts, baywindow, French
door, walk-in closet Available in 3 BR South
Portland home of similar architecture. All
appliances. $290lmo. 799-1073.

NlSMATURE HOUSEMATE NEEDEDforlarge
4 bedroom N. Deering house. WID, offstreet parking, quiet neighborhood and $2001
mo. make this a great deal. 1/4 util. + sec.
Don't let the low rent fool you . Call 8788356.

CAPE ELiZABETH- 10 mins . to Portland. CHEMFREE, NIS, FUN FEMALE wanted to
Warm, clean apanment to share with 1 per- share comfortable S.P. house 3min. from 1son. Quiet, $25Oimo. + phone. Call 799- 295. Laundry facilities in basement! $2001
5029, leave message on machine.
mo.+113 utilities. Interested "beings" please
call
761-8022.
GREAT LOCATION IN The Heart of the Old
Port! MIF needed to share 2 BR condo. Rent
$240 + 112 utilities. NIS preferred. Please
call anytime! 874-0691.

EASY-GOING GM SEEKS M ROOMMATE to
share small house in gorgeous coastal spot
near Bath .Canoe, hike, fish on 20 acres, only
$200/mo.
Also, will consider trade of carBEHEALTHY, UVEIN BALANCE.It'sagroovy
co-operative home! LOOking for 4 progres- pentry work in lieu of rent. 371-2888, leave
sive, spritual, relatively neat folks to live in message Hnot in.
beautiful home. Portland. About $2oolmo. GM LOOKING FOR ROOMMATE to share
596-1025.
beautiful 2 BR apt. in South Portland. Nice
area,
near bus, on site laundry,large rooms,
MIDDLE-AGED GENTLEMAN would like to
WIW
carpe~ free parking; Call 874-0256.
share house with someone the same age.
$262.50 plus tl2 utils.
S50/wtt includes all.Portland area. Call 7725257.
SCARBOROUGH AREA- House to share with
large yard, deck, woodstove, and laundry.
RESPONSIBLE NIS FEMALE would like to
share apartment with other female(s) or Minutes to Mall and O.O.B. Coming soon:
access to lakefront retreat close to Sugarloaf.
room in nice family home in Portland area.
$270/mo.
plus utils. 1-929-3413.
Call 773-6743, Cathy.
PROFESSIONAL FEMALE & SMALL DOG
seek female to share 3 BR Highland Lake
home.20 minutes from Portland, Windhaml
Falmouth line. $300/mo. includes utilities.
Call 892-7297.

WEST END- LOOKING FOR 3rd PERSON, Nt
S, to share cooperative living, third floor,
ocean view from every room, cheap rent.
$190/mo . includes well stocked bean
counter. Call us at 773-2805.

ROOMMATE WANTED- MIF, NIS, getting
married, leaving spacious apartment and
two great guys behind. Ve ry clean, two baths,
$25O/mo., oil heat (reasonable), West End.
Steve or Shep, 775-2194 anytime.

apts/rent

MIF Nt5, SOUTH PORTLAND, $205/mo . •
Portland. Call Randy, 772-9634.

WEST-END: BRICK CARRIAGE HOUSE, first
floor apt. Quiet, 2 bedroom, 2 bath, new WI
Wrugs, laundry hook-ups, own entrance, 2
parking spaces. $850/mo. includes heat.
Call 772-0114.

MUNJOY HILL - Sunny 2 bedroom, lots of
space, hardwood floors, big closets, quiet
street, panoramic city and harbor views,
parking, laundry. $585/mo. plus utilities. No
dogs. Call 775-0619.

YWCA WOMEN'S RESIDENCE-In the heart
of downtown Portland. Single and double
rooms. Lounges with TV, laundry, kitchenette'. Fitness studio, indoor pool privileges.
Peergroupsupport, free workshops on seHempowerment, self-defense, smoking cessation.Comfortable, safe, 24hourstaffing in
reception area. Reasonable rates. Call 8741130.

DEERING OAKS- Sunny, heated 2 BR apt.
Hardwood floors. Lots of windows. Large
living room . Clean, secure building with laundry. Excellent value at $4751mo. Call 7737002 or 1-800-640-1899.

PARKAVE.,BeautifuI3 bedroom, hardwood
floors, sunny, diningroom, overlOOks park,
freshly painted, oil heat, responsive landlord. $550/mo. plus umities. 233-8210 or
892-8871.

UNIQUE 2 BEDROOMS in a quiet South
Portland neighborhood .You have to be there.
$SOOlmo. plus heat. 767-5209.

DEERING ST.- 1 BR, newly renovated in
historic brick building. Original master bathroom,large bay windows, sunny, refinished
hardwood floors. Heat, HW, off-street parkEASTERN PROMENADE AREA - Sunny 1 ing included. $475/mo. 799-7916.
bedroom in quiet neighborhood, 3rd floor
apartment with hardwood floors. Close to BACK BAY AREA -Water views, newty renoparks and busline. Parking and storage.$4501 vated, new hardwood floors, 2 bedrooms,
mo. utilities included. 774-2378 .
off-street parking. $4251mo. plus utilities.
767-4279.
PORTLAND - Newty renovated, 2 bedroom,
on 1st floor, fenced in yard, washer/dryer ARLINGTON 51. Baxter Blvd. area, sunny, 2
hookup, cats okay. Includes heat, hot water bedroom, 2nd floor, lovely Victorian. Large
and off-street parking. $550/mo. 799-5316. livingroom, large kitchen, carpeted, stovel
refrigerator, washer/dryer hookup, many .
PORTLAND-Quie~cute,1 bedroom,intown,
closets, storage, parking. Heat included.
off-street parking, new carpeting and paint. $595/mo.772-4365.
Cats okay. Inexpensive utilities. $3251mo.
plus utilities. 799-5316.
NEWBURY ST.- Newty remodeled 2 BR
townhouse, heat and HW included, DIW,
PORTLAND, WESTEND-2 bedroom, sunny, disposal.$475/mo. includes one month rent
modern, cathedral ceiling with skylights, free! 772-3595 or 879-0447.
off-street parking, lots of storage, deck,
washer, dryer. $SOO/mo. plus utilities. 666· MUNJOY HILL -1st floor, 1 bedroom,
8457.
living room with bay window, formal
diningroom, beautiful finished pine floors,
COYLE STREET-TWO SUNNY APTS. in pic- good closetspace, off-street parking ,washer/
turesque home. Owner- occupied, off-street dryer hookup. $35O/mo. plus utilities. 775parking, nice neighborhood. One bedroom 3624.
has kitchen, living room, bath, bay window$325Imo. + util. Three bedroom has pine
floors, classy radiators-$55O/mo. + util. Call
Jeff 865-1618.
FOR RENT:3 BEDROOM WEST END HOUSESCARBOROUGH - Quiet 2 bedroom, 1st
$650. 926-3332.
floor, big walk-in closets, full bath, wall to
wall carpeting. Heat, hot water and parking RETREAT/SABBATICAL HOME on quiet
included. References, security deposit,lease street in Somerville, MA, 3 miles from Bosrequired. $525/mo. 883-3384.
ton. Large furnished apartment in charming
historic house. Available in March for one or
CAPE ELIZABETH -Modern country living, 1 more months sublet. Create your own vacaand 2 bedrooms, decks, tenniS, parking,
tion or educational retreat. Closeto Harvard,
dishwasher, disposal, newtycarpeted, laun- Tufts, M.I.T. $850 plus utilities. 617-666dry on premises. $415 to $550/mo. No pets.
8530.
799-5452 or 799-2853.

GRAY STUDIO APT. in old colonial house.
New, sunny, quiet, private, secure. Garden
site available. 1mile from Pineland Ctr.ldeal
for single person. Security dep. $3oolmo.
657-4085.
FALMOUTH- 2 room, kitchen & bath, heat &
utilities included, shortwalkto private beach,
laundry, no pets. $450/mo. Call 781·5205.
EFFICIENCY APT. 1st FLOOR, heated, Ig .
one room plus bath, Ig. yard, ample parking.
$325Imo. (74-7850.
WESTBRooK- 4 rooms and bath, largeyard
and parking. Nice location. $495/mo. includes heat and utilities. Dep. req. Please call
856-6042, leave name and number.
MUNJOY HILL- Laroe sunny 2 BR apts. in
newly renovated Victorian 3-unit. $550/mo.
includes heat, water & parking. Available
immediately. Call 773-9549 eves.
SPRING STREET-Spacious, beautiful 1 & 2
BR apts.available within walking distance of
MMC and Mercy hospital. Staring at $3501
mo. Unique style, loft, skylights, on-site
laundry. SPECTRUM, 828-0500.

houses/rent

LARGE 2 BR APT. 2nd floor, Victorian, heat!
HW, nice location, $55Oimo. Gorham, 8925356.
PARK STREET: SPACIOUS THREE BEDROOM, hardwood floors, some waterviews,
plenty of storage, new gas heating system .
S625/mo. + security and references. 8710473.

ernie ook

5356.
GREAT EASTERN PROM APT.- NtS, female
to share spacious 2-112 BR apartment. Hardwood floors, bay windows, WID . $2oo/mo.
plus utilities (economical heat). Available
now. 775-6910.

sec. dep. and 112 utilities. 7 minutes to

PORTLAND- 2·3 BEDROOM, hardwood
floors, decks, WID, fully applianced, fireplace, 5 minute walk to MMC & USM. $6501
mo. + utilities. Security deposit. Call 8742448.

GREAT EASTERN PROM APT.- NtS, female
to share spacious 2-112 BR apartment. Hardwood floors, bay windows, WID. $2oo/mo. BRIGHTON MEDI USM AREA- 2 BR, replus utilities (economical heat). Available served parking,laundry on premises. $5601
now. 775-6910.
. mo. includes heat & HW. References requi red. 892 -6899.
I DON'T WANT TO LIVE WITH SOMEONE
BORING- Gorham, semi-rural, share apt.
with 33, professional GM, seeking NtS, MIF,
gay/straight, roommate. $275/mo. 892-

YIKES! I GET TWO ADJOINING BEDROOMS?
Ayuh, and share deck, dining room, den,
kitchen, laundry room, and living room .
Straight dog and GM seek NIS, responsible
roommate . Cats may be OK, or considered
food. $3OO/mo. plus 112 utilities. 874-7475.
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MOM WANTS US ~ACK. IT'S foR SvRE AND
IT~ FOR RE'AL AND '(OIA WANT ll' KNow
TI-IE BEST PAR.1? 1 TI-\INK SHE THINKS
WE ' RE SvrroSED 10 BE \\AfP~ ABovr IT.

THAT's

sO

FUNNY I Fo~GOT 10 I..AUG H,

urDlil:!~ ~» lIlQ,~I~s
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WANTS US. AND MY GP-ANDMA SAYS
. cz~~ iI.~'~~s__
-=nLqli£lll....ta"iQ.~thIV~~b I't d~.___

myll'a

teeml S

e..twu~,"

MM, J'lASf foRGET OU/l. FRicNO~JAND
OVR ~t.ttoOL., AND KA BAM! JVST 60 .
BAt.K TO LIVING wiTH MOM , /(ABAM .
'
JV:>T BE"CAIA$E SHE SA'H NOW Site;
THeRE' IS NOTHING SHE CAN DO.

n - ~~l:t

-The~d/l

ME, MARlYS AN D FA.PDY.ARE SuppOSeD
TO Jvsr FOP-GET OVR LIVES Ar6AAND-
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SHE 'T\-IINKS MOM GOT LONrl..'j : IS mAT
Wl1cN I TUIl.N Ig1 VlHEN

~ f'R.O~\.EM?

I TUR.N ", WI1EN I TURN Ii, WON'! B£
NOSotl~ HL\"ING ME WI-\AT TO 00. GOIN6

To GcT IN A CAR AND fr'\AN) :ruST FI.OO~
IT I GRANDMA COULD SAY No. SH:E COVLD
SAY NO No NO i't.£bl. No. BUT INSTEAD
SH~ SAYS SATUP.O ....Y. ON SATURDAY
You AR.I: LeAVING. r - - - - - - - 1
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THE .JOKE IS HoW. MOM IS roo NeRVOUS
To DRwE liS, GRANDMA IS'ToO OLD,
NO ONE \(NOWS Wr\l:R£ DAi) IS AND
UNC \..f JO\\N IS A QUEER W~ICH DOES
NOT AFFEc.r You It DRIVING BUT /(1'1'
GRANtlft.A WON',- l;VEN LET VS SAY HI>
NAME. So WHAT tS THE CHO\(.€?AItI:
You REAOY IT~ HIE Bvs, I'M OLD ENOUGI'I THeY TELL ME . I'MOLl) EIoJov6R
TO \A~E US kRoSS 3 DAYS AND 2.
NI6I-1T'). THEY TELl ME 1 ALWAYS
WAr, veRy OLO FoR fY\'( AGE.\ _ _ .. _..

PORTLAND- 54 STATE 5T.- Large 1 bedroom apartments. Clean & nicely decorated.
Includes all utilities. $5OO/mo. +dep. Lease.
Call 761-0557 or n2-7977.
Reopond 10 any pelSOllai ..t by cdlng
1IOG-370-2041
Cal. coot $1 .49 • mI,.,le.
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apts/rent

~

(t'~ortland
~urt

Apts.

NEAR MAINE MALL
295 & 1·95
Modern Spacious 2 Bedrooms.
Heated or Unheated.

:'··i'lb.~~:o~:v~ance~i":i·:"

it" 'Qishwasher/Disposal.
• Self cleaning oven.
• Frost free r'efriger""*or
• Lg. laundry facilitYipo .,
}i
premises
::{ •••••
". WIW Carpeting /
• Private balconies

M • F: 9~, Sat & Sun: 12·5

761-2881
ProfeuJonlJl/y man.,ed
by DOUJEN, INC.

real estate

FASTIDIOUS HOMEI OFFICE CLEANING
SERVICE- Call Tony for free estimates. Excellent references. 828-1~10.

dating services

SKIS-I989 ATOMIC- SIZE 160. Boots- size
7-112. Tyrolia bindings. Very good condition. $92. 846-5279.

WESTEND- 3 BR, 1.5 bath. Recendy renova ted house with hardwood floors and spacious feeling. Fenced-in yard, off-street parking. Excellent investment as home or rental.
$79,000. Bruce Gingrich, Cenrury21 Banour,
77r=4=-2=1=21=.========::;,

GOLDEN RULE BUILDERS, INC.- Dormers,
family rooms, additions, kitchens, bathrooms, etc. Experienced remodelers- Residential and Commercial. Fully insured, ref.
erences. Serving Southern Maine. Quality
work at good rates. New Gloucester, 9263925; Saco, 282-7142.

MEET BEAUTIFUL, FAITHFUL, Marriageminded ladies from ASia, Russia, Europe,
North & South America. For FREE photo
brochure and completedetailscaIl702-4513070 anytime and leave mailing address.

IBM SELECTRIC II TYPEWRITER- Once the
ultimate. Needs cleaning and minor repair.
Camden. 236-1029. S92.

fj

$169 FOR 180 MONTHS

AnRAcnVE COUPLE WANT TO PERFORM
the music for your wedding ceremony and
reception . Keyboard and woman vocalist.
Jazzy, rhythmic, upbeat, fun . For references
and rates call Andrea, 878-5362.

$1,799 down, Apr 9.5%
(1992) Fleetwood 70' 3
bedr, $17,995. Vinyl
siding, shingled roof. Also
see our 14' or 16' wides
or double wides.

Soutb Portland, ME

!
I

$600 to $625
f

• Heat Included
• WIW carpeting, appliances
• Laundry room facilities
• Patio and walk-in storage
• Close to marina and beach
• A mple parking
• No pets, one year lease

f

~

1

.t

Modern two bedroom

apartments
in a quiet village setting
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HOMES

KITCHEN & BATH REMODEblNG and Interior Painting. Leo Loisel, 892-6899.
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FINALLY... AFFORDABLE
Cost-Effective
Health Insurance for
Self-Employed Individuals

ALWAYS THE
CHEAPEST

Undrwritten by
PFL Life Insurance Company

'1992' 3 bedr for $14,995
or 4 bedroom for $18,995.
And for the $14,995 put
$1,499 down 180 months
at $141 Apr 9.5%.
Double wide $24,995.

Call Douglas Strout
1-800-499-7609
207-871-7609

%e9l&wWa!f
!Meet in tlU 90s

How do single adult~ meet,
really? The best way to meet is
Compatibles. At Compatibles,
we know singles just like you.
Call us. We may know
someone speciJll
waiting 10
know you.

INCOME TAX
.
PREPARATION

MISCELLANEOUS HOUSEHOLD STUFF: 16
drop-ceiling tiles, baby items, books, 7973845.
REFRIGERATORIFREEZER Kelvinator nofrost, white; cobbler's be~ch coffee ~ble,
$92, 797-3845.
Weights (completeset)$3O; Hoover Vacuum
Cleaner $27; Antique Dress Form $35; $92
takes ALL. 772-2029.
MOVING SALE- 2115, 12-5 p.m. 174 Clark
St. Bed, desk, sofa, clothes, bike & household items. $92.
GE MICROWAVE-like new. $92. 772-8256.
JVC VCR- SUPER DEAL, $92. 772-8256.
FR!:E TO GOOD HOME: Full-sized box spring
& bed frame. Almost new. 772-1880.

wanted

2-3 day check with
RefUnd Anticipation Loan
Many Returns Completed
While You WlZit

SOUND STUDIO RECORDING GEAR-Ampex
AG600 recorders, need work $75-95 each.
SHURE mixer $199, mikes $34 up, record
changer $35, 16 volume sound effects Iibrary $134, music stand $29, tape timers
$58 each. For list call 761-4397.
COMPUTERIOFFICE EQUIPMENT- Macintosh Plus, 4 meg RAM $8SO, 20 meg hard
drive $175, together $925. Computer carry
case $35, heavy duty file cabinetSl45, round
conference table $175, dictation system
$545, desk calculator$45, more. Forlist call

• Reasonable
• Experienced
• Prompt
• Confidential
FaT estimate OT appointn'l£nt,
call John Hudson at

772.1199

7 am to 10 pm • 7 days a week
~LECTIIONIC
~TAXFllING

I'r"'N""A=S""T=Y=..J
.. ~y
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n.
COM P U LSI V E I e LEA N I N G

... and other life aupport services

OFFICE ASSISTANT- Pennanent Part-time
position at fast growing environmentally
oriented company. ApprOXimately 25 hrsj
week during aftemoons. Right person has a
fun, vibrant personality and thrives in a
progressive, spirited, high energy office environment. Key skills include: minimum of
50 WPM typing, Macintosh experience,
strong phone presence, and capability to
$40,OOOlyr! READ BOOKS and TV scripts. juggle many balls without sacrificing attenFill out simple " like/don't like" form. EASY! tion to detail. Send letter and resume to
Fun, relaxing at home, beach, vacations. Moulded Fibre Technology, 82 Scott Drive,
Guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24 hour record- Westbrook, ME04092,Attn: Paula.No phone
ing. 801-379-2925. Copyright IMEI14EB. calls please.

If you've ever cleaned up for
the cleaning person ... or worse,
cleaned up after them .. .
You need me in your life

772-8784
re sidential

KA YAKICAMPING GEAR- Nautiraid II, 2 person or solo, folding kayak $2400. Dry bags
S7-$24, paddle $75, PFDs $40 each, 2 person tent$84, sleeping mats $9-$46, weather
gear $34-$59, Coleman lantern $35, backpack $34, binoculars $69, cooking gear and
more. For list call 761-4397 .

MONOTONY IS HAZARDOUS TO YOUR
HEALTH' Come check out TANGENTS at
247B Congress st. (one block up Munjoy
Hill from Levinsky's) for an eclectic assortment of T-shirts, new & vintage clothing ,
records, comic books, collectables &more.
Escape those winter blahs at TANGENTS
where everything is 10%-50% off until
spring! Open 10-6, Mon.-Sat. Call Mike at
774-5024 for more info. We are always
looking to buy or consign quality art, jewelry, clothing , records, tapes, CDs &
collectables.

commercial

CHARLES B. MELCHER
PHOTOGRAPHER

AT LAST-THE MLM YOU'VE BEEN lOOK·
ING FOR! Over 250 products you're already
using. No breakaway's, OR front-end loading. Lowest monthly qualifying in industry.
Easily attainable car bonus. 878-8346.
ja"" t;.
jolm

business services

761-4397.

ARTISTIPHOTO EQUIPMENT- 30' x 22' art
portfolio $27, 36' x 24' art portfolio $34 .
Light melers $125 each . Harmonicas $14$60. Call 761-4397.

Katherine Clark

help wanted

ScboIa •
"-,,,,"--.....c.J

$92
STUFF
FOR SALE

Rodtpon

EXTRAORDINAI(y PORTRAITS

HANDYMAN WITH TRUCK AVAILABLE to
501 Cumberland Ave .
do odd jobs and moving. I'll move you
Ponland 775-6301
POSTALJOBS: $11.41I11r. PLUS BENEFITS. locally or long distance. Experienced & deRural carriers needed. Noexperience neces- pendable with references. Call for my low
sary. Call for exaam preparation: 1-800- rates, 774-2159 anytime.
285-7678.
INCOME TAX PREPARATION- Virginia M. VOICEMAIL BOXES AVAILABLE. Recorded
Johnson,
Certified Public Accountant, 686 message gives details. 772-1209, BoxiSO.
LEGAL SECRETARY- SMALL, ACnVE LAW
Brighton
Ave.,
Portland, ME 04102-1012.
FIRM seeks legal secretary with top organizational skills. WP 5.1 & Timeslips III. Send 207-772-2322.

business opps

I

Recycle this Paper

J & P GALLERY offers unique handcrafted
items from Maine's craftspeople noted for
quality. Stained glass supplies and lessons
also featu red. Southgate, Rt. 1, Scarboroug h.
Monday thru Friday 9:30-6, Saturday 105:30. 883-4556.

AREYOU LOOKING FOR TOP QUALITY USED
household items at great prices? We consign, buy & sell: Fumiture, rugs, dishes,
.paintinQs. iewelrv. etc. Please visit us and
compare lor value. YESTERDAY'S, 106 Main PORTLAND MAN SEEKS COMMUTE to NewSt., Yarmouth, Wed.-Sat. 10-5, Sun. 12·4. ton, MA (Boston area) twice a week. Call
Tel. 846-5776.
773-2S03 and leave message.

• QUICK REFUNDS.

NURTURING C'HILDCARE NEEDED for infant and kindergarten-age girl in our home.
Full time Monday through Friday. References required. Would consider mom with
one child. 773-0631 .

resume and references to LEDA, 10 Molton
St., Portland, ME 04101

Four 7SOR 16' retreads, new condition 592,
774-2159.

arts & cralts
stul110r sale

child care

CHILD CARE- INFANT EXPERIENCE, references required. Available days and weekends. COOK- Breakfast experience, 1 yr..
excellent references. Apply in person at
Bindiffs Cafe, 98 Portland SI. 1:30-2:30,
TueS.-thurs.

1 ~800-870-3318

Conzpatibles

HOMES

START 1992 OFF RIGHT. Join other artists/ HOME-PRENEURS WANTED- Moms, retircraft people in building at 317 Cumbe~and ees, seasonal workers. Run a successful
Ave. 400-1200 sq. ft. Lights and heat in- business from home while having fun and
cluded. Parking available. No lease required. helping others. Call 733-2042.
. Call 772-6527.
PART -TIME POSITION- OFFICE PERSONLARGE PORTLAND PHOTO STUDIO for rent. People With Aids Coalition of Maine is look·
Full and half day rates, lighting available, free ing for a person who has experience with
parking. Larger space available for parties. HIV i~sues to oversee the daily routine of a
Call John, 773-3961 .
drop-in center. Office and computer skills
preferred. Submit resume to: PWA Coalition
of Maine, 377 Cumbertand Ave., Portland,
ME 04101.

Includes Myers-Briggs
Personality Inventory.

N~tlon;ll A$$ o ci~lion (o r Ih(O Setf.Employed$

Rt 1A, Holden, ME 207-539-4759
Hours: Daily 9-6. Sunday 10-5

PART-TIME HOUSEKEEPER: Dependable,
hard-working person needed for 10-12 hrsl
wk. of housecleaning, laundry, etc. Flexible
hours, fair pay. please call n 4-37 46.

OAK Rocking Chair $32, Telephone Table
Chair Combo $30, Oak Chair, $92 takes ALL,
282-9202.

PORTLAND

LIN

A.RTIST ONLY BUI LDING- Very large, light,
allY, huge Windows overlook downtown
Portland, storeroom/ darkroom, lots of wall
space. $4251mo. incl. utils. 799-7890.

• Affordable
• Confidential
• Supportive &
Individualized Attention

883-1066

Homes from Champion,
Holly Park, Imperial, Norris,
and Redman ,

BE ON T.V. many needed for commercials.
Now hiring all ages. For casting info call
(615) 779-7111 ext. T-1265

$200-$500 WEEKLY! Assemble products at
home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.
Fully guaranteed. FREE 24 hour recording.
801-379-2900 Copyrighll ME114DH
I

Sunday 10-5

studios/rent

JENNY LIND BABY CRADLE, white, solid
wood with matress, like new, and teddy bear
curtains for baby's nursery, brand new, both
for $921 Call 797-8722.

DISABILITY CONSULTATION- Have you
been denied Social Security disability benefits? Professional help at lowest possible
price. Call 799-2163, Ragay-Lundkvist.

Rt 26, Oxford, ME 207-539-4759

SUMMIT
TERRACE
APARTMENTS

A DATING SERVICE
DeSigned for discriminating
people Over 40.

STRIVING ARTISTS CLEANING SERVICE"Supporting the Arts"! Residential &Commercial cleaning . Reasonable rates/clean·
ing supplies provided. Many years of experience. Please contact: Sarah Spalding 7752557.

Homes from Champion,
Fleetwood, Henderson,
Imperial, Mansion, Norris,
and Sterling,

Hours: Daily 9-6,

CREATING COUPLES

PARIS MANUFACTURING CO. TOBOGGAN,
solid WOod, 7 feet long, complete with pad:
$92. Call 797-8722.

ACOUSTICGUITAR$92.CalI773-7701 anytime.

PAGERIBEEPER- NEW CONDITION, also
I hand-held
scanner, 100 channel: $92. 7725737 .

1986 PLYMOUTH COLT (MITSUBISHI).
57,000 miles, well-maintained. Reliablewinter car. One owner. $900 or best offer. 8710473.

publications

learning

CASH IN ON THE BANKING CRISIS! My 65
page dossier has been developed for the
benefit of the average person. Send $25 to
L.P.L., P.O. Box 9715-143, Portland, ME
04104.

EVERY CHILD IS AN ARTIST! Recent art
NISSAN SENTRA SE- 1987 Sport Coupe school graduate/ working artist wants to
Automatic, red & black, sunroof, AMlFM help nurrure your childs creativity. Lessons
cassette,looks, runs excellent, 38,000 miles. in my home. Very reasonable rates. 7738368.
$5,300, B.O. 767-5817.
CHEVY BONANZA, 79- AMlFM cassette, tilt
steering, new windshield, brakes, ignition,
under 50K. $1350 or B.O. 879.()478 or 2832434.
CORvrnE 1981 - Glass tops, 37k miles, all
options, looks and runs like new. $12,000
firm. 846-6970.

A

Rhythm Tap Classes

JAGUAR XJ6 1987- Dorchester Gray, 58K
miles, great condition, leather interior, 1
driver, garaged. $17,500. CaIlI-2B2-5680
after 7 p.m.

Taught by Billie Johnston of Portland Rhythm Tappers,
$7/class or $24/ mo.

classes starting Monday, Feb. 17th.
Intermediate level 6:30 p.m" Beginners 7:30 p.rn ..

VW GOLF 1986- 4door, automatic, AlC, MN

773-3558

FM cassette, cloth interior, 66,000 miles, 1
owner. $4,100. 1-247-3000.
OLDS CUTLASS 1978 - 4dr, automatic, no
rust, runs excellent, new motor, tilt steering,
rally sport rims. $650 or B.O. 797-7836.

Is Your Child
Bored or Ignored?

BRONCO XLT 1990- Loaded. AlC, cruise,
AMlFM stereo cassette, 302-V8, automatic.
$14,000. Call 797-2227.
SAAB 900 - 1984, blue, 3-<l00r, 5-speed,
cassette/stereo, no rust. Excellent Maine
car, only $2, ISO. Brit days, 865-6211 .

I

TRY OUR
WHEELS DEAL!

THOMPSON'S POINT, BUILDING lA

Hill

1

School

Hill School may be the answer
you've been looking for.
OUr home school environment will nurture and
challenge yoU' child, kindergarten through Grade 5.
Certified, professional teacher/state accredited.
Now enrolling ages 4-6,
Please call or write.

62 Monument St . • Portl

ME 04101 • 879-1921

ADENTION CRAFTSPEOPLE: Ideal space
available to sell yourcrafts.Established store
irt C.E. on a tourisl route. No rental cost,
CALIFORNIA- $149! Fly coast to coast any- consignment basis. 767-2803.
time. EUROPE- only $160! Hitch a ride on a AMATUER VARIETY SHOW SEEKS Danccommercial jet. CARRIBBEAN- only $189! ers, singers, magiCians, musicians, comics,
Round-trip airto somewhere wann & sunny! vaudevillians. Interested? Call for details,
AIRHITCH(r)- 212-864-2000 .
773-3558.

bulletin board

DATELINE N.E. ADULTS SINGLES DANCE
every Friday night at 8 p.m. at the Portland
Marriott Sable's Lounge, exit 7 off Rt. 95.
Dateline D.J., great buffet, door prizes, cover
charge, no jeans. 871-8000.

Paper plates

'~H~·~11_

Each of these
whimsical license
plates Is from a
different locality
listed below. See if
you can match
them up.
-Japan
Switzerland
-Hawaii
-California
Rhode Island
-Italy
-Lebanon
-Nevada
Devil's Island
South Africa
-Australia
District of
Columbia
-France
-Alaska

.,,, : ...i+.

3

2

[1§'iJCfj1ij
13

14

Can you solve the Real Puzzle? There is a $20 gift certificate from
Alberta's for the first-prize winner. The second-prize winner receives two
free passes to The Movies at Exchange Street. Winners will receive their
prizes in the mail. Drawings are done at random. Contestants are
ineligible to win more than one prize in a four-week 'span. Only one entry
is allowed per person per week.
All entries for this week's puzzle must be received by Wednesday,
February 26. The solution to this week's puzzle will appear in the March 5
issue of 0.5eo Bay Weekly. Send your best guess to: Real Puzzle #109
Casco Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St., Portland, Maine 04101
(Name-o-graphs II)
13) Ruth

4) TomMix
5) kepwie

7) sheik
8) sangster
9) a><d (not dea»
10) evolution
11) ooup

14) stork
15) KIng George
16) heUo
17) parrot

6) G.B.Shaw

12) sheriff

18) fox

1) Un~Sam
2) Walter Hagen

3) parachute

This week, Georgia Ryan and a friend will dine at Alberta's.
Portland' s Mary Sossong and a friend will take in a movie at The
Movies at Exchange Street.
(Don Rubin's book, BRAINSTORMS, ..... r<andy rublishtd by Harp'" and Row.)

SOUND ALTERNATIVES buys, sells & trades
new & used records, tapes, and CDs. Call
774-4446 (11-6).

-

music
MUSIC CENTER OF MAINE- Maine's Percussion Specialists. Private lessons and
classes available for Latin Percussion (conga,
timbales, etc.) and full drumset studies.
Phone Phil Verrill, 883-4449 for more information.
PIANO-YAMAHA MIA, Continental styling,
showroom condition, beautiful polished
Ebony finish, full body sound. $2450. 7970258, leave message.

Portland's 'Largest
Adult Entertainment
Center!
Offering a huge selection of
videos, magazines and toys for
the discriminating adult ...

SINGERS! SONGWRITERS! Digital quality
recording now available at a price you can
afford. Pro quality sampling, sequencing,
and OAT mastering for only $15111r. You
won't belive your ears! 775·2159.

•

CHEAP !
FBI/U.S.
SEIZED
'89
Mercedes ... 5200; '86 VW ... S50; '87
Mercedes ...$100; '65 Mustang ... $50. Choose
from thousands starting at $25. FREE 24
hour recording reveals details. 801-3792929. Copyright IMEI14JC.
$$CASH CASH CASH $$-WE HAUL AWAY
JUNK CARS AND TRUCKS, any condition,
seven days a week, 9-9. 773-6878

By Don Ruben

Solution to Real Puzzle # 107

CHANGE AMERICA RADIO! II's not just talk,
it's action! This week: Presidential candidates, populist agitator Jim Hightower, and
of course, your calls. Changing America one
hour at a time on WMPG, 90.9 fm, Wednes·
day nights at 10 p.m.

wheels

real puzzle

"We Have What YOll're
Searching For ... And Then Some!"

Newly Remodeled & Newly Expanded!

TOYOTA COROLLA GTS, 1985- Twin Cam
liftback, excellent condition, 68K, PIS,
sunroof, cruise control, power mirrors, Am/
Fm/cass. $3800 or B.O. 772-8701.
DODGE ASPEN-1979, 4 dr., 102,500 miles,
Inspected 'til May. Interior in great shape .
$350 or B.O. 767-1009 eves.

VW GTI 1984- 75 K, new sticker, looks and
runs excellent. Kenwood stereo. 52900 or
B.O. 871-8684 or 772-2008.
TOYOTA LANDCRUISER WAGON, 1974- 4
WD, 4 dr., elec. rear window, tr. hitch. West
coast vehicle, minimal rust. $1000 or B.O.
Call Matt, 871 -7028.

PORTLAND
• VIDEO EXPO.
666 Congress St • 774-137
Open M-Sat. 10-10 •

,

33

Also in KITTERY
• VIDEO EXPO.
Route 236 • 439-6285
Open M-Sat. 10-10 • Sun, 12-7

-
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CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY CBW PERSONAL

women

fir

men

DWF EDUCATOR, 49, SEEKS
FRIENDLY rela1ionship with sensilive,
caring, NlS man for dining in or out xcountry skiing, enjoying classical music, and cultural events. 'ltS081
HIKING, CAMPING, SKATING, crosscountry skiing, dining out or in, and
movie-going would be much more fun
with a tall, fit, intelligent, easy-going,
NlS, 36-45 y.o. man. This tall, slim,
attractive woman seeks such a man for
a loving. long-lerm relationship.
'!t5079
BIG (NOHAT) HUGGYBEAR WANTED
for TtC by cuddle bear who likes outdoors, animals, quiet times, quiet talks,
movies, music & dancing. Write P.O.
Box 118, Bar Mills, ME 04oo4-{)118.
'!t5069
SWF, 40. ON AGOOD DAY 1'M intellectual, educational, serious. On a great
day I'm foolish, affectionate, flakey,
but can speak in complete sentences.
Enjoy movies, hiking, theatre, blues,
travel, bookstores and junkshops.Seek
intensesensitive male, 35-45. P.O. Box
8436, Portland 04104. '!t5068
ATTRACTIVE, SLENDER, FIT 44 SWF
seeking attractive man who is intelligent, nice, normal, personable, fun.
Must by definition be attractive- nice
looki ng. '!t5067
READY
FOR
A
GREAT
RELATIIONSHIP? Me, too! College
educated, DWF, artistic, slim, fit, attractive and caring, would liketo meet
a college educated, tall, fit DWM, 4856, lived'travelled outside of Maine,
interested in art, poetry, good books,
jazz. thegreatoutdoors. CBWBox914.
'!t5089
FIRST CLASS FLIGHT: Non-smoking
section, full meal service, smile and
humor. Smooth take-off and landing.
Fifty year-old female seeks humorous,
well-travelled and well-versed male,
45-55. Don~ let the picture on your
fligfit be 'Home Alone'. '!t5090

,

CUPID'S COMING! Short, sassy, DWF
seeks ONLY attractive SIOWM, 5'9" +
up, NlS, social drinker, no drugs, 34·
42, in Greater Portland area who admires openness, honesty, romance &
senstivity in a person and enjoys skiing, dancing, beaches, camping,. movies, dining inlout, etc. Photo please.
'!t5092
ATIRACTIVE,EDUCATED,CARINGand
loving SWF, 31, who is an everyday
person, looking to connect with SWM,
30-40, who is sensitive, educated, loving and caring- one who knows about
growth and is willing to work on the
process of getting to know one another
for long-term, committed relationship.
CBW Box 923. '!t5101
FAT & SNUGGLY BUT FAR FROM
UGLY. SWF, 32, 5'4·, amorous, fun,
intelligent and great conversationalist.
Seeks N/S chem-free, fun, sincere,
honest guy who doesn't rrind dating a
lady whose weight is not proportionate
to height. '!t5129

I

l'1- i ;

SWF, INTERESTED IN MEETING A
VERY special man, 35-45 from lhe
Portland area who is attractive, professional, NlS, outdoor oriented, sensitive, secure, sincere & monogamous.
Please help me find you. P.O. Box
3493, Portland, ME 04104. 'ltS130
FOXY, FUN, FIREY FEMINIST SEEKS
sincere, sensitive, sexy, New Age Guy.
I enjoy the outdoors, sports, music,
movies and books. I am a sophisticated, intelligent, bubbly, blue-eyed
blond, new in town, looking for a real
friend or more. '!t5127
LET'S COOK UP A GOURMET FEAST
OF LIFE together- Chef: DWF, N/S, l1.1
D, 110 Ibs. 5'6', 55+ y.o. Ingredients:
music, theater, dancing, karaoke, movies, hiking, biking, working ou~ running, books, hugs, hand-holding, beach
walks. Looking for. co-chef, 0 or SlM
with matching fire at 55+! (No couch
potatoes need apply!) '!t5125

26 AND SEEKING SENSUAL SOMEONE to spoil with breakfast in bed,
candlelig htdi nners, dancing, music and
all night jam sessions. I'm a professional, educated, inle1ligent woman
who's ready 10 meet a man who is
uninhibited and not easily intimidated,
NlS. Letters preferred, photos appreciated. '!t5122
YOUNG SINGLE FEMALE LOOKING for
Single man, 16-25, someone who likes
dancing, dining and intimate, clean fun.
'!t5120
SWF, 22 AND PREGNANT, LOOKING
FOR SWM for immediate marriage.
Must really want a child! I am college
educated, IQ of 172, W.A.S.P., drug
. and smoke free, and emotionally very
stable. Please be sincere, devoted, and
trustworthy. I promise the same. CBW
Box 927. '!t51 t 9
IT'S BEEN A LONG COLD WINTER, and
with at least another six weeks to go,
this single female, 24, 5'6', very slim,
seeks a non-furry SM, 25-35, who's
not afraid of his own shadow. Let's
brave the elements together! '!t5118
JUST FORTY, FABULOUS, FUN-LOVING FEMALE seeks adventurous mate
for dancing, especially slow dancing,
romanlic outings, candlelight dinners,
long talks and long walks on the beach,
along with intimacy at its fullest. I love
traveling, photography, and politics
plus... Age and race unimportant!
'!t5114
SWF, 23, GORGEOUS PROFESSIONAL,
outgoing girl that has no time to meet
people, willing to slow career down for
the right SWM professional, 20-27,
athletic, secure, good-looking guywith
aheart of gold. Is there anyone who fits
this description? Send letter &photo.
'!t511 0
WHERE HAVE ALL THE FLOWERS
GONE, picked by young gi~s everyone? A fortysomething flower lover
seeks stable stamen of a hardy perennial- like the lupine- predictable, colorful and does well in the house or field.
Forget-me-noton Valentine's Day. CBW
Box 929. '!t5106
AN ABUSED HEART (BUT STILL
DREAMING!) residing in a 30 yr. old
body... Single parent with minor vices
who smokes, drinks, occasionally
overindulges. My kids SZ/ I'm beautiful, but they already love me... Sick to
death of crumbs, bums, & B.S. artists.
Are you? '!t5139
FUN, SKI, FUN, SKI, WHAT SHALL IT
BE? SF, 35, educated, professional, allAmerican, pretty, blond, average size,
NlS, extrovert, would like to meet
Greater Portland SM, 35-40 (+ or -)
with similar Qualities to have fun rock
n' rollingorpiaying Beethoven. '!t5134

DIVORCED FEMALE HUMAN, RESIDENT of earth for 36 years. Wholesome background, even temperament,
sunny disposition, two 'older' offspring. Smoker, light brown hair, blueeyed and fair. 5'9', 125 Ibs. well proportioned. Avoiding bars, wishing on
stars for tall, kind, artiCUlate human
male lor friendship/companion. CBW
Box 938. '!t5162

T.v.

DATING IS OUT, bars are meat
markets, did OK with an ad, trying
again for better. SWF, 5'4', 110Ibs.,
blue eyes. Pretty and attractive I am.
Drinker and drugger I am not. Lady,
tomboy, honest is me. Call to find out
more about me. '!t5179

TO GO: ONE SWFWITH BLONDE HAIR,
blue eyes, one bottle of wine aged 22
yrs., side order of wit and pizzazneeded
for movies, Hountry skiing, theater,
dining & sailing. '!t5181

SWF, 24, SEEKS BLOND, BLUE-EYED
J. Crew-styled intellectual humanist,
25-28. Ideal man enjoys working
through the process both physically
and mentally. Pertect man shall have CELTICS ANYONE? SWF, 30, TALL,
the mind of a lawyer and the spirit of a SLIM, attractive, seeks SWM with love
preacher. Call, I know you exist '!t5173 of sports, music & Sunday brunch.
Let's meet for a Bloody Mary and comSWF, 30s, PROFESSIONAL, ACTIVE, pare notes. Lakers' fans need not reply.
Christian, open-minded, wih passion '!t5195
for books, animals, and enjoying nature, desires to meet sensitive, honest, DARE YOU TO TRY SOMETHING DIFSingle man. '!t5158
FERENT, have some fun! SWF, 28, tall
and attractive, looking to moot exciting
I"LL SHOW YOU MINE IF you'll show
new friends. Maybethat someone speme yours! Mine is an ea~y 40s, good
cial. Why not try something different, I
looking, trim, blonde Portland prolessional who likes to have fun and is am. Photo. CBW Box 950. '!t5196
ready to take some chances. What's
yours? '!t5155
SWF- VERY ATTRACTIVE, PROFESSIONAL, looking for SWM, 35-43, to
teach meto downhill ski and whatever
else may develop. CBW Box 954.
'!t5169

SWF, 32, NOT LOVESICK, just looking
for a buddy. Classical music, hiking
and cooking is rrfoj remedy for those
occasional empty nights and weekends. If you are NlS, 35-45, and a
practical romantic. I'd liketo hear from
you. '!t5225

SWF PROFESSIONAL, 47, looking for
SWM professional interested in friendship (1) and romance (2). If you enjoy
relaxing over dinner, the theatre and
good conversation, give me acall. What
do we have to lose? '!t5219
DWF, 36, N/S, ATIRACTIVE, fit, college educated. Passions: countrydancing, animals, romance, log homes,
outdoor activities, boating, travel, cuddling and conversation. Seeking like
men who consider women equal partners. Must be monogamous, physically/mentally active, willing to communicate, financially secure and able
to commit. CBW Box 958. '!t5221
SWF, 19, LOOKING FOR RIGHT MAN
to hold hands, cuddle and just have
plain fun with. If you're 21-26, tall and
looking for the same, plus have a good
sense of humor, here I am, waiting.
'!t5233
DWF LOOKING FOR AN OLD-FASH10NEDtypeguyto be rrfojoneandonly.
No more running around. If you're average looking, 35 or older and have
sown all your wild oats and are sure
you can betrue-... Photoplease. '!t5226
Respond to any personal ad by
calling
900-370-2041
Calls cost $1.49 a minute.

person 01 the week
DWF, 36, N/S, ATTRACTIVE, fit, college educated.
Passions: country dancing, animals, romance, log
homes, outdoor activities, boating, travel, cuddling and conversation. Seeking like men who
consider women equal partners. Must be monogamous, physically/mentally active, willing to communicate, financially secure and able to commit.
CBW Box 958. 'B'5221
Each week, a Casco Bay Weekly personal ad is chosen as CBW's 'Person of the Week' and
is awarded two free movie tickets, compliments of Maine Mall Cinemas. All personal ads are
entered.in the drawing.

THE MARINES ARE LOOKING FOR a DF, 42, GENUINE, COMPASSIONATE,
few good men, I jusl need one. Basic forthrigh~ fit and fun professional with
training includes movies, long walkS, city and country interests seeks eduRed Sox, horseback riding, yoga and cated, honest sensiliveand caring man
THERE'S ROOM IN MY LIFE FOR A candlelight dinners. An extended tour for long-term, monogamous relationthoughtful man with depth, soul, cour- of duty in Maine with a cute SWF, 33, ship. '!t5207
age, integrity, and wicked good sense 5'2,11 OIbs. follows graduation. '!t5175
I'M SEEKINGASINCERE MAN, who is
of humor. I'm an attractive SWF, 38,
with all the above. I love nature, inde- LOVE SPORTS BUT TIRED OF PLAY- nice, loving, between 40-50 yrs. old,
pendent thinking, the arts, the mystery ING GAMES? Are you looking for a that enjoys going out dancing, counollife, lunch at AI berta's, and rrfoj dog ... woman to share your passion for trylwestern bands, rock & roll hits of
I hate dogmatic fundamentalism, sports? This 31 y.o. attractive OWF 50s & 60s, soon! I have children and
wishy-washiness, hard-rock, cocktail could be your ticket to fun and ro- pets. I also enjoy cooking, walking,
chal, and flossing. Et tu? CBW Box mance. Looking for attractive, intelli- swimming, going to movies or out to
gent NlS s/DWM25-35 who is ready to eat I havedarkchestnut hair and brown
933. '!t5132
build a relationship. CBW Box 942. eyes, height 5'5'. '!t5210
I AM AN ATIRACTIVE 27 yr. old plus- '!t5176
SWF, 34, NlS, ATIRACTIVE 5'6', 135
size woman seeking a 25·35 yr. old SW MOM- 35, 5'6', ATIRACTlVE, Ibs-, workout at Bay Club, seeksSlOM
single man who likes country music heelthy, active, adventurous, educated who likes big farrilies (I'm from one),
and dancing, children, sliding, snowand independent I enjoy travel, music, children (I have one), weekends away
ball fights, beaches. yard sales, mo- hiking, skiing and camping, I'm ahope- and time at home, ice-skating with my
nogarrfoj, and plus-size women. Must less romantic who loves to laugh. Are daughter, most types of music (espebe over 5'10' with a sense of humor. you mature, attractive, inlelligent, 5'9" cially country, no heavy metal) and
'!t5149
or over, trim, NlS, sensitive, sincere, dancing. P.O. Box 7772, Portland
passionate? Let's get together. Letters 04112. '!t5213
CLASSY, SPIRITED, DYNAMITE LADY,
preferred. CBW Box 943. 'Z1'5178
SW, attractive, smart and .SilSsy, 405,
YOUTH SEEKS STRANGER- Interests
NlS, N/O, loves nature, outdoor activi- SHARING, CARING, LOVING, LAUGH- includewriting,ASplitSecond, Cohen,
ties, dining, danCing, travel, the arts, ING and learning are the values; hiking, 4AD folks, Coil, soundmen with duct
much more. Looking for SWM, 38-52, biking, dancing & conversing are tape, fresh fruit, good movies, visiting
N/S, N/O, professional, healthy, self- among the interests of this rrid-40s NYC. You know if you're interested in
actualized, honest, sense of humor to SWF looking for male with similar val- coffee shop conversation 0 rsomething
sharesame interests and more. '!t5147 ues and interests. '!t5177
altogether different. Write: Attractive
SWF 21, P.O. Box 5200, Portland,
HI! YES, YOU FROM RORIDA- I'M IF OPUS WERE HUMAN, I'D ASK HIM 04101. '!t5214
5'6',145. I love the beach but this time OUT.l'm24, N/S, university grad, slim;
Reapond to any personal ad by
of year irs too cold for me. I also into conversation, college radio, danccalling
workout. let's mee1 & work-out to- ing, and puns. If you're NlS, in 2Os,
900-370-2041
gether? Maybe I can keep your cold honest, open-rrinded, and don't have
Calla cost $1.49 a minute.
blood warm? '!t5170
herring breath, call me! '!t5182

men fir women
TALL, ATHLETIC PROFESSIONAL, attractive, easy and fun to be With gentleman, seeks bright, happy, serious, but
fun lady, 25-32, looking great in a bikini, lor salling adventure in British
Virgin Islands on chartered yacht, lor
vacation with other experienced sailors in April. Southern Maine person
preferred. Loads of music, sun, fun
and rum. Let's meet 10 talk over coffee.
'!t5174
WARM, GOOD-LOOKING, HAPPY,
TALL, rugged man, 305, would like to
meet professional lady (M. D., J.D., R.N.,
teacher), late 20s, athletic, slim,
shapely, interested in settling down,
outdoor activities, raising a family, intellectual pursuits, and travel. If you
have kids attached, that's great. Portland-Lewiston area. '!t5159
OUTDOORSY, INDEPENDENT SWM,
34, looking for SWFto share times and
same interests. CBWBox940, '!t5164
tADIES, I'M 26 YA. OLD STALLION
sick of relationships that end in heartache, 5'11'1421bs-, brown/brown, sli m,
very good-looking, disease-free, look·
ing for a good time, not a long time.
Don't be shy. Greater Portland area.
Picture would be nice. '!t5161
BROWN-EYED/ BROWN-HAIR MAN
would like to enjoy spring forever with
brown-eyed/ brown-hair women.
'!t5160

(Calls cost 1.49/min)

AffiNTlON:ADVENTUROUS,ADROIT
aficionado attracted to alluring
acQuiantance (F, 25-45). Aberrations
acceptable, affair de coeur affirmed.
Anonymity assured. Alliteration apprenticeships accepted; aptitude ancillary.
Amicable antics agreeable; apathy appalling. All answers acknowledged (a
la photo) abruptly. Author (WM, 40)
anxiously awaiting. '!t5171
HEY CUPID! REMEMBER ME? I'm the
SWM, 33, who pointed out educated,
attractive women, 25-35, lor you to
target with your love arrows. Well, I'm
still waiting for that one pierced heart.
What's the matter? Can1 you shoot
straight? Or are you still having problems with you r quiver? Please try agai n
and keep your aim below 5'6'. And
please don't deny a smitten heart. Her
letter (and photo?) is avery good start.
CBW Box 946. '!t5183
CABIN FEVER? NOT TOO SHABBY
SWM, 43, seeks compassionate, outdoors onented, pulchritudinous and
mellowing overachiever, who considers personal growth and a healthy relationship a priority, but fears she may
have more depth than most men, because she keeps meeting guys who
prove it. Humor mandatory, wealth
considered, your photo gets mine. P.O.
Box 9715-986, Portland, ME 04104.
KNIGHT IN SHINING ARMOR I'm not.
But I am a dependable, good-natured
SWM. Looking tofind a I~elimefriend
ship, possibly marriage with a professional woman who's ready to share
career with romance. I'm 32, 1601b.,
5'8'. Love music, photooraphy, racquetball, dancing, sailing, hiking, or
cuddling watching movies. Try me!
Call '!t5187
MWM, 32, ATTRACTIVE AND SHY,
loves sports and the outdoors, seeks
attractive, thin female for conversation
and intimacy. Call, and discretion is
assured. '!t5186
39, PROFESSIONAL SWM. I love
Marsden Hartley's Maine landscapes
in lhe Portland Museum of Art. Even
more, I love to bike, paddle, hike, and
skate through those landscapes rrfojself. Preferably with acourageous, funloving, educated, honest woman who
revels in her, and others', sense 01
humor. CBW Box 952. '!t5184
GORGEOUS FIT PROFESSIONAL, 32,
looks 25, speaks four languages, loves
art, theater, literature and radical workouts, seeks compatible, clean, cultured,
woman who flosses, forseriousfriendship and? Photo gets photo. CBW Box
948.
ATTRACTIVE, UNFULFILLED MWM,
36,6'0', 180lb. seeks physically fit NlS,
MlSWF, 25-45 for friendship, fulfillment, fantasy and fun. Shed your inhibitions and let's spend some discreet
time together. '!t5192
DWM, 36, NlS, LIGHT DRINKING, very
fit, attractive and sincere, slightly introverted, blue collar background with a
while collar job. Seeking woman, 3040, lit, slightly extrovertd, who appreciates a Wide range of physical activities, music, good food, open conversation, and friendship at first. A pholo
would be appreciated and returned if
desired.
, CBW Box 951 .
DWM, 31 ,6'2', 190 Ibs.INSEARCHOF
intelligent, vivacious lady to spend qualItytime with. My interests include photography, nature, outdoor aclivities,
cooking, music, reading & more. If you
are S/DWF, 24-35, 5'10' & up slim
professional, intelligent I hope to hear
from you. '!t5197
SWM, 5'10', 160 Ibs. physically fit,
seeks SWF. You don't have to be slim
andattractive, but have good personality, sense of humor, romantic, enjoy
outdoors, gardens, fishing, hiking,
walks, also love to dance, theaters,
movies, dining. I am also easY1loing,
conSiderate. All replies answered.
'!t5205
Respond to any personal ad
by calling

900-370-2041
Calls cost 51.49 a minute.

SUCCESSFUL SWM, 32, 5'10', 150Ibs.,
black hair, blue eyes. Collegeeducated,
witty and good looking. Seeks attrac·
tive, slim SWF, 22-30. Enjoy art, music, sailing, and all that New England
has to offer. Personal growth, romance,
planning your life, and living your
dreams should all be important. Compose afew linesonyourwo~d and let's
share. All responses answered. CBW
Box 953.
TIRED OF AVERAGE GUYS? Successful NlS executive, 30 y.o., DWM is
looking for NlS SlDWF, 27-33 who is
intelligent, attractive, fit, ambitious and
looking for aspecial man.lenjoysports,
music, dining out and spending time
together. P.O. Box 8566, Portland,
04104. '!t5216.
PROFESSIONAL,ATIRACTlVE,26y.0.
SWM. NlS and chern-free. I enjoy skiing, ska1ing, and other outdoor activities. Looking for SWfin 20s who likes
togetoutand have fun. NlSandchemfree. Call me. '!t5217
DYNAMIC, SWM, 26, ATTRACTIVE,
intellectual and educated, sensitive, with
professional job, just a big kid inside
looking to have fun, looking for someone spontaneous to do almost anythi ng. CBW Box 957. '!t5220
SWM, 31, OESIRES TO MEET A fun
loving woman who enjoys activities
that require movement. I enjoy skiing,
running and biking. Let's meet talk and
have some brews. Photo appreciated.
'!t5223
SWM, 30, ATTRACTIVE, PROFESSIONAL, sensitive, secure, honest and
fun, seeking SWFwith similar Qualities
who is ready to comrrit to a serious
relationship. You must value other
people's feelings as well as your own,
and be able to laugh at life. Youshould
alsoenjoy exerCising, and considertrust
and mutual respect as extremely important. Last you should recognize
that any long term relationship begins
with an initial attraction and a friendship. CBW Box 959. 'ltS234
SWM, 27 y.o. SEARCHING FOR a lovable, slender, younger gi~ (16-24),
who's full of life, creative, out1loing,
spunky and open-minded for friendship and possibly more if compatible.
Pregnant or not, child okay. Let's explore a new life together. CBW Box
960. '!t5230
SWM, 27, INMATE TO BE RELEASED
4192, brown hair, blue eyes, 160 Ibs.,
motorcycles and camping are fine with
me, seek woman to correspond with
and possible relationship. '!t5228
TIRED OF BARROOMS FOR MEETING
OTHERS? So am I. This SWM, 33,
5'11' 170Ibs., very handsome professional with excellent sense of humor,
seeks very pretty, long-haired SWF,
24-32 to discover new interests, share
common ones, future and spring fever
together. Photo appreciated. CBW Box
961. '!t5227
DIANE, I SEE YOU WHEREVER I GO.
We met briefly after you came out of
Loring, Short & Harmon on Saturday,
Feb. 8th around 3:40. Let's meet each
other on purpose this time. CBW Box
962. '!t5235

I LOVE BEACH RUNNING in snow- GWF-ATTRACTIVE
storms; the great outdoors; kind, hon- THIRTYSOMETHING - I sit here rackest and animated people; insightful ing rrfoj brain about figuring what's
novels; thought provoking movies; in- important to me. Honesty keeps comtellectual challenges; spontaneity; ing to mind- sounds corny, but honlaughing with rrfoj friends; dancing in . esty in a relationship is what I want...
the rain; spring, summer, fall & winter. and need most. Love for animals is
I'mjustlikin'life, and t'monly 33! What important, too. A sense of humor is a
bonus, we need to laugh atthis wo~d.
about you? '!t5237
I love Quiet times. Age 30-35, NlS.
CBW Box 939. '!t5163

women("-women

BiWF, MARRIED, 5'7', 1101bs. Long
brown hair, brown eyes. Enjoys horseback riding, good movies, soft music,
long rides and Quiet walks. 3O-something, fun-loving and relatively adventurous. Seeks other like-minded females to share friendship, frolic, fun
and quiettimes. Clean and safe, discretion a must Photo and phone appreciated. '!t5084
THERE MUST BE A PRETTY WOMAN
who wants someone who will happily
betheirsidekickand more. Yourbeauty
will help me and rrfoj writing. You look
great! '!t5071
GWFLOOKING FOR SINGLE GFto have
friendship and possibly more. I enjoy
dancing, movies, walks on the beach
and manyotherthings, how about you?
Write me and tell me about yourself
and your interests and let's get together. ~nd # ~ possible. '!t5070
Bi(?)WF IN RECOVERY SEEKS FRIEND
to step through new way of life with.
Am attractive, mid 30s, single parent.
'My bottom wasn1 very low but need
help mending this heart and SOUl'.
'!t5094

THIS SAUCY, SASSY, SMART, SEXY,
sweet smilin', sensitive, spirited lesbian is seeking lesbian woman to savor
afriendship, perhaps simmer with love.
I am seven x six, self-aware, semipolitical, secure, souUul and sociable. I
like the sizzle of the city and the serenity of the woods. My serenades are
sincere. I'm setting rrfoj own script.
Scarry! The sky and the sea are reserved for you and me. CBvrBox 941.
'!t5165
GORGEOUS, WILD, Bi-F, ultimate-submissive, needs aggressive women!
Absolutelynolirnts l Slim, 5'9", blonde,
32. Have run previous ads but am tired
of 'sweetcake meetings' with inexperienced little gi~s who have fantasies
but lack confident follow-through. I
now want suprise arrangements
handled by rrfoj fiance- whom absolutely will have no contact with youbecause I crave fantasy fulfilment- not
pleasantries! Will converse with you
first- at his command- to assure I am
for real. Then I'll be pre-prepared, and
anxiously awaiting your every instruction! CBW Box 944. tr5154

YOU'RE ABiMF, 35-45; a professional
who takes care of herself without being
nutsy about it has a readiness for
laughter, adventure,and independence;
GWF, ATTRACTIVE, PROFESSIONAL, loves music. Hey, what a coinCidence,
a young 40, seeking to meet other so am I! Let's discover what else we
women who have self-awareness and a have in common. CBW Box 947.
willingness to work on inlimacy is- '!t5188
sues. '!t5115
BI-CURIOUS WF, 26, seeks Bi or GWF
WILDWOMON ON THE LOOSE! This for first time experience to fulfill longBiF, 24, can be seen dancing at Zoott, time fantasy. Photo appreciated. Displaying contact air-hockey, and ocean- cretion assured. Wr~e Suite 12141,
dipping in April. She desires BiF com- P.O. Box 1480, Saco, ME 04072 or call
panionship to help her forget the suit- '!t5208
n-tie establishment inwhich shewo rks. IDGEY'S TWIN LOOKING FORA PLAYAre you up for the challenge? '!t5108 MATE who is as passionate about hav-

MODEL BLONDE NEEDS BLACK MEN!
Slim, long-legged, high-heeled wildcat
is expkJring the deep-inside fantasies
I've never dared to look at ! All thanks to
rrfoj man who makes the movie "9 112 IF YOU'RE STRAIGHT, 55+, staying
Weeks' & Mickey Rourke look like a home, notgoing outtosocial activities
Disney/ Mickey Mouse movie! Please! in state orout because you don't want
to go alone, let's get together, M or F.
CBW Box 944. '!t5156
GWM, 34, SEEKS MWM or BiWM, 25I'm Fin the same boat! Write: P.O. Box
40, who need special attention. I live a FEMALE TAG TEAM WANTED FOR 10233, Portland, ME. Can phone later
clean lifestyle and seek same. Let me FANTASY fulfillment Weallthinkabout atter letter. '!t5152
help you relax with a great meal and it, but few of us try it. Adventurous,
massage. No strings-call today '!t5185 pretty, inspired WFswanted to atleast WWM SEEKS SLENDER WF NURSE or
discuss it. Imagine the possibilities! health field worker, 20-45, for comGM, 25, 5'9', 1651bs. looking for GM, '!t5153
panionship & movies '!t5193
22-30, NlS, to form friendship or more.
I like to dance, take walks, talk hon- SENSUOUS WM, 29 yrs., whose heart ATIRACTIVEMALE,45,5'11', 1651bs.
has already been captured, seeks fe- Professional, very physically fit sines~y, workout, drives, home time. I am
straight acting but tired of being alone. male or bi female couple for fun and cere, affectionate. Widow for 2 yrs,
Contact me, all will be answered. CBW pleasure. Open, honest, clean only. young son, not looking for serious
relationship. Prefer married lady, edu'!t5194
Box 949. '!t5190
cated, fit passionate, discretion asGM, 45, TRIM BUILO, attractive, N/S, MR. TITANIUM- YOU MAKE ME sured. Don't be afraid to live life. Write
seeks similar, intelligent stable GM, CRA2Y- Honeysucla jungle girl.
P.O. Box 10116, Portland, 04104.
30-50, to share outdoor/indoor activi'!t5232
ties and possible spring vacation. P.O. IGUANAMAN- WE HAVE NO FEARS
that
2
yr.
old
2
a.m.
June
kiss
still
Box 683. Waterboro, ME 04087.
tingles like teradactyis in rrfoj stomach.
'!t5191
Soon on the primeval northern island
WHO ARE YOU? WED. JAN. 29, 1:30 in the meadow pure and free we'll be 6'2' AND STILL GROWING. 8-1/2' and
p.m. opened MaineBank &Trustdoors eating our love for breakfast- Sweetie. still sowing. WOWEE and still glowing.
for me in and out Mid 20s, black hair.
Mad love ever growing in your smitten
sneakers, baggy pants, big smile, gran- THIS IS NOT A ROMANTIC AD! 2 girls
e.
ite eyes. New account, made deposit, want new friends for weekly cards or
asked about card. Great vibes! Me- 32, boardgames. Maybe just a good com- HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY TO
edy on the VCR. Your kids are welglasses, beard, magic. Call '!t5198
MICHAEL D... "You Bastard.' Love,
come. '!t5206
Mark o. Dream Girl, USA.
GWM, MID 30s, WANTS TO MEET
YOUNG, straight acting, sensible guy HANDSOME GUY NEXT DOOR you've HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY to rrfoj Butto go places with, travel, and enjoy been fantasiZing about. Grown-up tery Dinner partner. I had the time of
each other's company, both in public playtime with loving couple or sweet rrfoj life. Let's share pertection again.
and in privale. Someone I can sort of lady. Write to P.O. Box831, Yarmouth,
ME 04096. '!t5212
Two hearts are better than one and
adopt '!t5218
that's what this body has got beating
GWM, 33,ATTRACTIVE, BOYISH, 6'1', we, LATE30s, seekingattiactive, high- for you thisyear! Mine and the baby's.
1701bs, Down to earth, outdoorsy, not heeled, dominant, vixen-type lady only. We love you!
effernnate, kinda quiet, not introverted, We are articulate, intelligent, & advensmart, not intellectual, open, caring. turous. She petite and pretty. He tall &
Cuddling means as much to me as sex, handsome. If you are discreet, caring,
but I am not promiscuous. Please be: selective and looking for lasting friendstraight acting, (with feelings), normal ship write us. Your letter will be anweight, like nature, walksinthewoods. swered immediately. CBW Box 956.
Not a neccessity, but somewhat
younger guys and nice hair (head) do MALE MODEL LOOKING FOR afemale
something for me. You and I might be photographer to model for. I'm tall,
just rightfor each other. CBW Box 963. good looking, 30, I work out and I'm
'!t5236
ready to please. '!t5215

BiWM, BR. HR.I BR. EYES, 5'11',
165Ibs., seeks same for friendshipfun. I enjoy sports, cooking, theatre,
and reading. (Discretion assured). Are
you N/S, health conscious, and between 20 and 45 yrs. old? CBW Box
945. '!t5180

companions

love letters

others

ing fun as she is about her friends,
SENSUOUS BUT SHY DAMSEL, de- family, and the ideas which are impor- HOWARD, YOU KNOW HOW MUCH
sires beautiful princess for nights of tantto her. My relational valuesinclude WE ALL want you! Don't you think it's
enchantment. Areyou literate and love intimacy balanced byindependenceand time to do something about it?
fairy tales? Adventurous but no tom- acommitment to taking care of rrfojself Whal'd·ya say? -A,A,L 'Z1'5166
boy? Open the book to a storybook physically, emotionally, and spi ritually.
SEEKING CURIOUS 20ish FEMALEromance with this pretty, feminine BiF. CBW Box 955. '!t5211
Haveyou ever secretly fantasized about
'!t5141
MBiF, 31, SLIM, LOOKING FOR SLIM, having an adventure with an aftractive,
TIRED OF BEING ALONE, WANTSOME- BiFforfriendship, fun, and special sen- physically fit, sexy, and clean 20ish
ONE special to share life's joys and suous times. Sometimes shy, some- couple? Are you blushing? Call us! NI
sorrows, laughter and tears? Me too. I times sizzling. Will answer all! NlD, 0, NlS please. Oiscretion expected and
enjoy classical music, reading, lalking, light drink O.K., very discreet, Let's assured. '!t5172
Quietevenings, theocean,cookingand meet! '!t5231
FIESTY, BLONDE AND BRUNffiE looksnuggling. LF seeks same, 45-50, for
ing for devilish pleasure from tall, dark,
friendship, maybe more. '!t5143
handsome young male, 16-25, no name
fir
required, photo please! '!t5157
SWF, 35, WELL-EDUCATED, ATHLETIC, who enjoys laughing, intelligenl WM, MID 20s, MASCULINE, good look- SWC, 30s, LOOKING FOR OTHER
conversation, CNN, outdoors activities, ing, not into gay social scene. Many COUPLES tosharefantasies and friendpizza, movies, plays, musiC, dancing, interests, sports, worki n~ out and quiet ship, open to female experiences. Disdining out walking the beach! Back times. Looking to meet BVG WM, mas- cretion assured, all replies answered.
Bay. Looking for someone who loves culine, good looking, 20s to ea~y 3Os, '!t5168
to have fun, analyze the wortd, and for friendship first and possibly more
challenges me to grow. How about after. Be honest and real. CBW Box WALLEYBALL PLAYERS WANTED:
(Volleyball in a racquetball court). Very
you? '!t5167
937. 'Z1'5150
non-competitive, co-ed games; we
OPTIMISTS WANTED! Professional aren't great athletes, just people who
man, 30s, NlS, who enjoys acting like a like to get together alter work for some
Call
kid sometimes and making the most of activity. We play at the Racquet and
costs
what life offers seeks same. Enjoy inti- Fitness Center, outer Congress St. Call
mate talks, fires, nature, films, theatre, 934-1745, Todd.
1,49a
travel, sense of humor. Curious? Defiminute,
nitely worth a call! '!t5151

men

35

FINDING FEARLESS PHONE FRIEND
for fun, fantasy and friendship frustrating. If you'd like to share your wild,
secret dreams, I'll listen. And I'll share
mine with you. Imaginative WM seeking new aural experiences with creative, discreet WF. 25-35. Let's lalk.
'Z1'5222
SWM, 33, ATTRACTIVE, seeks a subrrissive woman who wishes to serve.
Experience, or just curious? All limits
respected, discreet Coupleswelcome,
send photo ordescription-I know what
you need . Boxholder, P.O. Box 788,
Bath, ME 04530. '!t5224

men

i~ 900·370·2041

Responding to
aCBW
Personal Ad,
but can't find
the stamps?
Just pick up
the phone.

OESPERATELY SEEKING ·FAT &
SNUGGLY, but far from ugly, #5129.
I'm sorry about the phone call you
made 214/92. Would you please give
mea call or write so I can explain what
happened and get to know you. P.O.
Box 1073, Westbrook, ME 04098.
'!t5229

900·370·2041

MWC LOOKING FOR SAME WITH
WBLMattitud.eandWPKM intelligence.
We all enjoy sensual times, lingerie,
video, fun, so let's gel together. Not
looking to swap, just sharing good
times. Discretion assured. Drop us a
line! P.O. Box 805, Scarborough, ME
04070. '!t5238

Call costs 1.49
a minute.

Call

WE MAKE NEWS MATTER

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO A CBW PERSONAL AD (Calls cost 1.49/min)
How to respond to a personal ad
Just call 1-900-370-2041 from any tOUch-tone phone.
When Personal Call<IP answers, follow the instructions and
enter the four-digit .. number of the ad that interests you.
You may then leave a response, enter another .. number or
browse through other messages. (Calls cost 1.49 a minute.)
To respond to an ad without a .. number, write to the P.O.
box or CBW box indicated. When addressing mail to a CBW
box, be sure to print the box numberctearfy on the lower left
hand corner of your envelope.

How to place a CBW personal ad
You can place your ad by phone, by FAX or by stopping
by our office at 551A Congress SI. in downtown Portland.
Call n5-6601 to lind out more.
Each Casco Bay Weekly personal ad comes with free use
of a Personal Call<IP tI' number. When you place your ad,
you'l be you'l be given a .. number and an easy-to-follow
instruction sheet Irs important that you call and leave your
personal greeting before the paper comes out on Thursday
- that way you wonl miss any of your responses.
When recording your 90-second greeting, relax and be
creative. Describe yourself - but donl leave your full
name, telephone number or address. We suggest that you
leave your first name, and ask the people responding to
leave their telephone numbers and best times to call.

You can change your .. message as often as you like.
And you can start getting responses right away .

Your ad:

What does a personal cost?

Category:

Personal ads of 45 words or fewer cost only $5 a week.
Additional words cost 25¢ each. All personal ads must be
placed for a minimum of two weeks. (Ads of 45 words or
fewer are FREE when submitted via FAX on Thursdays.)
Use of a Personal Call<IP" number is free. Use of a CBW
box (including mail forwarding) costs $5 a week. Use of a
CBWboxw/o a" number costs $9a week. Visa, Mastercard,
personal checks or money orders are welcome. All personal ads and box services must be paid in advance.

o women or men

Rules & deadines
Casco Bay Weekly Personals are for single people seeking relationships. CBW will refuse ads that seek to buy or
sell sexual services. No full names, street addresses or
phone numbers. Ads containing explicit sexual or anatomical language will not be accepted. We reserve the right to
edit or refuse any ad.
Your ad and payment must reach CBW by 6 p.m. on the
Monday prior to publication. Bring orsendyour ad to: Casco
Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101.
Phone: 775-6601. FAX: 775-1615

o men or women
o women or women
Omen ... men

o others
o companions

Confidential infonnation:
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You'll never ride in a 'Truck'
with MEDEC Ambulance
A lot of ambulance companies refer to their vehicles as "trucks."
Trucks are for haulling goods and livestock.
We don't deal with trucks atMEDEC.
We don't deal with livestock.
We deal with people.
As aMEDEC patient, you are entitled to the utmost respect, dignity and consideration. You
are entitled to be given care consistent with the highest level of professional and clinical
competence.

A firm that calls its vehicles "trucks" says a lot about how
that firm feels about its patients.
We don't consider our patients cattle. They are persons,
individuals, the most important people in the world.
You'll never ride in a "truck" with MEDEC.

MEDEC

Ambulance

772-6000

Ambulance

FEBRUARY'S BEST BUYS!
Natural Cherry
armchairs
$199.00

SOFA SPECIAL
. $495.00

24" or 30"
"Florida" Bar Stools
$79.00

All wood 72"
bookcases
$99.00

Ash spindle bed
Queen or Full
$389.00

A chair to compliment
contemporary settings
$49.00

Make life worth sittingl
Chair and Ottoman
$595
INTERNATIONAL HOME FURNISHINGS

Richard Parks Gallery
Portland Location

-

Fore St.

(jj
Gallery
Free

Commercial 51.

Parking

.~
~

e:
at

U:

major credit cards • in store financing • free park lng

POIITLAND
288 Fore Street
774·1322

BANGOR
170 Park Street
942·6880

ELLSWORTH
High Street
667·3615

• classic and contemporary furniture •
• office interiors • lighting • art •
• garden furniture • carpets •

